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Abstract i 

iiBSTRACT 

The Image Intensified All Sky Film Camera is a well suitable 
camera system for routine monitoring the dayside aurora. However, 
when high time resolution measurements are wanted the low light 
level TV cameras are more appropriate. The IBM PC/AT is a 
reliable low cost computer. When the IBM PC/AT is equipped with 2 
MB memory, floating point processor, the DT 2851 and DT 2858. 
image analysis cards and the IBM 3363 optical disk drive, the 
computer becomes a powerful image analysis system. The films are 
digitized using the Optronics scanner and the video are digitized 
using the DT 2851 high resolution frame grabber. The images are 
displayed at the EGA screen and printed at various printers. The 
quality of the film and video recordings are much improved using 
image enhancement technic. In order to compare the video record
ings with other measurements, elevation circles and azimuth lines 
are drawn into the images and the images are transformed into a 
geographic or geomagnetic coordinate system. The need of storage 
capacity is reduced using error-free image compression technic or 
contour encoding. The meridian scanning photometer data give a 
calibrated measurement at several wavelengths of the auroral 
emissions. These measurements are used to calibrate the images. 

Ground based observations from Svalbard of the midday aurora by 
all sky cameras and meridian scanning photometers show the 
sporadic occurrence of discrete auroral forms within or near the 
stable cusp or cleft aurora. Some of these forms appear near the 
equatorward boundary of the stable cusp/cleft aurora and moves 
westward and northward. The duration of the whole event is 
typically less than 10 minutes. Series of such events are 
observed when the cusp/cleft is located at low latitudes, i.e. 
south of 75° MLAT. 

The spatial scale of these discrete optical events are ~ 50 km in 
latitude and - 500 km in longitude. The duration of the events 
compares well with the predicted characteristic times of momentum 
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transfer to the ionosphere associated with the flux transfer 
event (FTE) related current tubes. 

Satellite measurements of magnetic field and ion drift components 
above auroral structures give detailed information of auroral 
electrodynamics in the cusp/cleft ionosphere. Structures of 
enhanced electron precipitation are associated with 630.0 nm 
dominated auroral forms. Within these forms strong, northward 
electric fields and Birkeland currents are observed. Rather 
complex patterns of Birkeland currents are connected to the 
auroral structures. The close latitudinal relationship between 
the auroral forms, the Birkeland currents and the ion drift 
indicates that the Birkeland currents also are of transient 
nature. These events are probably related to transient injection 
of magnetosheath plasma into the dayside magnetospheric boundary 
layer. 

Satellite observations of the dayside oval at ~ 09 MLT show the 
auroral emissions can be separated in different latitudinal zones 
with corresponding structures in the particle precipitation. 
The ground based optical instruments at Svalbard measure the 
stationary cleft aurora produced by soft electrons and transient 
discrete arcs produced by precipitating keV electrons. 
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has constructed and given helps in running the meridian scanning 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 1 
CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Technical Part 

The main work done by the author is described in Part I of this 
thesis. 

This Part contains a description of the optical instruments run 
at Svalbard. These are the Image Intensified All Sky Camera , the 
TV cameras and the Meridian Scanning Photometers. These instru
ments are described in Chapters 2, 3 and 10 respectively. 

The purpose of this work was to create an image analysis system 
to be used at film and video recordings from dayside aurora 
recorded at the Svalbard islands. The low cost computer equipment 
used is described in Chapter 4. The image analysis demands the 
digitizing of the film and video as explained in Chapter 5. 

The main work done by the author is the writing of the digital 
analysis software. In Table 1.1 is listed the most important 
programs created. The display and printout programs are document
ed in Chapter 6. The images recorded were degraded by noise from 
the image intensifiers used. The removal of this noise and other 
image enhancements technics are described in Chapter 7. The image 
transform converting the aurora into a geographic or geomagnetic 
map is described in Chapter 8. The main problem with image 
analysis when working with a sequence of images, is the demand of 
huge storage capacity. One preliminary solution to this problem 
is the image compression routines described in Chapter 9. At last 
in Chapter 11 the data from simultaneous meridian scanning 
photometer recordings are used to calibrate the all sky cameras. 
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1.2 Scientific Part 

Part II of this thesis is based on the following papers (see 
Chapter 14): 

I) Midday auroral breakup 
P.E. Sandholt1, B. Lybekk1, A. Egeland1, R. Nakamura2, and 
T. Oguti2, 
J. Geomag. Geoelectr., 41, 371-387, 1989 

II) Midday auroral breakup events and related energy and 
momentum transfer from the magnetosheath 
P.E. Sandholt, M. Lockwood3, T. Oguti, S.W.H. Cowley4, 
K.S.C. Freeman3, B. Lybekk, A. Egeland and D.M. Willis3 

J. Geophys. Res., In Press, 1989 

III) Electrodynamics of the polar cusp ionosphere; 
A case study 
P.E. Sandholt, B. Jacobsen1, B. Lybekk, A. Egeland, 
P.F. Bythrow5 and D.A. Hardy6 

J. Geophys. Res., 94, 6713-6722, 1989 

IV) Structure and dynamics in the polar cleft: 
Coordinated satellite and ground-based observations in the 
prenoon sector 
P.E. Sandholt, B. Jacobsen, B. Lybekk, A. Egeland, C.-I. 
Meng5, P.T. Newell5, F.J. Rich6 and E.J. Weber6 

J. Geophys. Res., 94, 8928-8942, 1989 

Department of Physics, University if Oslo, Oslo, Norway 
Geophysics Research Laboratory, University of Tokyo, 
Tokyo, Japan 
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Chilton, U.K. 
Blackett Laboratory, Imperial College, London, U.K. 
Applied Physics Laboratory, John Hopkins University, Laurel, 
Maryland, USA. 
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory, Hanscom Air Force Base, 
Massachusetts, USA. 

1 
2 

3 
4 
5 

6 
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The papers were carried out in close cooperation with several 

other authors. My main responsibility has been operation of the 

optical instruments at Svalbard, collection of the auroral data 

at Ny Ålesund, and the processing of practically all these data. 

Furthermore, I have participated - mainly together with Ass. 

Prof. P.E. Sandholt - in the preparation of the manuscripts. 

The Svalbard area is well suited for optical observations of the 

dayside aurora, during a two month period around winter solstice, 

because of suitable distances to the geomagnetic and geographic 

poles. Thus the aurora is in darkness and can be detected by 

sensitive optical instruments for 24 hrs. each day in this 

period. 

The Department of Physics, University of Oslo, has observed the 

dayside aurora from the stations at Svalbard for ten years. The 

SVALBARD stations are indicated in Fig. 1.2. The geomagnetic 

latitudes are listed above each station name. Most of our optical 

observations have been done from Ny Ålesund. However, also from 

Hornsund and Longyearbyen we have got nice data. 

The scientific part of this thesis contains discussions and 

interpretations of optical observations from the dayside aurora 

at Svalbard. The dayside aurora is the ionospheric signature of 

the polar cusp and cleft. The disturbance of the earths magnetic 

field from the solar wind is shown in Fig. 1.1(a). The geom

agnetic field is compressed at the sunward side and stretched out 

at the antisunward side. A transition region is formed on the 

dayside, between closed and open magnetic field, named the 

magnetic cusp, see Fig. 1.1. The precipitating electrons creating 

the midday aurora are entering trough the cusp. A slightly 

different particle source of dayside auroral emissions is the low 

latitude boundary layer, LLBL. 

The distinction between the cusp and the cleft is given in Newell 

and Meng (1989), based on statistical studies of particle 

measurements from a polar orbiting satellite, (DMSP F7). The 
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electron average energy in the cusp was found to be around 140 eV 
and sometimes as high as 220 eV. This is expected to be direct 
entry of magnetosheath plasma. The cleft region maps to the LLBL 
and the average electron energy is higher. 

A two dimensional view of the magnetic field topology in the 
magnetosphere and a plot of the dayside auroral oval are drawn in 
Fig. l.l(a) and (b), respectively. As the reader observes the 
cleft is a broad region around noon but the cusp is localized 
within a 1-2 hrs. interval near noon. The cusp is also sometimes 
referred to as the midday gap of discrete arcs. The cusp is 
always poleward of the cleft. Both the cusp and the cleft regions 
are observed from the ground using optical instruments at Sval
bard. The typical cusp and cleft auroral signature is a diffuse, 
east-west aligned arc with the intensity ratio I(630.0)/I(557.7) 
2 2. This arc is always present around geomagnetic noon. In the 
cleft discrete arcs, (mainly observed in the 557.7 nm emission), 
originating from electrons with energies higher than 220 eV, are 
also present. 

Although the dayside oval is characterized by the stable 630.0 nm 
arc as mentioned above, we cften observe the sporadic occurrence 
of poleward moving discrete forms. These are tentatively inter
preted as an ionospheric signature of flux transfer events, FTEs. 
The FTE process, i.e. time-dependent magnetic reconnection, is 
expected to give rise to an open magnetic flux tube convecting 
tailward across the magnetic cusp. During this motion the 
magnetosheath-like particles in this magnetic tube may preci
pitate and create the poleward moving arc. 

Papers I and II focus on the characteristic transient auroral 
events that are observed around local magnetic noon, within the 
polar cusp/cleft region, by the optical instruments at Svalbard, 
Norway. Satellite ground-based conjugate studies of auroral 
structures near 11 and 09 MLT, respectively, are the main topics 
of Papers III and IV. 

The optical instruments used, see Chapters 2, 3 and 10, provide 
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2-dimensional high-time resolution information on the auroral 
forms. Spectral properties of the precipitating electrons have 
been obtained. The resulting ionospheric conductivities are 
calculated from the relative intensities in the photometer 
channels at 427.8, 557.7 and 630.0 nm (cf. Papers I and II). 

Latitude profiles of electron and ion precipitation parameters 
related to the dayside auroral events have been measured directly 
from polar orbiting satellites (cf. Papers. Ill and IV). 
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cleft 

south 
(b) 

Fig. l,l: 
Fig. 1.1(a) is a two dimensional schematic illustration of the 
earth's magnetosphere. The small circle is the earth's surface. 
Some of the magnetic field lines are drawn. The outer line is the 
magnetopause. The sun is located towards the left. The locations 
of the magnetosheath (MS), the low latitude boundary layer (LLBL) 
and the central plasma sheet (CPS) are indicated. The magneto-
spheric cusp is then the transition region between the open and 
closed field lines. 
The part inside the rectangle is magnified and redrawn in Fig. 
1.1(b). Only three field lines are drawn. The last closed field 
line is the middle line. The arc segment represents a satellite 
track crossing local noon in -800 km altitude. The small and big 
dots then illustrate the spatial extent to the east of the noon-
midnight meridian of the cleft and cusp precipitations, respect
ively. 
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Fig. 1.2: The figure is a map of Northern Norway, Svalbard and 
the Greenland Sea. The geographical latitude circles and longi
tude lines are drawn. T!ie field stations in the norwegian chain 
are marked. The numbere inside the brackets are the geomagnetic 
latitude and longitude of the stations. The vertical line trough 
Ny Ålesund represents the scanning direction of the meridian 
scanning photometer. A circle with radius 500 km is drawn with Ny 
Ålesund in the centre. This represents the approximate field of 
view of the all sky cameras. The left vertical line is the HILAT 
trajectory on Dec. 10, 1983, 08.03 - 08.05 UT. 
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main 

programs 
function lines in 

of the program source file 
units and include 
programs used 

explained 
in Sect. 

AKA_PLOT.PAS plot analog data 
from NYA data logger 

4252 DIR REC.PAS 
OKTTlASTER.PAS 

10.2 

CALIB.PAS calibration of 
images 

5197 CAL DISP.PAS 
I0_5RAPH.PAS 

11.3 

CODEIMAGE.PAS error free 
image encoding 

3027 DIR_REC.PAS 9.2 

C0NT01T..PAS creates contour 
map of images 

3525 DIR_REC.PAS 9.3 

CONTRAST. FOR image enhancements 1221 none 7.2 
CUTSELECT.PAS compression of images 

into standard format 
3352 DIR_REC.PAS 5.4 

DISCON.PAS plotting of contours 3932 DIR REC.PAS 
OKL_RASTER.PAS 

6.5 

FACIT.FOR colour prints at 
Facit 4544 printer 

837 none 6.3.1 

FOURIER.PAS fourier filtering 
of images 

4945 DIR REC.PAS 
io GRAPH.PAS 
SITSPEKT.PAS 

7.3 

GREG.FOR creating geographic 
maps of the aurora 

731 none 8.4 

GRID.FOR superimpose grids 
at the images 

434 none 8.2 

HALFTONE. PAS grayscale plots at 
OKI laser printer 

4808 DIR REC.PAS 
OKTRASTER.PAS 
HALF.INC.PAS 

6.4.3 

MSP_PLOT.PAS plot MSP data from 
NYA data logger 

3284 DIR_REC.PAS 10.2 

PAINT. PAS colour prints at the 
HP PaintJet 

1992 DIR_REC.PAS 6.3.2 

SHOW.PAS main display program 
of standard images 

4069 DIR REC.PAS 
10 GRAPH.PAS 
FITTER IMAGE.PAS 
SHOW_M0L.PAS 

6.2 

SOLAR. FOR calculation of the 
solar elevation angle 

833 none 2.5 

SPACE. PAS three dimensional 
plots of images 

4742 CALDISP.PAS 
PRINTPAK.PAS 
TEXTPAK.PAS 
PLOT_3D.PAS 

6.6 

UPLOAD.PAS interaction with the 
DT28S1 & DT2858 cards 

S337 UP PR0C.PAS 
UPTiAP.PAS 

6.7 

Table, l.l: The left column of this table gives the names of the 
most important programs in the image analysis system. The 
programs with names ending with PAS are created using Turbo 
Pascal 5.5, cf. Sect. 4.3.5, and the programs with names ending 
with FOR are created using Microsoft Fortran, cf. Sect. 4.3.2. 
The function of the different programs are indicated in the 
second column. The third column gives the length of the source 
code. The fourth column shows the names of the different units 
and include program used. Further explanation of these programs 
are found in the Sections listed in the right column. 

http://HALF.INC.PAS
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CHAPTER 4 

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT 

4.1 Introduction to computer equipment 

The purpose of this work was to build a low cost image analysis 
system. We found the personal computer to be well suited for this 
job. The IBM PC/AT was selected because of it low price and 
general use. The IBM PC/XT and PC/AT systems have been the most 
used personal computer system in Norway since 1985. This 
tendency is still expected to last for several years. In 
particular 386 systems running as fast as 33 MHz are perhaps 
useful personal computers even in year 2000. The software 
developed in this work will run on all PC- MS DOS systems. 

A variety of programs and high level compilers are available for 
this computer system. Basic, Pascal, Fortran and C are the most 
widely used high level programming languages for personal 
computers in Norway today. The selection of language is influenc
ed by the programmer's preferences and type of application. Our 
main selection was the Turbo Pascal delivered by Borland Interna
tional, cf. Sects. 4.3.3. and 4.3.4. 

4.2 The personal computer IBM PC/AT 

As mentioned above the personal computer used was the IBM PC/AT. 
This computer is based on the 6 MHz Intel 80286 microprocessor. 
In addition a Intel 80287 floating point processor was installed. 
Thii processor is running all floating point operations. The 
speed of the operations was then considerably increased. The gain 
in speed is indicated -.n Appendix A (I). 

The IBM PC/AT was delivered with 6 full length IBM/AT and two 
half length IBM/PC slots where expansions cards could be conn
ected directly onto the computer bus, cf. IBM Guide To Operations 
Personal Computer AT (1984), and IBM Technical Reference Personal 
Computer AT (1984). Our IBM PC/AT system with all interface cards 
is indicated in Fig. 4.1. 
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Two of the full length slots were occupied by the enhanced 
graphics adapter (EGA) and the disk drive interface card. One of 
the half length slots was occupied by the parallel (Centronics) 
and the asynchronous communication adapter card (RS 232). 

The personal computer was supplied with a 5 1/4 inch floppy disk 
drive able to use floppy disk of the type 2S/HD, with the 
capacity of 1.2 Mb. The floppy drive is also able to use IBM 
PC/XT compatible 2S/2D 360 Kb diskettes. The identification 
symbol for the floppy drive is A: . The main storage unit for 
system programs, user programs and data files is the 20 Mb hard 
disk. The identification symbol for this drive is C: . All data 
on the disks are organized into files. 

An external memory expansion board was installed. This was the 
1.5 Mb (1536 Kb) Memory Expansion and Input/Output Adapter Board 
from Computer Peripherals, cf. Overachiever (1986). The total 
memory is then 2048 Kb. 1408 Kb are arranged as a disk drive with 
identification symbol D:. The speed of this 1408 Kb disk drive 
is much improved compared to the standard floppy and har'! disk 
drives. Another feature is the lack of any mechanical parts. 
Programs using millions of file input/output operations, as the 
FOJRIER.PAS and the OKI_RASTER.PAS programs, do not wear out the 
disk drives. The operator has however to be aware of when turning 
off the computer or doing a software reset, the data at drive D: 
is lost. Usually in this thesis this D: drive is referred to as 
the RAM drive (Random Access Memory). In Appendix A (II) is a 
speed test comparing the various storage devices connected to 
this system. 

The display system is an IBM Enhanced Colour Graphic (EGA) 
adapter and a Dyneer 14 CMI video monitor. When displaying text 
the resolution of the screen is 80 characters per line multiplied 
by 25 lines. In full EGA graphics mode the resolution of this 
screen is 640 points horizontally times 350 points vertically. 
Each point can be displayed in one of 16 colours. The Turbo 
Pascal program language compiler used is able to utilize this 
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full EGA graphics, cf. Turbo Pascal 4.0 (1987). 

4.3 Operating system and high level language compilers used 

4.3.1 Operating system 

Every computer needs an operating system doing the interfacing 
between the microprocessor and its environment. The operating 
system used with the IBM PC/AT is called PC DOS. This system is 
divided into six parts, cf. Norton P. (1984). 

Part one is the ROM-BIOS, or the Basic Input/Output System. 
This part is stored in Read Only Memory in the computer. 
Typical service routines in ROM-BIOS are the video input/-
output, diskette input/output and keyboard input routines. 
Part two is the Boot Record. This part is active when the 
computer is started. The Boot Record lo:u 5 from diskette or 
fixed disk parts three and four below. 
Part three is the hidden file IBMBI0.COM. This part contains 
possible changes in ROM-BIOS. IBMBI0.COM takes care of new 
added devices. 
Part four is the hidden IBMD0S.COM file. This file contains 
all the DOS service routines. These routines basically do 
the same as the ROM-BIOS routines, however at a somewhat 
higher level. In this program are routines taking care of 
all interactions between the microprocessor and its 
environment. These routines can be used by assembly 
language programmers to perform certain operations. 
Part five is the C0MMAND.COM file. This is the command 
"processor" in the system. This program detects and executes 
the type of program we are running. It distinguish between 
the following three program files: name.COM, name.EXE and 
name.BAT. (Name is arbitrary). 
Part six is all the external commands we might run on the 
computer. Some examples of the most used external 
commands are: FORMAT, COPY, ERASE, DIR and PRINT. 

http://IBMBI0.COM
http://IBMBI0.COM
http://IBMD0S.COM
http://C0MMAND.COM
http://name.COM
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4.3.2 Microsoft Fortran 

The first high level language compiler we used for image process
ing was the Microsoft Fortran Compiler, cf. Microsoft Fortran 
Compiler (1984). The compiler was build to run all floating point 
operations on the 8087/80287 numerical coprocessor. This was 
accomplished by the linker to the 8087.lib library file. 

When constructing a program we have first to create a text file. 
This is done by help of a suitable text editing program, e.g. the 
Turbo Pascal editor. Then the text file ("*.FOR") has to be 
compiled creating an executable ("*.EXE") program. The FCOMP.BAT 
program written by the author doing this is listed in Appendix 
B. 

The variables in any program on the IBM PC/AT are stored in the 
data segment. This has the size of 64 Kb. If one uses the $LARGE 
metacommand the arrays and matrix are moved into extra segments. 
Then the limit of the data size is increased from 64 Kb to 640 
Kb. 

Fortran is well suited for doing number crunching. In image 
processing however, most of the data processing is simple 
operations on bytes, (ie. when each image point is 8 b i t ) . To do 
this in Fortran, we had to store the image matrix into a text 
matrix and use conversion functions between characters and 
integers when changing the values at the image points. 

4.3.3 Tb« Turbo Pascal 3.01 version 

The Pascal programming language is an Algol type of programming 
language, cf. Mc Cracken D. (1962). Pascal was defined by Niklaus 
Wirth in 1971. The name Turbo refers to the speed of compilation. 
The different passes and linking processes one has to do when 
compiling a Fortran program, cf. Appendix B, are put into one 
menu operated process called: Compile, cf. Turbo Pascal 3.0 
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(1985). The speed of this compiler is approximate 10 times faster 
than the Fortran compiler. 

This programming language is much better suited for fast byte and 
integer operations by help of the different bit operations as 
shr, shl, and, or etc. 

The standard colour graphics is the CGA, (320 x 20C points x 4 
colours / point ). One major drawback is: All the variables have 
to be stored inside the data segment, ie. 64 Kb. One way to avoid 
this, is to use pointer variables. Then the practical limit of 
the system is 640 Kb. The pointer variables are stored on the 
heap. The heap occupies all free memory starting at the lowest 
address in the RAM memory. 

The maximum size for each pointer variable is 65521 bytes. In 
this thesis we store each 256 x 256 x 8 bit image as two 32 Kb 
half images in the two pointer variables BildeA". and BildeB".. 
Example 4.1 shows how the pointer variables are declared. 

This version uses the 8087/80287 numerical coprocessor for all 
floating point cperations. 

4.3.4 Tha Turbo Pascal 4.0 version 

In October 1987 a new version Turbo Pascal 4.0 was released from 
Borland International, cf. Turbo Pascal 4.0 (1987). This version 
supports EGA graphics, ie. Enhanced Graphics Adapter , cf. Sect 
4.2. Fig. 4.2 shows the organization of the IBM PC/AT RAM memory 
when running a Turbo Pascal 4.0 program. The amount of DOS memory 
in this figure is 640 kB. 

Each segment listed in this figure has the maximum size of 64 Kb. 
The main difference from Turbo Pascal 3 is the units. The 
programmer is able to create a separate block of procedures and 
functions. This block is called a unit. The unit :.s compiled 
separately into a TPU, (Turbo Pascal Unit), file. Later the 
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procedures are used in the main program when the TPU file is 
included in the uses statement. As shown in Fig. 4.2 the differ
ent units used are put into separate Code Segments. 

In order to use the numerical coprocessor, the programmer has to 

write a directive to the compiler in the program code. The 

directive is (*$N+ * ) . In Turbo Pascal we declare floating point 

variables as the standard real. This is used in the older Pascal 

versions. However, faster versions used in Turbo Pascal 4.0 with 

numerical coprocessor are: Single, double, extended and comp., cf. 

Turbo Pascal 4.0. (1987). The main reason these numerical formats 

being faster, is because the 8087/80287 uses these formats. The 

variables declared as real have to be converted into extended 

before floating points operations are performed by the 8087/-

80287. An example of the gain in speed using 80287 in Turbo 

Pascal 4.0 is shown in Appendix A (I). 

Of special interest is the Numerical Methods Toolbox, cf. Turbo 

Pascal Numerical Methods Toolbox (1987). This toolbox provides 

Turbo Pascal procedures for various mathematical operations, e.g. 

roots to equations, interpolations, differentiation, integration, 

matrix routines, differential equations and fourier transforms. 

4.3.5 The Turbo Pascal 5.5 version 

One year later the Turbo Pascal was updated. The new version 5.5 

is almost similar to the 4.0 version, cf. Turbo Pascal 5.5 

Brukerhåndbok (1989), and Turbo Pascal 5.5, Reference Guide 

(1989). A new feature is the ability to debug the programs. For 

example the Pascal programs can be run one line at a time and the 

values of selected variables are displayed in a window on the 

screen, (watch window). 

This Pascal version also supports the overlay option. In this 

option programs larger than the RAM memory are run. Only the 

routines of the program current in use are loaded into the 
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memory. Later when using other routines, these replace the old 
ones at the same memory locations. 

4.4 Printers 

The printers are used for giving listing of the program code and 
different types of hardcopies of the image data. Three types of 
printers were attached to the system. 

Type one is the general dot matrix printer. The one used is the 
Epson MX-80 Type II, cf. Epson (1981). The communication to this 
printer is via the asynchronous communication port, (RS232). The 
parallel printer output, (Centronix), is redirected to the 
asynchronous communication adapter as shown in the EPSON.BAT file 
listed in Appendix C. This printer gives low cost listings of the 
program code. 

Type two is colour printers. The first one used was the Facit 
4544 colour printer, cf. Facit 4542 Flex hammer printer (1983), 
Facit 4542 Programmer's Guide (1983) and Facit 4544 Colour 
Printer (1983). The possible colours with this printer are 
yellow, green, red, blue, violet and black. The size of each dot 
is 0.353 x 0.363 mm. The use of this printer is explained in Sect 
6.3.1 when describing program FACIT.FOR. The interface is the 
standard RS 232 and the communication link is established via the 
FACITPR.BAT program listed in Appendix C. 

Later a HP PaintJet printer was connected to the system. This one 
produces 330 different colours with a dot size of 0.282 mm. This 
printer sprays the mixture of yellow, red and blue ink onto the 
paper or transparency film. The function of the printer is fully 
described in Hewlett-Packard Journal August 1988 and HP Paint 
Jet, Color Graphics Printer (1988). The use of the printer by 
program PAINT.PAS is explained in Sect. 6.3.2. 
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Type 3 is a graphic laser printer. The one used is the Oki 
Laserline 6, cf. Oki Laserline 6 Printer Handbook (1986), Oki 
Laserline 6 Setup Guide (1986), Okidata Laser Control Software 
Handbook (1986) and Oki Laserline 6 HP Laserjet PLUS compatible 
(1987). This printer was provided with 512 Kb memory. This is a 
minimum when using the printer graphics. The whole graphic image 
has to be loaded into the Oki Laserline's memory before printing. 
The printing is done when the charactercode 12, (Form Feed), is 
sent to the printer. Some of the Oki Laserline 6 instruction set 
are listed in Table 4.1. 

The maximum graphic resolutions of this printer is 0.085 x 0.085 
mm. I have written a set of procedures using this graphics. These 
procedures are gathered in the program OKI_RASTER.PAS. This 
program containing laser graphics subroutines is explained in 
Sect. 6.4.2. Programs using these routines are SPACE.PAS, 
HALFTONE.PAS and DISCON.PAS described in Sects. 6.6, 6.4.3 and 
6.5 respectively. 

4.5 The Tandberg Streamer 

The data storage capacity of the IBM PC/AT system was increased 
with the Tandberg Data Streamer, TDC 3345 Marshall Add-In 
version. The technical specifications of this streamer are 
listed in Table 4.2. The user description of the streamer is 
found in TDC 3344/45 (1986) and Pulse (1986). 

This Add-In version consists of the TDC 3309 Basic Drive 
streamer, the half length 4044 PC-bus interface card and a 
interface program PULSE.EXE. The drive occupies one half height 
floppy disk. This is then installed in the place of floppy drive 
B: using the existing power cables. The interface card uses as 
default the IBM PC/AT's DMA channel 1, cf. IBM Technical 
Reference Personal Computer AT (1984). 

The PULSE.EXE program provides a menu operated backup / restore 
facility. Another possibility is to use a command line from DOS 
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to read and write data from and to the tape. As an example the 
command line: "PULSE -BFL \DIR\NAME.EXT" write all files with 
names NAME.EXT from directory \DIR\ to the tape. In order to 
select a group of files we are able to use the ? and the * 
characters in the same manner as in DOS, cf. Dos 3.10 Reference 
(1985). 

The maximum amount of data stored on one 1/4 inch tape cartridge 
is 60 Mbytes. In this thesis we have selected the size of the 
standard image files to be 64 Kb. Then more than 900 image files 
can be stored -..n one single tape. 

4.6 The Data Translation Video Digitizing and Image analysis card 

Fig. 4.1 shows the addition of two special image analysis cards 
from Data Translation. These cards are the DT 2851 High Resolut
ion Frame Grabber and the DT 2858 Auxiliary Frame Processor. The 
DT2851 digitizes a video signal and stores an image. Further 
description of the two cards is found in Data Translation 1987 
Catalog (1987), Data Translation 1987 Application Handbook 
(1987), Data Translation DT 2851 (1986), Data Translation DT 2858 
(1986) and Iris Tutor (1987). Fig. 4.3 shows a block diagram of 
the two cards. The Frame Grabber used was the 50 Hz version 
capable of digitizing european video format (PAL). 

As Fig. 4.3 shows the Frame Grabber has two 512 x 512 x 8 bit 
frame stores. These are called Buffer 0 and Buffer 1. One 
additional buffer of the same size is created in IBM PC/AT's 
memory. Between the two cards a fast link is established by two 
8-bit ports. One port is input and one port is output from the 
Frame Grabber. 

The cards are operated by the program IRIS TUTOR from Data 
Translation. The content of one of the image buffers is sent 
trough the RED, GREEN and BLUE video output ports using the IRIS 

file:///DIR/NAME.EXT
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TUTOR Display command. One external video monitor is showing the 
image stored in this buffer. Further description of the use of 
these cards in this thesis is found in Sects. 5.5 and 6.7. 

4.7 Link to other systems 

At the Institute of Physics, University of Oslo, an Ethernet 
communication cable is installed. This is physical a 500 meter 
long coaxial-cable. At this cable data is transferred as Manch
ester code, cf. Johannessen S. (1987). The data rate at this 
cable is 10 Mbit/s. Onto this cable are connected several 
transceiver units. This unit is the link between the computers 
and the cable. Types of computers attached are the NORD 500 
series and the NORD 100 series produced by Norsk Data. 

One type of transceiver unit, NIU Model 2282a, is providing 8 
asynchronous communication ports running at 9600 Baud. This IBM 
PC/AT is connected to one of these ports through a 20 meter long 
cable. 

This network is then connected onto another similar network at 
the Institute of Informatics, University of Oslo. Onto this 
network was connected the VAX-11/750 computer at the Institute of 
Informatics. As explained in Sect. 5.2 this was the host computer 
for digitizing film data. The transport of these data is further 
explained in Sect. 5.3. 

A sketch of the network system is shown in Fig. 4.4. 

4.8 The IBM 3363 Optical Disk Drive 

In November 1988 an optical disk drive was added to the computer 
system. This was the IBM 3363 optical disk drive type A01, cf. 
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IBM 3363 (1987). Inside the disk drive is a laser writing the 
information on the 5 1/4 inc diskettes. The optical diskette is 
made of polycarbonate plastic with a coating of laser-sensitive 
alloy. Data already on the diskette cannot be removed or written 
over. However the information can be red multiple times. The 
capacity of each diskette is 200 Mb. 

In order to use the optical disk drive we have to load the memory 
resident program IBM3363. This program uses 105 Kb of the user 
memory. Then the usual DOS routines are used for writing and 
reading from the optical diskette. The DOS drive specifier for 
the optical diskette in this system is E: . The main advantage 
with the optical diskette is the huge storage capacity. With the 
standard 256x256 images used in this thesis, see Sect. 5.1, more 
than 3000 images can be stored on each diskette. 

A speed measurement was done when using the DOS copy command and 
moving the image data between the optical diskette and the RAM 
drive ( D : ) . The speed of the optical disk is somewhat slower than 
the fixed disk. Using the UPLOAD.PAS program explained in Sect. 
6.7 the writing speed of the laser is about 20 sec per Mb. The 
image data is read out from the diskette at a speed of 1 Mb per 
minute. The speed test of writing and reading image data to and 
from the various storage devices is given in Appendix A (II). 
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Fia. 4.1: This figure is a schematic drawing of the IBM PC/AT 
system described in Sect. 4.2 with all interface cards included. 
The other instruments connected to this system are also drawn. 
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Fig. 4.2: This figure is a map of the IBM PC/AT running a Turbo 
Pascal program, cf. Sect. 4.3.4 and Turbo Pascal 4.0 (1987). 
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Fig. 4.3: Schematic drawing of the DT2851 High Resolution Frame 
Grabber and the DT2858 Auxiliary Frame Processor is shown, cf. 
Sect. 4.6 and Data Translation 1987 Catalog (1987). 
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Fig. 4.4: This figure is showing the network system between the 
IBM PC/AT and the VAX 11/750, (see Sect. 4.7). The black solid 
lines indicate the Ethernet cables. 
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FUNCTION CODE SENT TO PRINTER 
Control codes 
Master reset <27>E 
Carriage return, CR, <13> 
Line feed, LF <10> 
Form feed, FF <12> 
Cursor positioning 
Set column size, horizontal <27>&k#H 
Move cursor columns, horizontal <27>&a#C 
Move cursor points, horizontal <27>&a#H 
Set row size, vertical <27>&I#C 
Move cursor rows, vertical <27>&a#R 
Move cursor points, vertical <27>&a#V 

(# = 1/120" incr.) 
(# = columns)' 
(# = 1/720" incr.)' 
(# = 1/48" incr.) 
(# = rows)' 
(# = 1/720" incr.)' 

(Relative motion in the commands marked with ' have to have 
a + or a - before the #. 

Raster graphics 
Set resolution of graphics 

No + or - gives absolute motion.) 

Start raster graphics 
Transfer one line with graphics 
End raster graphics mode 

<27>*t#R (# = dots/inc. 
(75,100,150 or 300) 

<27>*rOA (start at left margin) 
<27>*rlA (start at cursor pos.) 
<27>*b#W (# bytes of graphic 

data follows) 
<27>*rB (end this line) 

(<nn> denotes the character with 
positive number written as text.) 

asciicode nn. # denotes a 

Table 4.1: This table lists some of the OKI Laserline 6 instruc
tion set, (cf. Sect. 4.4). The instructions listed are those used 
when creating raster graphics at the printer. 
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Media: 'AT Tape Cartridge (ECMA/ • Drive: + 5VDC± 5% 0.8 A 
ANSI) 450/555/600 feet, +12VDC± 10% 1.2 A Operational 
certified 3.0AStart(50mS) 

Number of • Indicator: RED — Write or read in process 
tracks: 9 GREEN — Backup system operating 
Capacity: 45 to 60 Mbytes (formatted) on RED & GREEN - Operator interven

each cartridge tion required 
Tape speed: 90ips Error rate non-
Backup time: 5 Mbytes/minute recoverable: Minimum 10"'° bits per error 
Operating: Streaming/Serpentine MTBF: Minimum 10,000 hours (20% duty 
Recording: Serial NRZI with GCR coding cycle) 
Recording MTTR: Less than one hour 
density, data: 8,000 bpi Hardware Configuration 
Recording • Data Transfer 
density, flux: 10,000 frpi Mode: DMA channels 1 —3, software 
Block size: 512 data bytes configurable, default 1 
Tape transfer • Interrupt 
rate: 88 Kbytes/sec addressing: IRQ 2,4,5 or 7 available, software 

configurable, default 2 
Power • I/O addressing Software configurable, default 
• Controller: + 5VDC± 5% 0.6 A 330-33F(HEX) 

+ 12VDC± 10%0.01 A Specifications subject to change without notice. 

Table 4.2: This table contains technical specifications of the 
Tandberg TDC 3345 streamer. The streamer was explained in Sect. 
4.5. 

type 
BildePeker = "BildePost; 
BildePost = RECORD 

Bil : array[1..128,1..256] of byte; 
END; 

var 
BildeA,BildeB : Bildepeker; 

BEGIN 
New(BildeA); 
New(BildeB); 

END. 

Example 4.1; This example shows the Turbo Pascal declaration of 
the two pointer variables BildeA* and BildeB", see Sect. 4.3.3. 
These two variables are used to store one 256x256 image. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DIGITIZING IMAGE DATA 

5.1 Introduction to digitizing of the image data 

The input data consists of two different forms. The first type is 
as explained in Chapter 2, the 35 mm black and white film. The 
other type is as explained in Chapter 3, the video tape. 

Through the digitizing process the image is divided into small 
squares called pixels. Each pixel is given one B bit value in 
accordance with the average graylevel in the square. 

The input data can be represented by a two dimensional function 
fi(x»y) a s shown in Fig. 5.1(a). At each point in the image the 
brightness is given by the value of this function. The digitizing 
process is then to create a NxN matrix from fjjx,y). Both indexes 
in this matrix range from 1 to N. Each element f(x,y) in the 
matrix is the average value from f^(x,y) in the area [x-l..x,y-
l..y]. The image matrix is shown in Fig. 5.1(b). 

In this thesis fi(x,y) denotes the continuous two dimensional 
image function. f(x,y) denotes the matrix elements as described 
above. The matrix itself is denoted by f. 

The standard image in this work has a N equal to 256. The image 
is then represented by the matrix: 
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f(l,l) 

f(2.1) 

f - f(3,l) 

f(256. 

Each element in the matrix is stored as one byte. This gives a 
dynamic range of 8 bits, 0..255. One digital image then occupies 
64 Kb and is stored on disks row by row as a standard image. The 
first element stored is the f(1,1). 

Each element in the matrix represents the average of a small 
square in the image. This image element is called a pixel. 

5.2 Digitizing of the film data 

The films are digitized at the NAVF's Image Processing Laboratory 
by help of the Optronics Colorscan C4100 scanner. A description 
of the use of the scanner is found in Jonassen A. (1983). 

The scanner consists basically of a rotating drum. The film is 
fixed onto this drum. On one side of the film is a light source 
and on the other side is a light detector. The drum is rotated 
and the source/detector unit scans across the image. The spatial 
size of the light source is determined by a mask. The size of the 
square holes in this mask is selected between 12-,25-,50-,100-
,200- and 400xl0~6 m. In front of the light detector we have a 
v' lilar mask. 

The light sensor gives a voltage proportional to the gray level 
in the film. The electronics in the scanner converts the voltage 
from the light sensor into a 8 bit number. This number is then 
transferred to the VAX-11/750 and stored at a file. 

f(l,2) f(l,3) . . . f(l,256) 

f(2,2) . . . f(2.256) 

. . . . . . f(256,256) 
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We selected for this digitizing process a sguare pixel of 
dimension 50 /im. The horizontal number of pixel is 720 and the 
vertical number of pixels is 512. This then digitize a rectangle 
at the film of size 36 x 25.6 mm. Inside this rectangle we have 
two all sky images as shown in Fig. 5.2. 

A logarithmic function was applied to the output of the light 
detector: 

(5.1) f(x,y) = k * log(i(x,y)) 

i(x,y) is the irradiance at the light detector and f(x,y) is the 
8 bit element in the image matrix, k denotes a constant. 

The size in bytes of each image file is then 368,640 bytes. Each 
image is stored as a data file at the VAX-ll/750's hard disk. 

5.3 Transfer of the digitized film data 

5.3.1 Introduction to transfer of the digitized film data 

The next task is now to transfer this information to the IBM 
PC/AT. Two routes were selected. One through digital tape and 
another through the network. 

5.3.2 Transfer of the digitized film data by the help of tape 

Before the network was installed, the only way of moving the data 
from the VAX-11/750 to the IBM PC/AT was by the help of 9-track 
computer tape. The data was written onto a tape by the VAX-
11/750. 

Then the data was read by a tape drive connected to the NORD 500 
computer at the Institute of Physics. I created a readout 
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program in Fortran. The program name was LYBEKK.FOR. The purpose 
of this program was to transfer the image files to the IBM PC/AT. 
This program reads the image data files from the tape and writes 
these at the B100 terminal. Each 8 bit number was converted into 
two hexadecimal characters before written to the terminal. The 
B100 has an external serial output port (RS232). At this port is 
transmitted an echo of the data written to the display, cf. B100 
Computer Terminal (1976). This is connected to the IBM PC/AT's 
asynchronous communication port. The data is read by the IBM 
PC/AT by help of the author written program DATIN.BAS. The data 
flow is shown in Fig. 5.3. 

These data files are converted back to the binary form by help of 
the program HDCONVERT.FOR. After this process one pixel in the 
image is represented by one byte in the file. 

The maximum data rate at the B100 monitor is 1200 baud. In order 
to transfer one image of the size 720 x 512 pixels from the tape 
to the IBM PC/AT we need approximate two hours. 

5.3.3 The transfer of the digitized film data by help of 
the network 

After installation of the local ethernet , "net one", at the 
University we were able to use a more direct and faster transfer. 
The digitized film data is stored at the VAX-11/750 computer as 
explained in Sect. 5.2. 

Two programs in the PC/AT are used for moving dati through the 
network. The first is the general purpose communication program 
PROCOMM. When doing the transfer, we start this program. This 
program is set up to emulate the DEC VT-52 terminal. The 
communication is through the IBM PC/AT's asynchronous communicat
ion port number 1, COM 1:. The speed of the data transfer is 9600 
baud. (The 8 serial data bit are sent with no parity and one stop 
bit.) A description of this program is found in Proconun, Program 
Reference Manual (1986). 
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We then log on to the VAX computer by the following procedure 
listed in Example 5.1. The inputs from the operator are under
lined. We start the KERMIT program when running the PROCOMM 
program. The KERMIT program used is Kermit-32. Kermit-32 is a 
program implementing the Kermit file transfer protocol for the 
VAX series of computers. A description of KERMIT is found in: 
Kermit User Guide (1985). Kermit-32 is treated in Chapter n in 
this book. 

Example 5.2 shows the command sequence when transferring one 
image file from the VAX to the IBM PC/AT. The inputs from the 
keyboard are as before underlined. Example 5.3 shows the proce
dure when moving data files from the IBM PC/AT into the main 
computer (VAX or NORD) . The time used for moving one 720x512x8 
bit image data file from the VAX to the IBM PC/AT is approximate 
20 minutes. This time depends of how much traffic it is at the 
network. 

5.4 Compression of the digitized film data into the standard 
format 

A drawing of the input film is shown in Fig. 5.4. One auroral 
arc structure is indicated. The film format was explained in 
Chapter 2. The vertical column across the film denotes one track 
from the Optronics scanner, cf. Sect. 5.2. The "start" mark is 
the start position of this track. 

However, the file stored on the VAX has the structure shown in 
Fig. 5.5. The horizontal row across the image is the vertical 
column from Fig. 5.4. The information in this data file is inside 
the dotted square. The task is now to extract this part of the 
file. Then to do the necessary rotation and mirror imaging of 
this subfile. The output file should then be the file as shown in 
Fig. 5.6. We now have the 256x256x8 bit standard file in this 
thesis. North is at the top and east is towards the right of the 
image. 
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Two similar programs solve this task. The first and oldest 
program is named CDU.FOR. This program was used in connection 
with the DATIN.BAS and the HDCONV.FOR programs as shown in Fig. 
5.3. When using this program, we had to type in the coordinates 
of the dotted square in Fig. 5.5. Then we run the program. At 
last we used a display program on the resulting standard file, cf 
Fig. 5.6. The tedious job was then to do this over and over 
until we got the best fit, (see. Fig. 5.5). Because the film was 
manually put into the Optronics scanner, the start positions of 
this dotted square varied from image to image. 

We then constructed a faster and more interactive program 
CUTSELECT.PAS. Because this program does all operations in 
CDU.FOR, CDU.FOR is not further explained in this section. 

In CUTSELECT.PAS *-he whole 720x512 image file is displayed on the 
EGA graphic screen. The display looks as shown in Fig. 5.7. The 
different data points in this file are displayed in false colour 
scale. This procedure is later explained in program SHOW.PAS, cf. 
Sect. 6.2. 

We represent the 720x512 input file with the matrix b. Represent
ing the columns in the input file with the variable c and the 
rows with the variable 1 one element in b is denoted with b(l,c). 
This matrix element is plotted on the screen at EGA graphic 
coordinate (x„,yg). 

x g = 639 - (1-1) 639/719 
yg = (c-1) 199/511 

The task is as explained above to create a new 256x256 image file 
from the dotted region in Fig. 5.7. This standard image is 
denoted by the matrix £, cf. Fig. 5.6. 

We define the four directions in the dotted region of b with the 
numbers "1", "2", "3" and "4", see Fig. 5.7. When starting 
program CUTSELECT.PAS we have to tell the program the direction 
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numbers towards north and east. The data from the Ny Ålesund All 

Sky Film Camera has the north direction of "1" and the east 

direction of " 4 " . 

In this program we are able to interactive move the dotted line 

to get the best cut. This is done by help of the arrows on the 

keyboard as described in Fig. 5.8. 

When the dotted lines are in a preferable position we type 

<Enter>. The program then compute the Lstart, Lstop, Cstart and 

Cstop variables shown in Fig. 5.7. Now the 256x256x8 bit file is 

computed. The output is similar to the matrix displayed in Fig. 

5.6 with the north direction at the top and east towards the 

right. We are not allowed to expand the area inside the dotted 

line to create the matrix f. In other words the minimum (Lstop-

Lstart) and (Cstop - Cstart) values are 255. But the area can be 

averaged and shrinked to fit a 256x256 image. At the end of the 

program the image stored in f is saved in a file as the standard 

image. 

5.5 Digitizing of the video data 

The video data from the TV cameras described in Chapter 3 is 

digitized by help of the DT 2851 high resolution frame grabber. 

A brief description of this card was done in Sect. 4.6. This 

section will give a short description on how to use the Iris 

Tutor program to operate the DT 2851, cf. Iris Tutor, User Manual 

(1987). 

The Iris Tutor program is located in the file IR.EXE. When 

starting this program, a prompt is displayed on the IBM PC/AT's 

monitor. This is: 

Command: 

We are now able to type commands to be executed by the Iris Tutor 

program. The command for digitizing video data is : 
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Acquire n Frames to Buffer m 

n is number of successive frames to be averaged. This improves 
the signal to noise ratio, m has to be 1,2 or 3, and represents 
the frame buffer where the image is stored. 

The image data from buffer m is displayed on the external video 
monitor by the command: 

Display m 

The digitizing- and the display process are modified by the 
input- and the output look-up table. We can select between 8 of 
each type. The output look up tables might be altered by the 
operator. Fig. 5.9 shows the basic operations of the DT 2851 
card. 

The content of the image buffer is saved on the harddisk by the 
command: 

Save Buffer m to Filename 

Filename is the name of the file on disk. With the Restore 
command a file from disk is loaded into one of the image buffers. 
The speed of these two operations are listed in Appendix A part 
(VI). 

We are also able from the LEARN mode to create files consisting 
of a group of Iris Tutor commands. This file is then saved on 
disk. Later we might execute these commands by the command: 

EXECUTE Filename. 

Filename is the file consisting these commands. Fig. 6.14 shows 
the external monitor connected to the DT 2851 displaying one of 
the image buffers. 
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5.6 Compression of the digitized video data into the standard 
format 

Once more the CUTSELECT.PAS program is used, see Sect 5.4. 
When using a video camera, fastened on the walls at the observing 
site, the same locations in the sky are projected down at the 
same locations in the 512x512 image in every image. Having 
decided the start positions in one "image cut", ie. LSTART, 
LSTOP, CSTART and CSTOP we can use these on all digitized data 
from this camera. This increases the efficiency using the CUT
SELECT.PAS program. 

Fig. S.Kai: This figure is a drawing of the two dimensional 
image function f^<x,y) treated in Sect. 5.1. The origin is the 
upper left corner. 
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256 ^ 

Fig. 5.1fb^: The figure represents the 256x256 matrix f created 
from digitizing fi(x,y), see Sect. 5.1. 

Fig. 5.2: This figure illustrates the film from the All Sky Film 
Camera. The rectangle of the film being digitized is drawn. This 
subject is treated in Sect. 5.2. 
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Fig. 5.3: This figure is a sketch of the various processes 
included when moving data from the VAX to the IBM PC/AT by help 
of tape as explained in Sect. 5.3.2. 

1 start 

5<2 

720 

stop 

Fig. 5.4: This figure illustrates the part of the original all 
sky film being digitized by the Optronics scanner. By using a 
square pixel of dimension 50xl0~° m this area is divided into 720 
columns times 512 rows. One track across the film by the scanner 
is drawn, ie. from 'start' to 'stop', (see Sect. 5.4). 
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sran iir.e 

Fio. 5.5: This figure illustrates the file structure on th? VAX 
of the digitized part of the film shown in Fig. 5.4. The scan 
line from the Optronics scanner is drawn. In the CUTSELECT.PAS 
program (cf. Sect. 5.4) the part of the file inside the dotted 
square is put into a 256x256x8 bit file. 

i n o r t h 

i I 

V. ;l 

flx.v) 

i!.n • 
<oiil i 

Fig. 5.6: The output standard 256x256x8 bit file created from Che 
dotted part of Fig. 5.5 by the CUTSELECT.PAS program (cf. Sect. 
5.4) has the structure of this drawing. 
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Fio. 5.7: This figure illustrates the display of the input 
720x512 image file in the CUTSELECT.PAS program. The part of the 
image being converted into a 256x256 file is indicated with a 
dotted rectangle. This rectangle is moved interactively by the 
operator to fit the circular all sky image. The figure is further 
explained in Sect. 5.4. 

Fio. 5.8: This figure shows how the selected region of the 
720x512 image is changed by using the arrow Keys in the CUT-
SELECT.PAS program <cf. Sect. 5 . 4 ) . When the operator is satis
fied, the <Enter> key is pressed and this part is converted into 
a 256x256x8 bit standard file, see Fig. S.6. 
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Fig. 5.9: This figure is a schematic drawing of the DT 2851 high 
resolution frame grabber explained in Sect. 5.5. The camera / 
video recorder creating the input video data is drawn. The output 
video data are displayed on the external monitor. The four basic 
operations of the DT2851, "ACQUIRE", "DISPLAY", "SAVE" and 
"RESTORE", are indicated. 

c:\> cd nett 
c:\nett> procomm 
> connect ifi 
<enter> 
<enter> 
ifi> 
ifi> Z 
image>usernane : 
image)password : 
$ 
$ kermit 
kermit-32> 
kermit-32> set line 

Example 5.1: This example is a listing of the commands used when 
logging on to the VAX-11/750 from the IBM PC/AT, see Sect. 5.3.3. 
The communication programs PROCOMM and KERMIT are used. 

kermit-32> send filename.dat 
<PqPn> 
1 

Example 5.2: This example is a listing of the commands used when 
transferring one image from the VAX-11/750 to the IBM PC/AT az 
explained in Sect. 5.3.3. 

kermit-32> receive 
<Pgup> 2 
filename.dat 

Example 5.3: This example is a listing of the commands used when 
transferring one image from the IBM PC/AT to the VAX-11/750. 
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CHAPTER 6 

OUTPUT OF IMAGE FILES TO SCREEN AND PRINTERS 

6.1 Introduction to the display programs 

As written in Sect. 5.4 the standard format for image files in 
this thesis is 256x256x8 bit. The data are stored in the file row 
by row as demonstrated in Fig. 5.6. Each pixel in the image is 
stored in the file as one byte. Thus, the image occupies 64 Kb on 
the disk. 

The task is now to display these images. The first type of 
visible output is the colour plot on the display monitor and the 
second type is different prints at paper. 

The images plot are displayed using pseudo-colour technic, see 
Gonzales and Wintz (1987). The input data is a monochromatic 
image. Each pixel has a value, ie. grayscale or intensity. When 
feeding the output device with th3 data, we assign a colour to 
each pixel according to its grayscale. 

6.2 Display of the iaage data on the video Bonitor 

The colour display is performed on the EGA compatible graphics 
monitor as explained in Sect. 4.2. The author written display 
program is named SHOW.PAS. Only the compiled version of the 
program (SHOW.EXE) is run when files stored on the optical disk 
are displayed, cf. Sect. 4.8. 

The main intention of this program was to have a fast colour 
display of the image data on the colour monitor. The structure of 
this program is shown in Fig. 6.1. Table 6.1 is a printout of the 
main menu in this interactive program. When typing one of the 
indicated characters the specified action tikes place. 

We denote this Input character selected by the operator by c. 
In Fig. 6.1 we have omitted c and just abbreviated as an example 
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"c = 3" by "= 3". In this figure is printed what types of 
routines follows a selection from the menu. 

Three of these routines are not a part of the display routines 
and will not be explained in this chapter. The synthetic picture 
and the median filter are a part of the image enhancements 
routines and will be treated in Sect. 7.2. The determination of 
the All Sky Camera coordinates is explained in the start of the 
geometric transform, cf. Sect. 8.2. 

When c = 1 (or 2) the program asks the operator on what drive and 
directory the input file is located. To select the data directory 
we press d. These file selection routines are collected in the 
include program DIR_REC.PAS. A menue is presented as shown in 
Table 6.2. Then the program continues by displaying a window of 
the files on this drive/directory as shown in Table 6.3. We are 
able to move this window up or down, thus covering all files in 
the directory. The arrow to the left with a number points to the 
file name currently selected. This cursor is moved up and down 
using the arrow, +, and - keys. 

Typing <Enter> selects the current file and the data are moved 
from the file into the two pointer variables BildeA' and BildeB" 
, cf. Sect. 4.3.3 and Ex. 4.1. The compact instructions doing 
this fast operation are: 

BlockRead(Bilde,BildeA'.Bil,256) 
BlockRead(Bilde,BildeB~.Bil, 256) 

The next step performed by the program, see Fig. 6.1, is to 
create the histogram. The histogram is defined in Sect 6.2.4 in 
Rosenfeld A. and Kak A. C. (1982), as Pf(z). Pf(z) denotes the 
relative frequency of graylevel z in the image f. 

We have stored each pixel in the image with 8 bits. Thus z is in 
the range (0..255). If we sum together all values in Pf(z) we get 
1. One example of a histogram as displayed on the screen in 
program SHOW.PAS, ia drawn in Fig. 6.2. Along the abscissa axis 
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is plotted the gray level z and along the ordinate is plotted 
number of pixels with value z. In order to get pf(z), we have to 
divide each value in the histogram by 65536. 

The program now proceeds with the plotting routine, see Fig. 6.1. 
Fig. 6.3 is a plot of the data from file Jan5.dat. In order to 
have fast plotting, we try to omit any calculations when plott
ing. The resolution of the EGA screen is 224000 points. If we had 
to do time consuming floating point calculations at every point, 
the plotting of one image would be rather slow. Instead we use 
the concept of three lookup arrays, xsc[1..256],ysc[1..256] and 
Wut[0..15] . The Turbo Pascal 4.0 plotting instructions is in 
program SHOW.PAS: 

(6.1) PutPixel( xsc[Y], ysc[X], Hut[V] ) ; 

The PutPixel(a,b,k) plots a point with colour number k on screen 
coordinate (a,b), cf. Turbo Pascal 4.0 (1987). 

X and Y is the row and column number of the standard 256x256 
image. The arrays xsc[i] and ysc[i] are scale conversions between 
this image and the EGA screen. 

xsc[Y] = Y x 639 / 256 ; Y = 1. ', . . . , 256 
ysc[X] = X x 249 / 256 ; X = 1,2, . . . , 256 

V is the grayscale value in the image at point (X,Y). 

By studying the histogram of the image, we can find the range of 
the gray scale values. The auroral arc stored in file Jan5.dat 
has pixel values between 80 and 120, cf. Fig. 6.2. In order to 
use the 15 different colours available in EGA graphics, we want 
the colour scale to cover this area, i.e. 80 - 120. 

By inspecting the histogram the operator selects the grayscale 
value stare and stop, Pstart and Pstop. These are mapped down to 
the colour scale range s, see Fig.6.3. This is performed by the 
formula: 
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(6.2) s = 14 x C V - Pstart ) / ( Pstop - Pstart ) + 1 

The temporary variable s is ranging from 1 to 15, see Fig. 6.3. 

The colour number used in the statement PutPixel(,,) by the 
selected colour scale is stored in the col[s] array. This is 
listed at the bottom of Fig. 6.3. In order to create the Wut[] 
array we now set: 

(6.3) Wut[V] = col[s] ; V = 0,1, ... 255 

s is a function of V as described in Eq. 6.2. The Wut[] array is 
computed before plotting and act as a fast look up array during 
the plotting. 

Because the background on the screen is black, we omit the 
plotting when s = 1. Thus the speed of plotting is determined by 
the selection of Pstart. 

The routes c = 2 and c = 3 in program SHOW.PAS is partly utiliza
tion of the c = 1 routine as presented by Fig. 6.1. 

When selecting the c = 4 route we get access to some extended 
plotting functions in Turbo Pascal 4.0. The EGA graphics is 
stored on the heap, cf. Fig. 4.2, by help of the Getlmage(,,, , ) 
procedure. This stored graphics is then redisplayed by the 
Putlraage(,,, "NormalPut") instruction. 

"Normal" might be replaced by "Xor", "Or", "And" or "Not", cf. 
Turbo Pascal 4.0 (1987). The "NormalPut" parameter instructs the 
graphic driver to restore without changes the graphics stored on 
the heap. The meaning of the other parameters the operator might 
select instead of "NormalPut", is explained in Example 6.1. 

All the features of the extended plotting functions in route c = 
4 Is Indicated in Table 6.4. The different characters listed here 
Indicates the program response of the pressed keys. When 
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pre ,sing C we c,at the actual colour scale used as displayed in 
Fig. 6.3. The F key displays the file name and the <Enter> key 
stops the program. 

The c = 5 route in SHOW.PAS main program dumps the image from the 
two pointer variables BildeA~. and BildeB*. to the disk by help 
of the fast E ockWrite(,,) instruction. 

The c = B route gives us th: possibility to display a sequence of 
images from the disk. At first we have to select by the use of 
DIR_REC.PAS the names of the files included in this scenery. We 
are further able to add some text to be displayed together with 
each image. When finished this selection, each image is in turn 
read from the disk and displayed as indicated at 1 he bottom of 
Fig. 6.1. A list with the filenames of these images and the text 
used is stored in a file. Later when using this procedure, the 
program is able to read this list and display the files. In this 
manner we are able to create small "movies" showing several 
events. 

6.3 Output of colour prints 

6.3.1 The FACZT.FOR program using the Facit 4544 colour printer 

The Facit 4544 colour printer was described in Sect. 4.4. Table 
6.5 shows the part of the instruction PeL for this printer used 
in this section. The program creating colour prints of images in 
this thesis is named FACIT.FOR. 

By help of the instruction SF9S we are able to put this printer 
into scanning mode. In this mode we do individual control of each 
of the nine hammers of the printing head. Each hammer creates a 
dot with size 0.35 mm vertical times 0.36 mm horizontal. In order 
to create one column of nine dots, we have to send two bytes to 
the printer. Example 6.2 shows the codes needed to print a small 
graphic pattern. 
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The printer is equipped with a 26 mm wide four colour ribbon 
arranged with the different colour side by side. The standard 
colour is black at the top of the colour ribbon. In order to 
print with the other colours, blue, red and yellow, the ribbon 
is lifted to bring the actual colour in front of the printing 
head. 

Example 6.2 shows a graphic pattern in one colour. The last CR 
brings the print head to the left position. We are now able to 
select another colour and overprint the same scan line with a new 
graphic pattern. Line feed , LF, brings us to the next scan line. 
Continuous graphics is achieved when then linefeed value is set 
to 18/144 inch. It is recommended when printing several colours 
on the same scan line, to start with yellow and end with black 
colour ribbon. If not the black colour comes off at the yellow 
ribbon. 

Two more colours are achieved in program FACIT.FOR printing on 
the same dot location with two different primary colours. These 
are green and violet. The orange colour resulting from the 
addition of yellow and red is hard to distinguish from red and 
thus omitted. Jlack is to intense to mix with anything. 

We select a printing cell of 3 x 3 dots to represent one data 
point from the image file. Then the colour scale is represented 
by the colours: White, green, red, blue, violet and black. In 
order to increase the number of allowed intensity levels, a 
gradual change from one colour to the next is used. The gradual 
change from one colour a to the next colour b is described in 
Table 6.6. 

Fig. 6.4 contains the output from this program. By using the 
gradual change from one colour to the next as indicated in Table 
6.6, we get 55 different printing cell. This intensity scale is 
listed at the bottom of Fig. 6.4. In the same manner as when 
using program SHOW.PAS the operator selects the pixel value start 
and stop to be mapped down to the 55 different colour intensities 
s. The differences from Eq. 6.2 is the constant 14 which is 
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replaced with 55. 

The coding matrix controlling the hammers of the printing head is 
named XC(i,j,s,f). The parameters i and j are coordinates of the 
printing cell, cf. Table 6.6. s represents intensity number in 
the colour scale as shown at the bottom of Fig. 6.4. Because only 
one colour is printed in each pass of the printing head, we need 
a parameter f telling what colour is exposed to the printing 
head. 

f - 1 : yellow , 2 : red , 3 : blue , 4 : black 

The print head passes across the paper once for each colour. 

The elements in this coding matrix is binary, ie. 0 or 1. The 
number 1 indicates a printed dot. As an example the green point 
at s = 18 , i = j = 1, is obtained by the variables XC(1,1,18,1) 
= 1 and XC(1,1,18,3) = 1. 

Because each print cell consists of 3 rows and the print head 
have nine hammers, we are able to decode three rows from the 
input image file in one pass. 

We use the 256x256 standard file as input. Each pixel is mapped 
down to the paper using the 3x3 dots printing cells. The size of 
one image print of a standard image is then approximate 28 x 27 
cm. For practical purposes this might be to big. The operator 
then selects the different modes of averaging pixels as indicated 
in Table 6.7. The parameter determining the averaging is named 
Form. The program averages Form x Form pixels from the input 
file. 

As described below in Sect. 8.2 we are by help of SHOW.PAS and 
GRID.FOR able to superimpose elevation circles or a geomagnetic 
grid onto the standard image files. These contours are drawn in 
the image files with pixel values equal to 255. A complex mapping 
technic in this program, FACIT, is drawing these contours as thin 
black lines independent of the mode of averaging pixels, ie. Form 
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= 2 or 4. The mapping when Form equal to 2 and 4 is described in 
Table 6.8 and 6.9 respectively. The actual coders are explained 
in the figure text. 

One example of output is printed in Fig. 6.4. The average mode 
in this output is Form = 2. The elevation circles, north/south 
and east/west lines created by GRID.FOR are also drawn. 

A sequence of images is printed in Fig. 6.5(a). The averaging 
mode in the picture is Form = 4. The output from program FACIT.-
FOR is suitable when displaying image data to be used in posters 
or as colour slides. When publishing images in papers, however, 
the cost of colour prints demand a more inexpensive printer 
output of images. One type of such output is given in next 
section. 

6.3.2 The PAINT.PAS program using the HP PaintJet printer 

The HP PaintJet colour graphics printer was introduced in Sect. 
4.4. The manufacturer provided a program to be used with the 
printer. This was the PJSCREEN program. This (25 Kb memory 
resident) program is loaded into the memory before the user 
program is run. The operation of this program is when the PrtSc 
key is pressed, to copy the graphic screen to the PaintJet 
printer. 

The user written program is named PAINT.PAS. The function of this 
program is to display the Iris Tutor compatible 512x512 images, 
cf. Sects. 4.6, 5.5 and 6.7, on the screen using the EGA 
graphics. Composite 512x512 images from several 256x256 standard 
images are built and texted using the program UPLOAD.PAS as 
explained below in section 6.7. 

The resolution of the EGA graphics is 640x350 points with 16 
colours. In order to achieve a high resolut.on output, only the 
first 350 lines from the 512x512 file are displayed first. This 
is copied to the printer using the resident PJSCREEN program. 
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Then the last 162 lines and below the colour scale used are 
displayed. At the end this is copied to the PaintJet printer. The 
detailed use of this program with the printer is written in 
Appendix D. In order to connect the two copies of the 512x512 
image with no overlap or gap, it was necessary to perform some 
trick when the first 350 lines are copied. The printhead is moved 
upwards 150/720 inch when paper is used, and 145/720 inch when a 
transparency film is used. Then the Top of Form is set and the 
last 162 lines are displayed and copied. 

One output of the program is given in Fig. 6.5(b). In order to 
display the auroral arcs in the most visible colours (red and 
black), it was necessary to use a piecewise linear mapping of the 
grayscale. This subject is explained in Sect. 7.2.3. The transfer 
function is interactively selected by the user. The display when 
selecting the transfer function used producing the printout of 
Fig. 6.5(b), is shown in Fig. 7.2(b). 

6.4 Raster graphic halftone output 

6.4.1 Halftone output introduction 

Most graphic printers are only able to print black dots with one 
shade. The size of the dots are usually 1/3 mm at matrix printers 
and 1/12 mm at laser printers. One common method of printing 
several shades of gray, is then to vary the number of dots 
printed at each square millimetre. The human eye then do spatial 
integration of these small dots and we see a gray tone scale as 
a function of dots per unit area. Examples of different gray 
scales are given in Fig. 6.6. 

One method is to random distribute the dots across the area 
representing one data point, cf. Fig 6.6(b). Using these gray 
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cells displaying data, however, the prints looks rather noisy. 

In order to get a more continuous noiseless grayscale we adopt 
the technic used when printing pictures in newspapers. This is 
called the halftone technic, cf. Foley and Dam (1984). The cell 
starts to grow from the middle adding more and more black dots to 
the cluster as the intensity of the represented data point 
increase. The method is illustrated in Fig. 6.6(d) and (c). 

When displaying an image having approximate equal intensity 
across large parts of the image, large areas of the prints are 
covered with equal cells. Interference patterns in the image then 
appears. In order to avoid this, random variation between a set 
of cells with the same grayscale g is performed. 

6.4.2 The plotting procedures in OKI_RASTER.PAS 

The OKI laserline 6 laserprinter was described in Sect. 4.4. The 
graphic instruction set was tabled in Table 4,1. As the table 
shows, the instructions are rather complex and the demand for 
more simple procedures to be used for plotting was present. 

This task is solved by help of the general laser plotting 
procedures in OKI_RASTER.PAS. The whole graphic pattern is 
intermediate stored on a file at the RAM drive D: . After the 
graphic is created, the file is moved to the printer. 

The structure of this file is displayed in Fig 6.7. The laser 
printer plots eight graphic points in the horizontal direction 
when one byte is sent to the printer. The same structure is 
selected in this plotting file. 

In order to have a fast plotting, we use a window technic. A 
subset of the file is stored in a pointer variable, Vindu".W(0..-
32767). This window is automatic moved up and down in the plotter 
file by help of the procedure Vraove(). The coordinates of the 
last plotting point (x,y) are stored in the global variables 
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xlast and ylast. 

At first when plotting a new point with coordinates (x,y), the 
variables (xlast,ylast) are updated by help of the PMR(,) 
routine. The PMR(,) routine checks if the use of Vmove() is 
necessary. Then the bit according to the actual (x,y) is ored 
with the byte representing the same point in the plotting file. 
This is performed by the routine PCP using the statements: 

ci := ((xlast - wu) shl sh) + (y shr 3) 
Vindu'.WlcjJ := Vindu'.Wfcx] or (128 shr (y and 7)) 

ci denotes a temporary integer variable. The row number in the 
plotting file corresponding to the top of the window, is stored 
in the variable w u. The sh variable is a parameter of the 
plotting mode and is listed in table 6.10. 

The different types of data to be plotted demand different types 
of plotting modes. The use of high resolution graphics demands a 
laser printer with much memory. When selecting the maxiiral 
resolution of the plotter, 300 dots/inch, we are not allowed to 
fill a A4 page. The four different plotting modes in OKI_-
RASTER.PAS are listed in Table 6.10. The three first modes are 
used when plotting at the OKI laser printer. The last mode, Mode 
= 4 , is used when dumping the graphics to the Facit 4544 colour 
printer. 

This program uses an author created character definition file, 
CHRSYMB.DAT. Each character is defined as a pattern of dots. A 5 
x 7 grid is used for each character. In contrast to the Turbo 
Pascal 4.0 graphic also the special danish/norwegian characters 
(a,e,A) are defined. 

The most important graphic procedures in OKI_RASTER.PAS laser 
plotting program to be used by programmers in another Turbo 
Pascal (3.X and 4.0 versions) programs are: 

PSTMT( Mode, 0,0) 
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This procedure initiate the plotting file and is recommended 
when starting plotting. The Mode is selecting the plotting 
mode, cf. Table 6.10. 

PAP(x,y) 
A point is plotted in coordinate (x,y). 

PAL(x1,y1,x2,X2) 
This procedure make the use of Bresenhams line drawing 
algorithm, cf. Foley and Dam (1984). A line is drawn from 
ixi,Yl) to (x2,y2). 

FIRK(x1,y1,x2,x2) 
A rectangle is drawn with upper left corner in coordinates 
(xl'Yl) a n d lower right corner at (x2,y2)• 

OKITEX(tgn,x,y,bg,dir) 
The characters in the text variable tgn are printed into the 
plotter file. The left lower part of the first character is 
plotted at coordinate (x,y). Each dot in the 5x9 character 
matrix is of size (bg+1) x (bg+1) points. The dir parameter 
determines the direction of the printed text, (dir = 0 : 
horizontal; dir = 1 : vertical). 

PSLUTT 
The plotting ends. 

The program transferring the plotter file to the OKI laser 
printer, when Mode - l, 2 or 3, is named OKIDUMP.PAS. This is a 
program written in Turbo Pascal 3.01. Before transferring each 
line from the file, the laser printer is put into graphic mode. 
At the end of each line the printer cursor is moved to the start 
of the next line. Example 6.3 shows the codes to be sent by 
program OKIDUMP.PAS when Mode • 1. 

The program transferring the plotter file to the Facit 4544 
colour printer, when Mode - 4 , is named FACITTEX.PAS. The code 
tent to the 9 hammer matrix printer is similar to the type 
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explained in Sect 6.3.1. However, this time only one colour is 

used in each printed line. One use of Mode = 4 is when creating 

colored text by help of OKI_DRIVER.PAS, (see below in this 

section) . This mode is also used when plotting ULF pulsations 

from the Ny Ålesund data logger, cf. Sect. 10.2. 

The size of each plotted point is determined by the global 

variable Psize. The size is a square of dimension (Psize x 2) + 1 

dots. The default as initiated by the PSTART(,,) procedure is one 

single point, Psize = 0. 

Another program OKI_DRIVER.PAS is using the graphic procedures in 

OKI_RASTER.PAS drawing graphic and text in the OKI_RASTER.PAS 

plotter file. This program is actually an interpreter decoding 

text from a driver file. The OKI_DRIVER.PAS program was used 

drawing several of the figures in this thesis. The code set used 

is found in Appendix E. 

6.4.3 The graphic structure and the output from HALFTOHE.PAS 

This section is describing the graphic program HALFTONE.PAS. The 

program creates grayscale plots of image files using the technic 

described in Sect. 6.4.1. The plotter routines in Sect. 6.4.2 is 

used when plotting. The input image file could either be the 

standard 256x256 files or the DT 2851 compatible 512x512 files, 

see Sects. 4.6 and 5.5. 

We usee , as in Fig. 6.6, a 6x6 print cell when representing one 

data point. Using the maximum resolution at the laser printer 

each data point on the paper is a square of dimension 0.51 mm. 

As with the colour prints, cf. Sect. 6.3 the operator selects 

different modes of averaging pixels. The resulting size of the 

plots Is written In Table 6.7. 

Using a 6x6 printing cell and Increasing the number of dots one 

by on* from zero to full cover, 37 gray tones are represented. 
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The byte matrix variable holding this scale is named Skala[,,]. 
This matrix is drawn in Fig. 6.8. In the same manner as with the 
programs SHOW.PAS and FACIT.FOR the operator selects the gray 
level range. The equation used is similar to Eq. 6.2 with the 
constant 14 replaced with 36 and the last 1 canceled. The data 
from the input image file in the selected range is given the 
grayscales described by Skala[,,sj. 

The operator selects between a "random distributed" or a 
"growing point" grayscale, cf. Sect. 6.4.1 and Fig. 6.6. 

The matrix elements in Skala[i,j,s] consist of eight bits. The 
program creates one grayscale in each bits, thus giving eight 
different linear grayscales. When printing a random selection 
between these eight grayscales is made. The interference problem 
discussed in Sect 6.4.1 is then avoided. 

One example of a output from program HALFTONE.PAS is given in 
Fig. 6.9. The program prints the selected grayscale and the 
histogram of the image on the right side of the paper. The column 
at the right part of the grayscale shows the corresponding pixel 
values from the input image file. 

As in program FACIT.FOR a mapping of the elevation circles, 
north/south and east/west lines created by program GRID.FOR is 
performed, cf. Sect. 6.3. Almost similar mapping as illustrated 
in Table 6.8 when averaging 2x2 pixels and in Table 6.9 when 
averaging 4x4 pixels is used. The difference is the output 
printing cell is 6x6 points in program HALFTONE.PAS. 

Using similar formulas as in program GRID.FOR, which is 
explained below in Sect. 8.2, we might plot the elevation circles 
and the geomagnetic/geographic grid directly into the plotter 
file. This creates nicer lines in the prints than the mapping 
technlc mentioned above. The reader might do a judgement of this 
comparing the elevation circles plotted in Figs. 6.4 and 6.9. 

At Last Fig. 6.10 shows a sequence of Images. This might be 
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compared with Fig. 6.5. One method frequently used when pre
senting black and white TV recordings, is to photograph the video 
screen. However the copying process before publishing these 
pictures in papers reduces the quality of these images to a great 
extent. The images produced by program HALFTONE.PAS does not 
decrease in printer quality when copied on a high quality copy 
machine. 

6.5 Contour plots 

The creation of the contour plots done by the program 
CONTOUR. PAS is a part of the image compression routines and is 
explained in Sect. 9.3. However, the plotting of the contours 
done by program DISCON.PAS, is a part of the display programs and 
is described in this section. 

One common method of creating maps of local areas for tourists is 
to draw contour maps. This gives the user an excellent infor
mation of the three dimensional landscape, especially in the 
rocky parts of Norway. The same type of graphic is selected in 
order to display image data. 

The structure of the compressed contour files is drawn in Figs. 
9.4(b) and (e). The program DISCON.PAS reads these files. Then it 
use the laser plotter routines explained in Sect. 6.4.2 and 
plots tiie contours of the images on the laser printer. 

One example of such a contour plot is given in Fig. 6.11. The 
size of the print is similar to the prints from program HALF
TONE. PAS, cf. Table 6.7. We are also able to create smaller plots 
as Indicated In this table. The routines creating elevation 
circles, north/south and east/west lines are also similar to 
those used In HALFTONE.PAS. 

In order to distinguish between the different contour levels, the 
operator might select between different line types. In Fig. 6.11 
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the eight first contour lines are drawn as thin lines and the 
resting seven are drawn as thicker lines. 

6.6 Output of 3-D prints 

The last type of printouts from image files are more egual to a 
3-D representation of the images. The method consists of re
presenting the two dimensional image function fi(x,y), cf. Sect. 
5.1, as viewed in the space. The 3-D surface is made visible by 
64 lines across the image with constant x. The distance between 
the lines are constant and they covers the whole image. 

The main 3-D surface creating procedures in this program is not 
written by the author, but adopted from a graphic textbook, Plate 
(1987). These procedures is gathered in the include program 
PL0T_3D.PAS. The author written part of this program is the input 
image data handling and output laser printer routines in the main 
program SPACE.PAS. 

The procedures from Plate (1987), assumes the input 2-D data is 
in a real matrix QAN[0..63,0..63]. The operator selects the polar 
coordinates of the view point, see Fig. 6.12. The procedures in 
PLOT_3D.PAS then creates the coordinates of the printout. The 
SPACE.PAS feeds these to the laser printer. 

The sensitivity of the all sky camera decreases as a function of 
zenith elevation. In order to have a plot of the auroral arc 
only, we select a constant background level b in the files. Thus 
the print of the aurora resemble the view of a snail rocky island 
a* viewed from an aeroplane. 

The part of the image files outside the circular all sky image 
It given a «lightly smaller value than b. Then the border of the 
Image appears in the output prints, see Fig. 6.12. The geo
magnetic directions (north, south, east and west) are also marked 
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with valleys and ridges in the input file. 

After these corrections are made, the input file is fed to the 
QAN[,,] matrix and the PL0T_3D.PAS procedures are requested. 

6.7 Interaction with the DT 2851 and DT 2858 cards 

The video digitizing and image analysis cards were described in 
Sect. 4.6. These cards are operated by the IRIS TUTOR program, 
cf. Sect 5.5. The user written program doing the interaction with 
the DT 2851 and DT 2858 is named UPLOAD.PAS. 

The IRIS tutor program executes a file consisting of Iris Tutor 
commands by starting the program from DOS by the statement: 

ir filename 

Then the instructions in the file (filename.imm) are executed. 
This statement could be a part of a DOS batch (*.bat) file, cf. 
DOS 3.10 Reference (1983). 

The Turbo Pascal 4.0 Exec(,) procedure executes a specified 
program with a specified command line. In order to execute a DOS 
internal command (doecommand), we have to write: 

Exec('\command.com', '/C doscommand';/ 

To allocate space for both the conunand.com and the turbo 4.0 
p.-ogram at the same time, we have to reduce the size of the stack 
and the heap, see Fig. 4.2. This is done by the compiler direc
tives {$M stackslze,heapmin,heapmax). We have in our programs 
used: 

($M 10000,0,20000} 

http://conunand.com
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The main menu in program UPLOAD.PAS is shown in Table 6.11(a) and 
(b). The program uses two 512x512 iris Tutor compatible image 
files on the RAM drive, ie. UpfileA.dat and UpfileB.dat. Only one 
of the files is active at the time. The "-" key makes the 
UpfileA.dat active. Then the main menu looks as in Table 6.11(a). 
The " + " key makes the UpfileB.active. This changes the main menu 
into the form shown in Table 6.11(b). 

Because the reduction in size of the heap we are not allowed to 
store a 256x256 image in RAM as pointer variables, see. Sect. 
4.3.3. Instead we store the 256x256 file on the RAM drive with 
the name FastFile. The structure of the program is shown in Fig. 
6.13. The characters surrounded by " marks are the keys used by 
the operator when the program displays the main menu. 

The interaction with the DT 2851 card and the Iris Tutor program 
is performed by the Exec(,) statement explained above. The 
doscommand is a name of a batch file on the RAM drive (D:). All 
the files listed in Appendix F are driver files used by the 
UPLOAD.PAS program. These driver files and the Iris Tutor (IR.EXE 
and IR.HLP) are at the start of the program copied to the RAM 
drive. This increases the speed of the program. 

The program response when the operator types one of the charact
ers indicated in the main menu , see Table 6.11(a) and (b), and 
surrounded by " marks in Fig 6.13 is: 

- Typing "0" the IR_CALL.BAT file is used to start the Iris Tutor 
program, see Appendix F and Sect. 5.5. 

- Typing " " the program starts the DISPLAY_CAMERA.BAT file. This 
batch file uses the Iris Tutor macro program DIS_PLAY.IMM. The 
video input is di-olayed on the external monitor. 

- Typing "1" or "2" a 256x256 standard file, cf. Sect. 5.1, is 
copied to the Fa»CFile. By use of the "1* or "3" keys the 
FatcFlle is displayed on the screen as in program SHOW.PAS, see 
Sect. 6.2. 
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- Typing "4" the active 512x512 buffer UpfileA.dat or UpfileB.dat 
is cleared, ie. all the pixels are given the value 0. 

- Typing "5" , "6", "7" or "8" we are ab] 3 to fill parts of the 
active 512x512 buffer with an image. The image could be the 
256x256 image stored in FastFile or the image in the other 
inactive 512x512 buffer, see. Fig. 6.13. A composite image is 
created consisting of one, four, nine or sixteen images. We are 
during this transfer, see Fig. 6.13, able to perform a piecewise 
linear transform of the grayscale. This subject is treated in 
Sect. 7.2.3. Fig. 6.14 shows a composite image created by help of 
routine "7". 

- Typing "9" a grid is drawn in the active 512x512 buffer separat
ing each of the four, nine or sixteen subimages in the composite 
image. Such a grid is drawn with pixel value 100 in Fig. 6.14. 

- Typi.j "A" we are able to read and display several images on the 
external monitor. This gives the operator a chance to show a 
sequence of images as a "movie". This procedure is similar to 
the c = B route in program SHOW.PAS, see Sect. 6.2. This routine 
is mostly used when reading a sequence of images from the optical 
diskette. 

- Typing "B" the list of filenames and text created in procedure 
"A" is stored on a file. 

- Typing "C" a driver file with OKI_DRIVER.PAS compatible codes is 
read and interpreted. This gives the user the ability to draw 
text into the active 512x512 image buffer. The OKI_DRIVER.PAS was 
treated in Sect. 6.4.2. The code set used is listed in Appendix 
E. The text in the image shown in Fig. 6.14 was drawn using this 
procedure. 

- Typing "D - an OKI_RASTER.PAS compatible graphic file is loaded 
into the active 512x512 image buffer. The OK I_RASTER.PAS program 
was explained In Sect. 6.4.2. Now the graphic file created using 
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the OKI_RASTER.PAS procedures is displayed on the external 
monitor. This gives the operator the possibility to view this 
type of graphic before it is transmitted to the laser printer. 

- Typing "E" use the files DrLoadDT_0.bat and D:Load0.irnm, see 
Appendix F. The image in D:UpfileA.dat is copied to the image 
buffer 0 on the DT 2851 card and displayed on the external 
monitor. 

- Typing "F" is similar to "E". This time the files D:LoadDT_l.bat 
and Loadl.imm are used. The result is the image in D:UpfileB.dat 
is copied to the image buffer 1 on the DT 2851 and displayed. 

- Typing "G" calls a procedure reading an image into the active 
512x512 image buffer. The images could also be red directly from 
the optical diskette. 

- Typing "H" gives as a result the opposite effect. The image the 
active 512x512 image buffer is written to disk. 

- Typing "I" gives us the ability to digitize images from a video 
source. At first the image from the video source is displayed on 
the external monitor. Then the menu listed in Table 6.12 is 
appearing. The programs is offering 17 different modes of 
digitizing one image. The eleven first modes are averaging from 
one to 128 frames. This reduces the noise in the image. The 
averaging speed is five frames at each second. The driver files 
used are the files 8 to 29 listed in Appendix F. The last six 
modes digitize one image to the buffer 0 and then one to the 
buffer 1 on the DT 2851. Each time the procedure average the 
number of frames listed in Table 6.12. The image in buffer 1 is 
added to the image in buffer 0. These routines are useful when 
digitizing rather dark images. Usually we use this procedure when 
digitizing weak auroral arcs recorded on the video tape. The 
driver routines are the files 30 to 41 in Appendix F. When saving 
this image to the disk we use the "H" selection in the main menu. 
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Fig. 6.1: This figure shows the structure of the program SHOW.PAS 
explained in Sect. 6.2. The operator input the characters after 
the '=' signs. The program response is then the procedures 
written inside the respective squares. 

30 60 90 120 ISO 180 210 240 

type <ENTEH> to continue , CD" '..splay filenane "C" saves graph) 

Fig. 6.2: This figure is a copy of a histogram of a 256x256x8 bit 
image as displayed on the screen in program SHOW.PAS, see Sect. 
6.2. The histogram is froir. the image file Jan5.dat. The image was 
recorded at Longyearbyen, Jan. 06, 1984, 10.06 UT. 

Flo. 6.3: A photograph of the EGA screen is given in this figure 
as displayed in the program SHOW.PAS, cf. Sec. 6.2. The circle 
displayed represents the field of view of the camera (170°). The 
colour scale is displayed at the bottom of this picture. The 
image was recorded at Longyearbyen, Jan. 06, 1984, 10.06 UT. 
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This colour print of an image is produced by 
FACIT.FOR, see Sect. 6.3.1. The 55 different printing ce 
by this program are printed at the bottom of this figure. 

program 
lis used 

Flo. 6.5<ai: This picture contains a sequence of images produced 
by program FACIT.FOR. The program is explained in Sect. 6.3.1. 
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ruljtlvu liituns.) t>i 

Fig. 6.fr(b>: This picture contains a sequence of Images produced 
by program PAINT.PAS, see Sect. 6.3.2. The data were recorded by 
the ISET camera, see Sect. 3.2, at Ny Ålesund, Jan. 12, 1988. The 
colour seal» la drawn at tho bottom of the figure. 
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i&) (b; ;< •> (d> 

Fio. 6.6: This figure is an example of the two different gray
scales used in program HALFTONE.PAS, see Sect. 6.4.1. One 6x6 
printing cell is drawn in (a) and (c). Both cells represent 
grayscale number eight. In (a) the eight points are random 
distributed and the resulting grayscale Is displayed in (b). The 
eight points are gathered around the middle of the 6x6 printing 
cell in <c). The result is then the 'growing point* grayscale 
drawn in (d). 
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Fig. 6.7: This figure shows the atructure of the graphic file, 
D:0K_LAG_1.DAT, created by program OKI_RASTER.PAS, explained in 
SectT 6.4.2. The x coordinate range is between 0 and Rant. The y 
coordinate range is between 0 and (Llengde x 8). The parameters 
are listed in Table 6.10. 
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Fio. 6.8: The three dimensional matrix Skala[i,j,s] representing 
the grayscales used in HALFTONE.PAS is illustrated. The i and j 
indexes span one 6x6 printing cell. The index s represents the 37 
different grayscales produced. Each element in this matrix is one 
byte and each of the eight bits contains one grayscale. The 
algorithm is further explained in Sect. 6.4.3. 
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Fla. 6,9; Thia figure repreaenta a typical output f row the 
program HALFTONE.PAS. The grayscale uaed and the hlatogra* of the 
Imaga ara plotted on the right tida of tha figure. The informa
tion printed at tha bottom of this figure ia also output froa> 
thi» program, aaa. Sect. 6.4.3. 
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Fig. 6.10: The figure contains a sequence of images. These are 
output from program HALFTONE.PAS, cf. Sect.6.4.3. The images were 
recorded at Ny Ålesund, Dec. 16, 1988. These images were mapped 
into a geographic coordinate system using program GREG.FOR, see 
Sect. 8.4. Each map covers from 76° to 83° north and from -5° 
to 25° east. 
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rio. 6.11: An example of a contour plot of an image plotted by 
program DI SCON. PAS Is shown in this figure, see Sect. 6.5. The 
contours were created using the program CONTOUR.PAS, see Sect. 
9.3. tie input file used here was the JANS.DAT image also 
displayed In Pigs. 6.3 and 6.9. The data values corresponding to 
each of the IS contours used are printed on the right side. The 
information given below the contour image is similar to the 
output of HALFTONE.PAS, see Pig. 6.9. 
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Ftp. 6.12: The output from program SPACE.PAS la shown. The 
auroral arc la displayed a* a two dimensional function. Tha viaw 
point la marked with P in this figure. The operator selecta the 
position of tbla view point relative to the marked coordinate 
system, <x',y'). The angles phi and theta, and the P-O' distance 
are selected. The x,y coordinate system is the usual Image 
coordinates, see. Sect. 5.1. The program Is explained in Sect. 
6.6. 
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Fig. 6.i3i Tha structure of tha UPLOAD.PAS program, see. Sact. 
6.7, is shown in this drawing. This program intaracts with the 
Iris Tutor programs (IR.EXE and IR.HLP). Tha Iris Tutor programs 
control the DT26S1 High Resolution Frame Grabbar and tha DT2858 
Auxiliary Frama Procassor, saa Sact. *.». Mnan tha oparator types 
ona of ths characters surroundad by " * marks the operation 
indicatsd by tba arrows taka placa. Two S12xS12 Iris Tutor 
compatible Imaga f i las ara usad by this program, DiUpflleA.dat 
and DiUpfUaB.dat. Only ona of tbasa is usad at a tlma. Using tba 
* and • hays tba oparator selects which of tbasa to ba usad as 
indicated in this figure. 
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Fia. 6.14: A photograph of the -- vernal monitor displaying a 
512x512 image file in program UPLOAD.PAf is shown, see Sect. 6.7. 
The image is a composite image created from nine 256x256 images. 
This aurora was recorded at Ny Ålesund using the ISIT camera, cf. 
Sect. 3.2, Jan. 12, 1988. 

P R O G R A M S H O U 

Uhen optical disk is used, use prog 

M E N U 

|ram \tp4\Show.exe 
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Input 0 to end 

Input 1 to reM a 256x256 image file from disk and plot. 

Input 2 to read from an 256x256 input file and ste e data 

m vhe two 32k pointer variables bildeA and bildeB, (no plotting) 

Input 3 to display the 256x256 matrix stored m BUdeA*, S" 

Input 4 to display the 256x256 matrix stored in BUdeA', B* and use 

the extended plotting fuctions. This clears the heap and --tore the EGA 

on the heap. After the use of this routine the program stops 

Input 5 to store the 256x256 image m BUdeA* and BildeB" on a file. 

Input 6 to use a Median Filter. 

Input 7 to read graphic file from disk and plot. 

Input *? to find the zenith,fteld of view and north m tne picture 

Input A to add noise to an image or create a syntetic picture 

Input 3 to use the multiple image display feature 

Ha» available on heap is 410 K.bytes 

Input ««taction. 

Table 6.1: This table is a copy of the screen in program SHOW.PAS 
when the main menu is displayed, cf. Sect. 6.2. The operator 
types one of the indicated characters and the programs response 
is written in this table, see also Fig. 6.1. 
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Table ft. 21 A copy of the screen when running the file search 
Include program DtR.REC.PAS is given, see Sect. 6.2. The Most 
used directories on the t.arddls* for storing dela. \deta\, 
\nordlys\ and \video\ ere abbreviated with d, n end v. 

file:///tp4/Show
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\data\JAN4 .DAT . . . 1985- 8- 7 17:56 Size: 65536 a t t r : D 
\data\JAN5 .DAT . . . 1985- 8- 7 18: 6 Size: 65536 a t t r : 0 
\da*a\JAN6 .DAT . . . 19S5- 8- 7 18:16 Size: 65536 a t t r : O 
\data\JAN7 .DAT . . . 1985- 8- 7 18:33 Size: 65536 a t t r : 0 
\data\JAN8 .DAT . . . 1985- 8- 7 18:43 s i z e : 65536 a t t r : 0 
\data\JAN9 .DAT . . . 1985- 8- 7 18:52 s i z e : 65536 a t t r - f 
\data\LAGSUMTX .DAT . . . 1988- 4-24 15:19 s i z e : 327 A rch - ' . -
\data\MULRITXT .DAT . . . 1988- 4- 8 15:26 Size: 547 Archive 
\data\RIR1 .DAT . . . 1987- 7-14 17:15 Size: 65536 Archive 
\data\RIR10 .DAT . . . 1987- 7-14 17:39 Size: 65536 Archive 
\data\RIR11 .DAT . . . 1987- 7-14 17:41 Size: 65536 Archive 
\data\RIR12 DAT . . . 1987- 7-14 17:45 Size: 65536 Arch ive 
\data\RIR2 DAT . . . 1987- 7-14 17:18 Size: 65536 Arch ive 
\data\RIR3 DAT . . . . 1987- 7-14 17:20 Size: 65536 Arch ive 

^ \ d a t a \ R I R 4 DAT . 1987- 7-14 17:23 Size: 65536 Archive 
\data\RIR5 DAT . . . . 1987- 7-14 17:26 Size: 65536 Archive 
\data\RIR6 DAT . . . . 1987- 7-14 17:29 Size: 65536 Arch ive 
\data\RIR7 DAT . . . . 1987- 7-14 17:32 Size: 65536 Arch ive 
\data\RIR8 DAT . . . . 1987- 7-14 17:34 Size: 65536 Archive 
\data\RIR9 DAT . . . . 1987- 7-14 17:37 Size: 65536 Archive 

_ _ c r T I 0 N 0 F F I L E I 0 N 0 F F I L E 
Down: C or + Select f i l e : S Quit s e l e c t i o n : Q Qui t irogram: PgDn 

Up: or - , <Enter> or s or q or C t r l Break 

Table 6.3: The table illustrates the display of the files in one 
requested directory in the include program DIR_REC.PAS, cf. Sect. 
6.2. The arrow to the left points to one file at the time and is 
moved up and down using the arrow keys. When it points to the 
file the operator wants to read the <enter> key is pressed. In 
this table a part of the \data\ directory is listed. 

H 
r 

1 n i 
! e 

F i i 1 s r, = 
n h I = 1 O Q r 5 In 
n n * 1 p 
E » n • r o p ij 

t 1 a n fc r e = 1 n r e IJ 0 C1 II n 
; ' * i t o r e x 0 B 

- e j ' o r e 0 D 
j r- « s t .;, r * fi IJ 0 
4 r « ; < o r e N O T 
• c I •=• j •' g r a p h i c 

" = j . •* g r ., p h s c r f & n. 

Table 6.4: The menue used when selecting the different procedures 
provided by the extended plotting functions in program SHOW.PAS 
is listed, cf. Sect. 6.2. The plotting of the image using restore 
NORMAL, XOR, OR, AND and NOT is explained in Example 6.1. When 
typing A the histogram is displayed. 

FACIT 4544 INSTRUCTION SET 
NAttE ... 
LF 

INSTRUCTON 
l i n e feed 

CODE SENT TO PRINTER 
' ;o • 

CR 
LFFS 
I.MYS 

c a r r i a g e r e t - r n 
s e t l i n e feed vd l . . e 
s e t l e f t rrrirrj.n 

• 1 3 ' 
21 (I*-. 
21 •Qtr 

BLACK s e l e c t b l a c * c o l e : K 
SF.D s e l e c t red en lour . f l • 

BLUE s e l e c t b l if c o . o . r .:n • 

YELLOW 
SFOS 

s e l e c t yei.ovt' <'o.<>„: 
•ict s c i n r . : r.rj rmv ; 0 : : / • • < » : • • ) 4 • • h i •• : ; 4 • • : j 

s : CR find s r n n r u n n :-<>'!<• . : i : i • 

' r.r, • drr'.orp'j c.i.i :•!<:• 
» dor.iT <••, a n.i-br-r •• 

file:///data/JAN4
file:///data/JAN5
file:///data/JAN7
file:///data/JAN8
file:///data/JAN9
file:///data/LAGSUMTX
file:///data/MULRITXT
file:///data/RIR1
file:///data/RIR10
file:///data/RIR11
file:///data/RIR12
file:///data/RIR2
file:///data/RIR3
file:///data/RIR5
file:///data/RIR6
file:///data/RIR7
file:///data/RIR8
file:///data/RIR9
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Table 6.5: The Facit 4544 instruction set used to print graphics 
is listed in this table. In order to print graphics we have to 
set the printer into graphic mode, SF9S. The program printing 
colour graphics on the Facit 4544 is discussed in Sect. 6.3.1. 

2 3 
' J 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 
1 a ! a , a ' U a a : i a ' b a i ' b i a a i ' a : b a b a ' b l l a ' b a . ' a b a b b : L I j t b b 
2 a i a ' a ' : a b a a ; a a : a • a b ! a ' b a b a . b ; b i b b ' ; b b lb ! ,b a ! b ; r b i b b 
3 a a a a a a b a • a a b i a b a b i a b ' a b ia b i b b jb | , b b b b b b 

Table 6 .6 : The 3x3 p r i n t i n g c e l l used in program FACIT.FOR i s 
shown, cf. Sect . 6 . 3 . 1 . Ten such c e l l s a re drawn. This t a b l e 
shows the gradual change from one colour a t o another colour b . 
Having 7 co lours , whi te , yel low, green, red , b l u e , v i o l e t and 
black, the r e s u l t of t h i s t a b l e i s 55 d i f f e r e n t p r i n t i n g c e l l s . 
These a re drawn a t the bottom of F ig . 6 .4 . 

Form input output p r i n t i n g s i z e of ou tpu t p r i n t 
/ p i x e l c e l l s in FACIT.FOR HALFTONE.PAS 

Average a r ea FACIT.FOR HALFTONE.PAS wiurh |cm] he igh t [ cm) square(cm) 

2 7 . 3 7 2 7 . 0 9 

11. 94 1 3 . 5 5 e.50 

Table '.7; This table lists the different modes of averaging 
pi.-:els in programs FACIT.FOR and HALFTONE.PAS, see Sects. 6.3.1 
and 6.4.3. We are able to average 1, 4 or 16 pixels resulting in 
printouts of images with size 28 x 27 , 14 x 14 or 7 x 7 cm 
respectively in program FACIT.FOR. The grayscale prints in 
HALFTONE.PAS are about half the size of the colour plots. 
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pi -e l 
G_ £ • EC 

D l a ^ K a r e a "i rr 3zn 
l - D - t 
t i • e l m m m 

^:p:; : ; FFF i E 
xa 

K H 
|5 .' 

V 

Table 6.8: This table is used in program FACIT.FOR when averaging 
4 pixels, cf. Sect. 6.3.1. The gray portion of the input pixel 
area is representing one contour we want to keep in the output 
print cell. These contours having pixel values 255 are plotted as 
black in the output print cell as this figure shows. All the 14 
different possibilities are shown. 

78 8 9 

12 3. 45 6; 789 

Table 6.9: This table is similar to Table 6.8 when 16 pixels are 
averaged in program FACIT.FOR, cf. Sect. 6.3.1. The input 4x4 
pixel area is shown on the left side and the output 3x3 print 
cell is shown on the right side. As an example when one or both 
the pixels marked with 4 in the input 4x4 pixel area have the 
value 255, the part marked with 4 is painted black in the output 
print cell. This procedure preserves the contours trough the 
averaging process. 

PARAMETERS IN OKI RASTER.PAS 
MODE RESOLU COORD . MAX PLOT SIZE [i m) SHIFT GRAPHIC 

TION [dutl X Y X | V RIGHT FILE SIZE 
NO / inc ; VERT. HOR. VERT. 1 HOR. 

j 
sh [hytMS ] 

1 100 1821 2047 h > 
l',.4<. ^ 1 7 . 1 4 

k .. i__ 
26.4 i | 6.6 7 

. ._ . .{ 
26.-! 17.14 

a 466944 

2 500 5120 
t 

1021 

h > 
l',.4<. ^ 1 7 . 1 4 

k .. i__ 
26.4 i | 6.6 7 

. ._ . .{ 
26.-! 17.14 

? 599488 

) no iieo I'.'2 1 

h > 
l',.4<. ^ 1 7 . 1 4 

k .. i__ 
26.4 i | 6.6 7 

. ._ . .{ 
26.-! 17.14 ' 199808 

\ t - 1 
>.' i/-rr . \ 
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Table 6.10: This table lists the resolution, the maximum x and y 
coordinate, the si2e of the plots, the sh parameter and the size 
of the graphic file D:OK_LAG_l.DAT as a function of the different 
plotting modes in the include program OKI_RASTER.PAS. The three 
first modes are used when the graphic file is plotted on the OKI 
laser printer. The Mode = 4 is used when the graphics is dumped 
on the Facit 4544 colour printer. This graphic program is 
explained in Sect. 6.4.2. 

| - - - P R O G R A M — - U P L 0 A D - - H E H U — | Dale: 16 A wg 1989 UJU 
| use program UPL0A0.EXE at d i r e c t o r y \ T P M | Time: 13 02 04 u u 
| Actwe output 512x512 file is D:up*UeA.dat ichange Buffer -i th • u u 

Input <ESC> to er-d ====> AND Input <Blank> to display camera U'JUUU 
Input 0 to call IRIS TUTOR with HELP access. u u 
Input 1 to read a 256*256 image file fro» duk and plot At the same t iir,e IJ U 
f att t He <s created. Current 256*256 Fastfue is hot He u u 
Input 2 to read fro» an 256x256 input file art create fas u ? 
Input 3 to display the 256x256 matri» stored in faitfne 
Input U to clear 512x512 buffer file "DUPMLEA DAT1' 
Input 5 to lead 1/1 of "DUPFILEA.OAT" from FastFile or fr0<n 0 i-PFUEB CAT 
Input 6 to load 1/4 of "D.UPFILEA OAT" from fasttile or 'rom 0 U^HlFB OAT 
Input "* to load 1/9 of "0 UPFHEA OAT" from »astFue vr from D uPf ILFB DAT 
Input 8 to load 1/16 Of "0:UPF ILEA. DAT" fro» ( M t f u e or *rjn D U ^ U L E B 0*'-
Input 9 to create borders m 512«512 upfile "0 UPFILEA ;A " 
Input A to use «ult'ple imagei proc ••> Input B to store r,n k t ".t at *< e 
Input C to ?4d (KlJMIVt* PAS comaptib'.e U H Mit-, 
Input 0 to load OI_MSTS* PAS created PLOTTC" ' I I ^ 
Irpul I to load "0T" buffer 0 from "0 u^Fuei <3*t <»nj rj-.,p,,,, 
I/-put * to toad "Of Dof*er 1 from "0 UpfHeB dat ard <!",;.. . 
[«put G to read data ' H e 'rom dish *mo 0 U|f'.eA jjr w* :o<- - CO ic 
Iiput H to store O.upfue* d*t to di»* ft- -i-r r '0 :e 
Input [ to «ample imaoy 'rom jideo source and put to 0 LP ' «•- -HT 
Î put } to t^ange piaeit - U h 2)5 .aloe m D upfue dot 
uP'lLl* PAT \,*orli i0e»o1 'mg (UP'lLlB CAT '»or»,&*no2 'ffy 

Tabic 6. 11 a t; This table is a copy of the screen in program 
UPLOAD. PAS tfhen che main menu is displayed, cf. Sect 6.7. when 
typing one of the indicated characters the specified action take 
place, see a U o Fig. 6.13. The big A in the upper right corner 
IncUcor-e» that D:UpfileA.dat is the actLvo image buffer. 
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| — P R O G R A M — U P L O A D - - M E N U — | Date: 16 Aug 1989 UUUU 

| use program UPLOAD.EXE at directory \TP4\ | Time: 13 02 13 U U 

| Active output 512x512 file is 0:UpfileB.dat|change Buffer with - u u 

=> AND Input <Blank> to display camera UuUU Input <ESC> to end 

Input 0 to caLL IRIS TUTOR with HELP access. U 

Input 1 to read a 256x256 image file fron disk and plot, At the same time U 

Fastfile is created. Current 256x256 FastFile is: NoFile ul" 

Input 2 to read from an 256x256 input file and create FasfiLe 

Input 3 to display the 256x256 matrix stored in Fastf'le 

Input 4 to clear 512x512 buffer file "0:UPFILED.DAT M 

Input 5 to load 1/1 of "D:UPFILEB.DAT" from FsstFUe or frorr. D:L?rIi_b A. DAT 

Input 6 to l̂ ad 1/4 of "D:UPFILEB.DAT" f^om FastFUe or from D:*PfiLtA.PAT 

Input 7 to load 1/9 of "DTUPFILEB.DAT" from FastFUe or from D:U?MlEA.DAT 

Input 8 to Load 1/16 of "D:UPF1LEB.DAT" from FastFile or fro* 0:L??ILEA.DAT 

Input 9 to create borders in 512x512 upfile "0:UPFILE5.CAT" 

Input A to use multiple images proc. ==> Input B to store stack list at file 

Input C to load OKIJJRIVER.PAS comaptible TEXT FILES 

Input D to load OXIJIASTER.PAS created PLOTTER FILES 

Input E to Load "DT" buffer 0 from "0:UpfileA.dat" and disp.ay 

Input F to Load "DT" buffer 1 from "0:UpfileB.dat" and display 

Input G to read data file from disk into 0:upf.leB.dat prev opr 0.00 sec 

Input H to store D:UpfileB.dat to disk prev opr 0.00 *.ec 

Input I to sample image from video source and put to D:upfileS dat 

Input J to change pixels with 255 value in 0-.up*Ue .d«it 

UPFILCB DAT : \«ork\Demo2. img (UPFILEA.DAT : \wcrk\Deiw1. lmg) 

U 

Table 6 . l l f b i : This t a b l e i s s im i l a r t o Table 6 .11 (a ) . 
the a c t i v e image buffer i s D:Upfi leB.dat , cf. Sect . 6 .7 . 

However, 

O I G t r i Z E O N E I M A G E TO 0 u P » I L E B OA 

The sy*tem needs 2 second* to toad I n * Tutor and start tn * d - g i n z t -

Then pre** * key 2 .0 «econds b#'or* t h * digit iz irwj pro:**» i t a r t i 

us* i n * blue keyword* to «*v* or ig ina l d ig i t i zed image 

Ui» i n * red keyword* to ute only odd or equal Ure» from ! • * < * * ) r 

ute me W H ] : | keyword» to «ave one image to buffer 0 and 'h*n on* I M 

6 a " f 1 Then (he odd or equal i m e t fron* the»* t -o i*uvj«i t3rm » n». 

tr-put 0 or N (o d ig i t n e 1 fr«m* to buff*.* 0 

Input i or I lo d'gm/e ? frame* to buffer 0 
Input 2 or J to d ig i t l i t 4 *>** •» to buffer 0 

Input I or K to d ' g i t t z * 6 f r * m « to buffer 0 

tnpu* ' or i to digitize 10 from»* to bu*f*r 0 
l«pui * or m to dig't'ze t2 from*» to tufter 0 
Input ° or '• to digitize K f r «met to buff*' 0 
Input f or 0 tJ tftgifije »6 fr#m»t to CwM*r 0 

Input I or » lo d i g i t i z e U fr»«e» to e u f ' * ' 0 

[rpui ) o ' Q io d i g i t i z e 64 frem** to buffer 0 

input 4 or » to d i g i t i z e W8 from** to buff»* 0 

irput B c n o Ø i g i f i / e 4 fr#me* to buffer 3 «nd t, 

tr-pt.f r or f to d*gte t / * * frame* to buffer o v>s i 

Input 0 or a to d i g i t i z e S fr*m*« lo Buffer 0 **,1 t. 

(nput I or V to tfigtf*Z* *0 fr#m*« to buffer 0 **rf t 

[r>puf * e«* y to d i g i t i z e H fr«m** to »i*ff*r Q **.) 1 

tnput 6 or » to d>gif>z* 1« fr»m** to Ruf'e- 0 «•*.) 1 

'h i USUI * f t HQVfD »*Om I t j M M 0 TO 0 tm»6ip a*" «.HO 

I ' lpwl <t 1 >. " 2 > . • : » » - . 
' f t > <*\ > or <*f to 

o 'gi t »/• 4 . e . £ 

*0, 'i . t r I n < IWQC . TO 

buf fv • 0 »nd Dutt*' • 7 

rf&pect ' * • W f * » * ' V U , 

odd c " «A • <*l i ' - * - » f r o » 

t h * - . * ••o 'møge^ ' . K - r J 

•o ' * * « t # » " « » '•«<< 'J * 

t r t * * p. ( f u * *r> Ut* '•• 
• »••« | i , f ^ . • . t « ' ».. 
ir<mf t,,,t <mm IC> JU« • •• 

file:///wcrk/Deiw1
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Table 6.12: This table is a copy of the screen in program 
UPLOAD.PAS when the menu showing the different modes of digitiz
ing one image is displayed, cf. Sect 6.7. When typing one of the 
indicated characters the specified action take place. 

TURBO PASCAL EGA GRAPHICS 
COL. 4 BIT 
NO VALUE COLOUR 
9 1001 l.blue 
10 1010 1.green 
10 1010 1. green 
3 0011 cyan 
11 1011 i .cyt.n 
8 1000 d.gray 
5 0101 magenta 
10 1010 I .green 
9 1001 l.blue 
11 1011 l.cya.T 
e 1000 d.gray 
5 010L magenca 

EXPLANAT:ON 

original value at screen at point (x,y) 
value at (x,y) stored with Getlmage( ,,,) 
restored with Put Image!, , ,CopyPut) 

,,XorPut 
,,OrPut 
,,AndPut 
,,NotPut 

restored twice witn PutImage( ,,CopyPut) 
,,XorPut 
,,0rPut 
,,AndPut 
,,Sotput 

>le It illustrating the difforent para-
i Pascal graphic procedure Put Image!,,,), 

.... „_,.,. .... .... y._phic display was initially stored 1.) tht. 
memory using the Get Image!....) procedure. Using the puttmage-
(,,,XorS*ut) twice the original image is restored. 

t .imr-le 6.t: This sxamp 
flie-«» used in the Turbo . 
see. Sect. 6.2. The graph 
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—n 

Example 6.2: This example shows a graphic pattern in one colour, 
cf. Sect. 6.3.1. In order to print this pattern on the Facit 4544 
colour printer the sequence of bytes listed at the bottom of this 
example have to be sent to the printer. Having 9 hammers this 
pattern is printed in one line. The last CA moves the print head 
to the left position. Another colour is now selected and a new 
graphic pattern is printed at the same line. The different 
instructions used are listed in Table 6.5. 

ONE GRAPHIC LIME 
0 1 2 . . . 

L.LLI f F4'f [ 1 m Ll-UT 
m n 1 <-8 

2 0 4 7 

T-El-I 1 I T~D 

««t gcApf- mod» t i i r a r h i U* j ' «r\vl K e a p h i - . m.»vw m t » u r 
« 2 ' • • [ t A « 2 ' » ' b 2 5 » W < 7 l » « 4 « « . . . . < « « . . . i I . - t ( « 10»« i ) - ' 2 >'!,*• 120V 

Example 6.). Thi; example illustrate* the printing of one line 
(rom the graphic file used in the Include program OK I_RASTER.PAS 
at the OKI l*s«r p.inter when the Kode 1* I, see Sect. 6.4.2. The 
gray squares in this tine are plotted as small square dots with 
*l*e l/JOO inch on the laser printer. The most important instruc
tions when printing graphics on the OKI laser printer were listed 
in Table 4.1. 
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CHAPTER 7 

IMAGE ENHANCEMENTS 

7.1 Introduction to image enhancement 

The random noise in the all sky pictures is the main quality 
degradation of the data used in this thesis. Another type of 
degradation is the low dynamic range in the image data. The image 
enhancement in this chapter is dealing with noise removal and 
contrast enhancement. This section is only mentioning the film 
data from the all sky camera described in Chapter 2, but the 
routines will also work at the digitized video data from the 
video cameras described in Chapter 3. 

As described in Sect. 2.3 the detector part c the all sky camera 
is the image intensifier. This intensifier is creating a great 
deal of random noise. The noise problem is temperature dependent. 
If the camera is to hot, the noise in the intensifier might 
partly degrade the quality of the images. 

The random noise in the images might be formulated as: 

(7.1) g(x,y) • t(x,y) * n(x,y) 

f(x,y) denotes one input noiseless image polrt (pixel), and 
n(x,y) denotes a "random* number In the interval rj <• n(x.y) < 
r?. «hen the noise increase the difference n^ * rj - rj 
increase. This equation might also be interpreted as the sua g of 
one noiseless image f and a "random'' image a. 

The effect of the image compression routines, see Chapter 9, is 
decreased when the noise in the image increases. When compressing 
Images degraded by noise, we nave first to remove parte of the 
noise component. 

The low dynamic range of the mage data file» has different 
reason», tft the day»ide part of the oval the aurora often has a 
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low intensity compared to the overall brightness of the sky. 
Another reason might be degradation of the images during fil.a 
developing and copying. The last dynamic shrinking process is 
often improper setting of the dynamic range at the Optronics 
digitizer, cf. Sect. 5.2. 

The programs using image enhancement routines are SHOW.PAS, 
CONTRAST.FOR and FOURIER.PAS. 

7.2 Image enhancements by spatial-domain methods 

7.2.1 Jfoise removal by conditional neighbour averaging 

The fastest noise removal it simple neighbour averaging. This is 
done by the simple neighbour averaging routine in CONTRAST.FOR. 
In this mode we compute the average of the pixel value f(x,y) and 
the eight adjacent pixel values. This average value is denoted 
r(x,y). 

When the pixel value f(x,y) exceed the operator selected value T, 
the pixel value is replaced by f(x,y), else it remains unchanged. 
The selected value T then determines the degree of smoothing. One 
example of this routine is shown in Example 7.1. 

Fig. 7.1 contains a series of printout of images. In Fig. 7.1 (a) 
is printed the original image. In order to have a noiay image to 
work with, we add a noise component n(x,y) by help of program 
SHOW.PAS. 

nfx.yj • rnd(«) J - « 

end denote» a random Integer number; 0 i rnd(6) <_ 6. 
The noisy image I* displayed in rig. 7.1(b). The simple noise 
reduce lun routine we» performed at this noisy image and the 
result I* rig. 7,t(ci. 

One disadvantage wUft snl» fast routine i« she «mooching of «fc-trp 
border? in tf.e Image. The »e*e routin* found in program COWTHAST-
.roft, structured noise removal. is trying eo avoid this. 
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In this routine we use the 5x5 neighbourhood around our pixel 
value f(x,y), see Example 7.2. M is the average value of these 25 
pixel values. Ml is the average value of all pixels in this 5x5 
area having values greater than M, and M2 i the average value of 
those pixel with values less than M. 

Again the operator selects a threshold value T. The pixel value 
is changed to f'(x,y) if: 

(f(x,y) - M) > T ) 
and (f(x,y) -Ml) > T ) 
and (f(x,y) - M2) > T ) 

In the case when f(x,y) is to be replaced with f'(x,y): 

if f(x,y) > Ml 
or | f(x,y> - Ml | < | t(x,y) - M2 \ 

then f'(x,y) :- Ml 
else 

f'(x,y) :• M2 

The 5x5 area ia divided into two plateaua, one with value HI and 
one with value HZ a* described above. In order not to smooth 
•harp contour», the pixel value f(x,y) ia replaced with the 
closest plateau value if it* distance from one of these plateaus 
is greater than T. 

In Example 7.2 1» shown a 5x5 neighbourhood around the pixel 
value f(x,y) and the different Intermediate variables used in 
structured noise removal. Fig. 7.l.(d) shows the use of this 
structured noise removal at the Image displayed in Fig. 7.1(b). 

7.3.1 Doise reaovaA by aeoian f 11 ter lag 

The medten filter routine L» used in program SHOW.PAS. ct. Sect. 
(.2. Cn this procedure t^e operator «selects the sise of the 
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neighbourhood to be 3x3 or 5x5. 

In 3x3 median filtering the 9 pixel values in this area is 
gathered in an array ma[1..9]. Then this array is "sorted" giving 
increasing values. The new pixel value is set to: 

f'(x,y) := ma[5] 

In a 5x5 median filtering the same method is used with 25 points 
giving: 

f'(x,y) := ma[13] 

Examples 7.1 and 7.2 also contain the use of the 3x3 and 5x5 
median filters. The use of the 5x5 median filter at the image 
from Fig. 7.1(b) is shown in Fig. 7.1(e). 

Running the sorting process at the 25 pixel values, ma(l] 
ma(25] in the 5x5 median filter routine we have to sort 
25-252-252 » 1S87600 numbers. As the reader might expect this is 
rather time consuming. 

In order to increase the «peed of this routine we construe 3d a 
special "sorting* technic. This is illustrated at the bottom of 
Examples 7.1 and 7.2. 

The 3x3 median filter process runs according to the following 
algorithm: The 9 pixel values from the 3x3 area are loaded into 
the m«(1..9) array. The element V In the Number!0..25! J array is 
thea increased with the number of elements In ma(1..9) with value 
v. At the same time the variables ah and bh are updated holding 
the lowest and the greatest value In ma(l..9|. In order to catch 
the fifth element In our 3x3 area with respect on increasing 
values, we start to sum the elements In «umber(0..255| starting 
at Index number ah. When this sum Is greater or equal to five. 
the Index In Humbert! «tray Is our new pixel value f'cx.yi. After 
each 'sorting' we have to reset the Number(ah..bh| array. 

The filter runs line by line in ".tie image (x coo.-dtr.atei. When 

http://coo.-dtr.atei
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starting at a new line, we have to load ma[1..9] with all 9 
values from the 3x3 area. Then a pointer mp is set to one. Later 
when increasing the image y coordinate with one (columns) , we 
only load ma[] with the new values: 

ma[mp] := f(x-l,y+l); 
ma[mp*l] := f(x,y+l); 
ma[mp+2] := f(x+l,y+l); 

Then: 
mp := mp +1; if mp > 9 then mp := 1; 

The algorithm when running a 5x5 median filter is similar as 
shown in Example 7.2. 

The time used when running these filters at a 256x256 standard 
image using a 6 MHz IBM PC/AT is 42 sec for the 3x3 median filter 
and 89 sec for the 5x5 median filter. 

7.2.3 Piacewiee linear transform of grayscale 

This section explains a three step piecewise linear transform of 
image pixel values, cf. Kall E. L. (1979). This routine is a part 
of the Image enhancement program CONTRAST.FOR. The transfer 
function C is drawn in fig. 7.2(a). In order to change the 
contrast of the image the operator selects the coordinates of the 
four points <f0<90>< <*l»9l>' <f2»«2) •"<• <*3<fl3)' 

The Input pixel values V • f(x,y> is converted to the value : 

(7.1) C(x.y) • Ctttx.y)} i x.y * 1.2, . . , 296 

The gray level transformation function C(> is in this section 
determined by the formulas: 

If.Ji I'tx.y) * (V • tt>.(9j gt)/it} • tit ' 9t 
0 < C(*,y> < 2H 
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when 0 < V < f1 i = 0, j = 1 
when fi < V < f2 i = 1, j = 2 
when f2 < V i f3 i = 2, j = 3 

The transfer function G shown in Fig. 7.2(a). with the selected 
values f 0 = 0, g 0 = 0, fj = 30, g x = 10, f 2 = 120, g 2 = 50, f 3 = 
255 and g 3 = 255, is used at the image in Fig. 7.1(a). The result 
is printed at the laser printer by help of program HALFTONE.PAS 
and is put into Fig. 7.1(f). This procedure is also used in 
programs PAINT.PAS, HALFTONE.PAS and UPLOAD.PAS, cf. Sects. 
6.3.2, 6.4.3 and 6.7. The graph of the transform function used by 
program PAINT in Fig. 6.5(b) is shown in Fig. 7.2(b). 

7.2.4 Blstograa modifications 

The histogram Pf(z) was defined in Sect. 6.2 as the relative 
frequency of graylevel z in the image. Fig. 6.2 is an example of 
a .' ietogrem. 

In order to utilize the full dynamic range of the B bit gray 
scale we might want to have equal number of pixels at each gray 
level. This It called an uniform distribution, cf. Hall E. L. 
(1979). The histogram of such a 8 bit image is the line : 

(7-4) Pftz) • l/2i6 s t * 0.1, 2Si 

The algorithm creating this histogram Is called the histogram 
•queIt jetton procedure and Is a part of the program CONTRAST.fOU. 

The cumulative histogram is defined as: 
t 

(J.S> Cfttt * Z p(<k> s a * 0,1. . . , 2li 
k*0 

tn Kelt I. L. (1979). is proved when using this function as toe 
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gray level transformation function G() defined in Eq.(7.2), the 
resulting imago has the histogram of Eq.(7.4). 

In program CONTRAST.FOR the histogram is stored in the real array 
HIST[0..255]. The array is normalized to maximum 255.0. The 
cumulative histogram is put into the array NCUM[0..255], also 
normalized to maximum 255.0. The entire image is then transformed 
trough the formulae: 

(7.6) f'(x,y) = NCUM[ f(x,y) ] ; x,y = 1,2, ... , 256 

Fig. 7.3(a) contains the histogram of the original image drawn in 
Fig. 7.1(a). This image run trough Eq. (7.6) is shown in Fig. 7.1 
(g) with resulting histogram in Fig. 7.3(b). 

We might however be interested to extract certain gray levels in 
the image containing the information we want to examine. The next 
step in histogram modification routines is thus to decide in 
advance the output histogram. 

Let the in advance decided histogram be p g(z). The cumulative 
histogram of this is: 

z 
(7-7) cg(z) = 2 fg(k) ; z = 0,1, .. , 255 

k=0 

Let Pg _ 1(k) be the inverse of c„(z). We use this transformation 
function at the image after the histogram equalization procedure. 
The result is an image having the desired histogram Pg(z), cf. 
Hall E.L. (1979); Gonzalez R.C. and Wintz P. (1987). 

In program CONTRAST.FOR the array BIO[0..255] contains the 
operator decided output histogram. The array is created by the 
statement: 

(7.8) BIO[k] = exp( - (k - /i)2 / (2-a ) ) 

The operator selects the parameters fi and a . In the same manner 
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as above the histogram is normalized to maximum value equal 255. 

The cumulative histogram of this synthetic histogram, 
BIO[0..255], is computed and stored in SCUM[0..255]. The 
cumulative histogram of the original image is computed and stored 
in NCUM[0..255]. The image transformation function G, cf. Eg. 
(7.2) is computed and stored in the array PTX[0..255]. 

PTX[k], k = 0,1, .. , 255, is computed in the following 
manner: 

Let S = NCUM[k] 
Find the value in the array SCUM[0..255] which is 
closest to S. This is denoted as SCUM[aJ. a is the 
index of this element. 
Then 

PTX[k] := a. 

In order to have a one to one mapping between input and output 
image, the PTX[0..255] array is made increasing, i.e. PTX[i] 2 
PTX[ j ] when i 2 J • 

At last the image is converted trough the transform: 

(7.9) f'(x,y) = PTX[ f(x,y) ] ; x,y = 1,2, ... , 256 

One specified histogram with \L = 128.0 and a = 1000.0 is drawn 
in Fig. 7.4(a). The specified histogram procedure in CONTRAST.FOR 
with these constants is run at the image in Fig. 7.1(a). The 
resulting histogram is drawn in Fig. 7.4(b). The transformed 
image is shown in Fig. 7.1.(h). 

7.3 Image enhancements by frequency domain methods 

7.3.1 Two dimensional discrete fourier transform of images 

The one dimensional discrete fourier transform of the array f(x) 
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is denoted F(u). f(x') is equidistant samples of a continuous 
function, x=0,l, .. , N - l and x' = x-dx . 
F(u) is defined as: 

N-l 
(7.10) F(u) = 1/N 2 f(x) exp( -j2nux/N ) ; u = 0,1 .. N-l 

x=0 

j denotes the imaginary unit symbol. In this section N is a power 
of two, ie. 256,512 or 1024. f(x) is a complex number. When f(x') 
contains measurements of a physical parameter, the imaginary part 
is zero. 

Usually x' has the dimension time (sec). d x in this case is the 
time between two samples. Then u' has the dimension frequercy 
(Hz). 

u' = wdu. 
and du = l/(N-dx) 

The computation of F(u) in this thesis uses the well known FFT 
technic, cf. Brigham E.O. (1974). This routine is in this thesis 
created in the include program SH_SPEKT.PAS. 

When using the FFT routine several times some constants are used 
over and over again and might De computed once before the FFT is 
used. This increases the speed of computation. In the procedure 
we need N discrete values of the cosine and sine function. In 
SH_SPEKT.PAS these are computed once and stored in two arrays 
Tsi[k] and Tco[k]. 

Tsi[k] := sin(2nk/N) 
Tco[k] := cos(2*k/N) ; k = 0,1, ... , N - 1 

The FFT algorithm also includes computation of the bitreverse of 
numbers, see Brigham E.O. (1974). This is the output number when 
all bits are reversed. As an example the 8 bits of the number 37 
is 0010 0101. The bitreverse of this number is 1010 0100 , ie. 
164. We need the bitreverse of all numbers from 0 to N-l. In 
SH_SPEKT.PAS the array Bru[k] is created in advance containing 
the bitreverse of the number k, k = 0,1, ... , N - 1. 
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The above technic together with the 80287 numerical coprocessor 
increase the computation speed of the FFT algorithm. 

The original f(x) is restored from F(u) by the equation; 

N-l 
(7.11) f(x) = 2 F(u) exp( j2nux/N ) ; x = 0,1 . . N-l 

u=0 

The original f(x) is restored from F(u) applying the FFT al
gorithm using F(u) instead of f(x), complex conjugate the result 
and multiply the result with N. F(u) is the complex conjugate of 
F(u) , cf. Eq.(3.4-17) in Gonzales R.C. and Wintz P. (1987). 

The image matrix was defined in Sect. 5.1 as f(x,y) ; x,y = 0,1, 
.. , N - 1. The two dimensional discrete fourier transform of 
this function is in separable form, see Gonzalez R.C. and Wintz 
P. (1987) : 

N-l N-l 
(7.12) F(u,v) = 1/N 2 exp(-j2nux/N) 2 f(x,y) exp(-j2nvy/N) 

x=0 y=0 

; u,v = 0,1, . . , N-l 

The original f(x,y) is restored by: 
N-l N-l 

(7.13) f(x,y) = 1/N 2 exp(j2%ux/N) 2 F(u,v) exp( j2nvy/N ) 
u=0 v=0 

; x,y = 0,1, . . , N-l 

It is convenient to use (0,0) as the upper left coordinate of the 
image in this section, ie. (x,y) starts at (0,0). 

In order to compute F(u,v) we thus first process the one dimen
sional FFT at each column;, y = 0,1, ... ,N-1. This intermediate 
result is feed into the FFT algorithm again row by row, x = 0,1, 
. . N-l resulting in the F(u,v) complex matrix as output. The 
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result is the same if we process row by row first and then column 
by column. 

The standard image matrix element in this section is denoted by 
f(x,y), x,y = 0,1, .., 255. f(x,y) is now a complex real number. 

f(x,y) = r(x,y) + j-i(x,y) 

The complex part is zero. The fourier transform of f(x,y) is: 

F(u,v) = R(u,v) + j-I(u,v) 

I(u,v) is not zero. R(u,v) and I(u,v) is real numbers stored as 
Turbo Pascal 4.0 variable type single, ie. 4 byte/variable. The 
amount of memory necessary to store F(u,v) is then: 

256-256-8 bytes = 524288 bytes 

F(u,v) is not practical to store inside the 640 kB memory 
available in DOS. 

The 2-D fourier analysis program in this thesis is named FOURI
ER. PAS. This program uses the procedures from SH_SPEKT.PAS 
including the 1-D FFT algorithm. The F(u,v) is stored at a file 
on the RAM drive named "D:FoReIm.dat." with file identificator 
'FoFile'. This 'FoFile' has the structure drawn in Fig. 7.5. 

When starting the fourier analysis we load the image into this 
file. The imaginary half of the image is set to zero. In order to 
later having the origo in the middle of the frequency plane we 
multiply f(x,y) with (-1.0)<x+y), cf. Eq. (3.3-8) in Gonzalez 
R.C. and Wintz P. (1987). 

We start the FFT row by row in the f(x,y) = r(x,y) + j-i(x,y) 
image file. The result after each FFT is stored at the original 
line in the 'FoFile'. 

The next step is now to run the FFT column by column. However, in 
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order to get the data from one column, run the FFT at this column 
and store the data at the same location at the 'FoFile', we have 
to read the entire file three times. 

The time saving trick is to mirror image the 'FoFile' around the 
u = v diagonals. This mirror imaged file then interchanges rows 
and columns. 

This technic is illustrated in Fig. 7.6 and consists of dividing 
the 'FoFile' into 32 blocks. R(u,v) and I(u,v) are divided into 
16 blocks each. Each block consists of a 64x64 point "subimage". 
Four pointer variables are established to hold one block each. 

R_A'.Dta[l..64,1..64] 
R_B*.Dta[l..64,1. .64] 
I_A'.Dta[l..64,1. .64] 
I_B'.Dta[l..64,1..64] 

Each array element is the Turbo Pascal 4.0 type single. 

Two counter variables CC and RR are introduced to point at the 
blocks, see Fig. 7.6; CC = 1,2,3,4 and RR = CC,CC+1,,4 . When we 
are pointing at the diagonal blocks, ie. CC = RR, the program 
reads the data from this part of the file into R_A~.Dta[i, j ]. 
Then we put it back at the same location in the file exchanging 
the i and j variables. In this manner these blocks are easily 
mirror imaged. 

When CC f RR the program reads the data from block (RR,CC) into 
R_A".Dta[i,j] and from block (CC,RR) into R_B~.Dta[i, j], see Fig. 
7.6. Then R_B~.Dta[j,i] is stored at block (RR,CC) and 
R_A".Dta[j,i] is stored at block (CC,RR). The same algorithm is 
performed simultaneously at the I(u,v) part of the file using the 
I_A" and I_B" variables. 

The FFT is now run at this mirror imaged file row by row. After 
this process we have the complex F(v,u) stored at the 'FoFile'. 
The u and v have changed place in the file. We do not perform the 
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last mirror imaging bringing the correct directions of the u and 
v axis. 

In order to display the F(u,v) we compute the D(u,v) and put it 
into the to image variables BildeA* and BildeB~ , cf. Sect. 
4.3.3. 

(7.14) D(u,v) = K-ln(l + \F(u,v)\)/ln(10) 

\F(u,v)\ = \/ R(u,v)-R(u,v) + I(u,v)-I(u,v) 

K is a normalization constant keeping D(u,v) in the 8-bit range, 
0..255. Fig. 7.7(a) displays the image in the file Janl2.dat. 
D(u,v) is shown in Fig. 7.7(b). The reason for displaying D(u,v) 
and not |F(u,v)|, is the low frequencies at the middle of the u,v 
-plane are several orders in magnitude greater than the high 
frequencies at the border. 

The inverse 2-D FFT restoring f(x,y) from F(u,v) by help of Eq. 
(7.13) uses the same procedure. The F(n,v) = R(u,v) - j-I(u,v) is 
now used as a input to the algorithm. 

As before the program runs the FFT row by row, interchanging rows 
and columns and process the FFT row by row once more. The 
f"(x',y') is now in the real part of the image file. In order to 
put the restored f(x,y) back into the two image variables BildeA* 
and BildeB" we have to do the transition: 

f'(x,y) = K-f"(x',256-y') 

K is a normalization constant keeping f'(x,y) in the 8 bit range. 
Fig. 7.7(c) shows the restored f'(x,y) from the |F(u,v)| 
displayed in Fig. 7.7(b). Apart from a scale factor the restored 
f'(x,y) is exactly equal to the original f(x,y), Fig. 7.7(a). 
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7.3.2 Filtering in the frequency domain 

The filter process in the space-domain consists of running the 
convolution at the image with a filter function h(x,y) resulting 
in the filtered image g(x,y). 

g(x,y) = h(x,y) * f(x,y) 

The convolution theorem then states this procedure to be equiv
alent to multiplication in the frequency-domain. 

G(u,v) = H(u,v)-F(u,v) 

The * indicates the convolution, cf. Gonzalez R.C. and Wintz P. 
(1987) . 

The f(x,y) was multiplied with (-1.0)<x+v) bringing the origo 
into the middle of the frequency plane with increasing 
frequencies as a function of distance from the origo. 

The filtering process in program FOURIER.PAS consists of running 
the 2-D FFT at f(x,y) thus creating F(u,v). Multiplying F(u,v) 
with a H(u,v) having maximum in the centre and low values at the 
borders. At last we run the inverse 2-D FFT at the G(u,v) 
creating the filtered image g(x,y). 

Three types of filters are available in program FOURIER.PAS. 
The distance from the centre of the u,v -plane is denoted L(u,v). 

i) Hfu v) = 1 i f L<u'v> i L o 

i , n{u,v) Q i f L ( U / V ) > L o . L o i s selected by the 
operator 

2) H(u,v) = — — L o a n d n a c e se2ected by 
1 + [L(u,v)/LoJ^ t h e o p a r a t o r 

3) H(u,v) = 1 . . 
J + [ V2 - 1 l-[L(U,v),Lo)*« ' L

sellcted by 
the operator 
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Type 1) is an ideal filter and types 2) and 3) are Butterworth 
filters. 

Some noise was added to the Janl2.dat file. The result (Noi-
Janl2.dat) is displayed in Fig. 7.7(d). The D(u,v) of this image, 
cf. Eq. (7.14), is shown in Fig. 7.7(e). The filter type 3) with 
Lo = 30 and n = 2 is drawn in Fig. 7.8. This H(u,v) is multiplied 
with the F(u,v) displayed in Fig. 7.7(e). 

G(u,v) = H(u,v)-F(u,v) 

The D'(u,v) using Eq. (7.14) with G(u,v) replacing F(u,v) is 
displayed in Fig. 7.7 (f). The restored g(x,y) produced by 
running the 2-D inverse FFT at the G(u,v) is displayed in Fig. 
7.7(g). 

This section describes a nice and advanced filtering process. If 
the images were degraded by some frequency components these would 
appear as spots in the F(u,v) and are easily removed. 

The drawback at the present time is the computation time. The 
entire filtering process in FOURIER.PAS with H(u,v) as described 
above at the 6 MHz IBM PC/AT includes the operations and computer 
time described in Appendix A (III). 
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(e) (f) 
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Fig. 7.1: This figure shows several outputs from program CON
TRAST. FOR, see Sect. 7.2. The prints were created using the 
program HALFTONE.PAS, see Sect. 6.4.3. The original image is 
printed in Fig. 7.1(a). The image was recorded at Ny Ålesund, 
Jan. 23, 1985, 06.14.04 UT using the Image Intensified All Sky 
Camera, see Chapter 2. 
In Fig. 7.1(b) additional noise is superimposed at the image. The 
routines used below in order to create Figs. 7.1(c) - 7.1(e) are 
run at the image displayed in Fig. 7.1(b). Fig. 7.1(c) is the 
result when the simple noise removal routine is performed, cf. 
Example 7.1. The structured noise removal was run and the output 
is displayed in Fig. 7.1(d), see also Example 7.2. A 5x5 median 
filter was run, cf. Example 7.2, and the result is displayed in 
Fig. 7.1(e). 
Figs. 7.1(f) - 7.1(h) are the outputs of grayscale transforms at 
the image displayed in Fig. 7.1(a). In Fig. 7.1(f) is shown the 
output when a piecewise linear transform of grayscale is per
formed. The transform function used is shown in Fig. 7.2(a). The 
equalized histogram procedure was also run and the output is 
displayed in Fig. 7.1(g). The histogram of this image is drawn in 
Fig. 7.3(b). At last the histogram specified in Fig. 7.4(a) is 
approximated and the resulting image is shown in Fig. 7.1(h). 

G(fCx,y) > 

Fio. 7.2(a) : This is an illustration of the piecewise linear 
transform of grayscale explained in sect. 7.2.3. The input pixel 
values of the image are displayed along the abscissa and the 
output pixel values are displayed along the ordinate. The 
operator selects the shape of this transform curve, see Eq. 
(7.3). This particular curve was used to create Fig. 7.1(f). 
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Fig. 7.2fb^: This figure is similar to Fig.7.2(a). This is a copy 
of the screen in program PAINT.PAS, see Sect. 6.3.2, when the 
piecewiiie linear transform of grayscale is executed. The curve 
displayed here was used to create Fig. 6.5(b). 

Histogram: 
.1 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 7.3: The histogram of the original image displayed in Fig. 
7.1(aj is drawn in Fig. 7.3(a). The abscissa represents the pixel 
value and the ordinate counts the number of pixel with this 
value. In Fig. 7.3(b) is drawn the output histogram of the image 
run trough the histogram equalization procedure, cf. Eq. (7.6). 
This image is displayed in Fig. 7.1(g). 

(a) 

Histogram: 

m 
.*#. 

(b) 
Fig. 7.4: These two histograms illustrate the specified histogram 
procedure explained in Sect. 7.2.4. The loutine is the output of 
Eq. (7.9). The input image used was the one displayed in Fig. 
7.1(a). The intention was to change the grayscales at this image 
resulting in an image having the histogram drawn in Fig. 7.4(a). 
The procedure was run and the image is drawn in Fig. 7.1(h) with 
resulting histogram in Fig. 7.4(b). 
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Fig. 7.5: The discrete fourier transform of an image is in this 
Chapter denoted F(u,v), where F(u,v) = R(u,v) + j*I(u,v), (see 
also Eq. (7.12) ). F(u,v) is in program FOURIER.PAS, cf. Sect. 
7.3.1, stored in the file "D:FoRelm.dat". This file is called 
FoFile. The structure of the FoFile is shown in this figure. Each 
element is stored as the variable type single and occupies four 
byte. 
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Fig. 7.6: This is another drawing of the FoFile, cf. Sect. 7.3.1. 
The file was illustrated in Fig. 7.5 and contains F(u,v) = R(u,v) 
+ j-lfU/V). In the two dimensional discrete fourier transform in 
program FOURIER.PAS we have to interchange rows an columns in the 
matrices R(u,v) and I(u,v). The blocks in R(u,v) having equal 
numbers are mirror imaged and interchanged. Then the same 
procedure is executed at the I(u,v) matrix. 
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Fig. 7.7: This figure illustrates the execution of the program 
FOURIER.PAS, see Sect.7.3. The prints were created using the 
program HALFTONE.PAS, see Sect. 6.4.3. Tho original image is 
printed in Fig. 7.7(a). The image was recorded at Longyearbyen, 
Jan. 06, 1984, 10.07.41 UT using the Image Intensified All Sky 
Camera, see Chapter 2. 
In F;g. 7.1(b) is D(u,v) of this image printed. D(u,v) is defined 
in Eq. (7.14). The result: of the inverse fourier transform is 
drawn in Fig. 7.1(c). The inverse fourier transform was defined 
in Eq. (7.13). 
In order to use the program FOURIER.PAS as a noise filter some 
noise was added to the original image. This noisy image is drawn 
in Fig. 7.7(d). Fig. 7.7(e) displays the D(u,v) of this image. A 
two dimensional filter H(u,v) is multiplied with F(u,v) resulting 
in an D'(u,v) drawn in Fig. 7.7(f), ie. G(u,v) = H(u,v)-F(u,v). 
The filter used is shown in Fig. 7.8. The inverse discrete 
fourier transform is run using G(u,v) as the input spectrum. The 
result of this filter process is shown in Fig. 7.7(g). 

1.0 
Filter function used 

Horizontal axis is centre fron i idd le of fourier inage, 

0.0 
-127.5-100 100 127.5 

Fig. 7.8: An illustration of the two dimensional filter function 
H(u,v) used in program FOURIER.PAS is given, cf. Sect. 7.3.2. 
This particular function was used when creating the filtered 
image drawn in Fig. 7.7(g). 
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Example 7.1: This example shows two types of noise removal 
routines performed at a 3x3 pixel area in program CONTRAST.FOR, 
cf. Sect. 7.2. The image element f(x,y) is replaced by f'(x,y). 
The upper right part shows the simple noise removal routine and 
the lower part illustrates the 3x3 median filter process. The 
median filters are also used in programs SHOW.PAS, HALFTONE.PAS, 
CODEIMAGE.PAS and CONTOUR.PAS, explained in Sects. 6.2, 6.4.3, 
9.2 and 9.3 respectively. 
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Example 7.2: Once more two types of noise removal routines in 
CONTRAST.FOR are shown. This time a 5x5 pixel area is used. The 
upper right part illustrates the structured noise removal routine 
and the lower part illustrates the 5x5 median filter process. 
These procedures are explained in Sects. 7.2.1 and 7.2.2 respec
tively. 
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CHAPTER 8 

GEOMETRIC TRANSFORMS 

8.1 Introduction to geometric transforms 

The geometric transforms consists of modifying the spatial 
relationship between the pixels in the image. This is needed if 
the user wants to correct the images for geometric non-linerari-
ties. In some cases it is useful to have the images congruent 
with a map. This latter process is called registration. The 
general geometric transform procedure is often denoted rubber 
sheet stretching, cf. Hord R.M. (1982). 

In most cases when using images of the aurora it is important to 
know where the aurora is located. The first attempt is to 
determine the elevation and the azimuth of the part of the arc we 
are investigating. This is easily done if we draw elevation 
circles and azimuth lines into the images. This is done by the 
program GRID.FOR. 

The second attempt is to convert the image into geomagnetic or 
geographic coordinates. This is done by the program GREG.FOR. 
The routine is useful when comparing All Sky Camera data with 
satellite measurements of auroral particles and magnetic fields. 

8.2 Superimpose elevation circles and azimuth lines at the images 

In our case the camera is located at the ground looking towards 
zenith. The image of the zenith is thus located in the middle of 
the image. The distance from this point in the image is a linear 
function of the zenith elevation, cf. Sect. 2.2. The zenith 
location in the digitized image is at the coordinates (x^y^). 
The radius of the all sky image is r̂ . 

One arbitrary coordinate in the image (x,y) is thus representing 
the zenith elevation e(x,y) at the sky. 
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(8.1) e(x,y) = K-sgrt( (xj_-x)2 + (yx-y)2 ) 

K is a constant and sqrt is the square root function. 

The film is put manually into the Optronics digitizing unit, cf. 
Sect. 5.2. This results each image having different x^ and y^ 
The film copy process also creates slightly different size of the 
images from time to time. Then K is varying from one image to the 
next. 

The glass dome in Ny Ålesund is marked with a piece of no 

transparent tape representing the direction of geographic north. 

The direction towards geographic east is indicated with a tape 

mounted 90 degrees to the former. Fig. 8.1 shows one typical 

digitized image from the Ny Ålesund All Sky Camera. The data was 

converted into the standard 256x256 image file by help of the 

CUTSELECT.PAS program, cf. Sect. 5.4. The tape is present in the 

upper left of Fig. 8.1 as a white angle mark. The geographic 

directions north, east, south and west is indicated with GN, GE, 

GS and GW respectively. 

The angle between up in the image and geographic north is a. The 
direction of a is positive towards the east of north, a might 

also vary from image to image, r^ is the radius of the image in 

the image coordinate system. 

In order to have a correct view of the auroral images the 

operator needs to know the four image parameters: xj, yj, r̂  and 

a. The program SHOW.PAS contains a routine fitting a circle to 

the standard 256x256 all sky image, ie. selection number 9 in 

Fig. 6.1. 

Using this routine the operator selects the four image parameters 

mentioned above. Then the program draws the 85° circle and the 

geographic north-south and east-west lines when displaying the 

image. This is repeated until according to the operator, the 85° 

circle fits to the image borders and the north-south line pass 
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trough the tape mark. Using digitized TV images from the DT-2851 
the parameters x^, ŷ , r̂  and a are constant when the TV camera 
is operated in one position with a fixed lens. Now the circle 
drawn is 90°. 

These parameters used in this image are input to the elevation 

circles drawing program GRID.FOR. Usually we want to indicate the 

geomagnetic directions in the image instead of the geographic. 

The reason is the auroral arcs in the auroral oval are usually 

aligned east-west geomagnetic. In Ny Ålesund the geomagnetic 

north is 29.5° to the west of geographic north. In Fig. 8.1 the 

geomagnetic north, east, south and west directions are indicated 

with MN, ME, MS and MW respectively. 0 is then the angle between 

up and geomagnetic north in the digitized images. 

Using GRID.FOR the operator is able to draw the 30°, 60° and 85° 

(90° at TV images) circles. The point P in Fig. 8.1 with co

ordinates (x,y) are easily determined by help of the formulas: 

(8.2) y = Yl + r-sin(a) 

(8.3) x = xj - r'cos(a) 

r = sqrt( (x1-x)2 + (Yi-y)2 ) 

a denotes the angle between the up direction in the image and the 

line from P to (xi,y-y). 

The elevation circles are drawn using a constant r and varying a 

from 0 to 2*it. 

r = rj . e/fv 

e denotes the selected elevation at our circle and f w is the half 

field of view of our camera. The f w is 85° at the Ny Ålesund All 

Sky Film Camera and 90° at the TV cameras. 

The azimuth lines are drawn using Eqs.(8.2) and (8.3) using 

constant a and varying r from 0 to the selected length of this 

line. The solid lines marked L^ and L2 in Fig. 8.1 are drawn 

using this routine four times with a = 0, a = P + n/2, a = 0 + 
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ir and a = 0 + 3/2 • w respectively. 

Example of an image with elevation circles and azimuth lines 

created by GRID.FOR is displayed in Fig. 6.4. The programs 

HALFTONE.PAS and DISCON.PAS explained in Chapter 6 use the same 

procedures. However, these programs do not draw the lines in the 

image files, but only into the output plotter file, cf. Sect. 

6.4.2. Examples of images with elevation circles and azimuth 

lines created by this two programs are found in Figs. 6.9 and 

6.11. 

8.3 The geomagnetic coordinate system 

The geographic coordinate system is tied to the earths rotation 

having the rotation axis trough the poles. The geomagnetic 

coordinate system is tied to the earths magnetic field having the 

poles in the magnetic poles. The descriptions of the ionospheric 

processes observed from ground fit better to the magnetic 

coordinate system. 

One conversion from geographic into geomagnetic coordinates is 

given by the formulas: 

(8.4) sin(øm) = sin(0p)-sin(0s) + cos(#p) -cor <,<t>B) -cos(Ap - XS) 

(8.5) sin(Am) = cos(øs)•sin(>s -Ap)/cos(øm) 

ø and X denote the latitude and longitude. The s , p and ra 

indexes are geographic coordinates at the observation station, 

geographic coordinates of the geomagnetic north pole and geo

magnetic coordinates at the observation station. 

These conversion formulas are based upon the simple model drawn 

in Fig. 8.2. The model consist of moving the north pole from the 

geographic to the geomagnetic. The original geographic coordinate 

system (x,y,z) is converted into the geomagnetic coordinate 
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system (x",y",z") by help of two rotations. The two rotations are 

indicated at the bottom of Fig. 8.2 The first rotation 1_, is 
with fixed z axis an angle A p creating the (x',y',z') coordinate 

system. The second rotation 2, is with fixed y' axis an angle 90° 

-v 
The result of the rotations is the geomagnetic north pole is at 
the z" axis and the geographic north pole is in the x"z" plane. 
Eqs.(8.4) and (8.5) are the resulting equations of the computa
tions. 

It has been however some discrepancies about the location of the 

geomagnetic north. The ABC800 program ECCG.BAC uses different 

models computing the geomagnetic coordinates. The output of this 

program is listed in Table 8.1. This table lists the geomagnetic 

coordinates having geographic as input. The column marked usual 

geomagnetic uses the formulas in Eqs.(8.4) and (8.5) with 

different coordinates at the geomagnetic north pole. The first 

row uses the coordinates: 0 p = 78.5°N, A p = 291°E. The second row 

uses 0 p = 80°N , X p = 279°E, cf. Whalen J.A. (1970). The third 

rov uses 0 p = 78.8°N and > p = 289.1°E. The three columns to the 

right marked centered dipole, eccentric dipole and L-pole uses 

formulas from Gustafsson, cf. Gustafsson (1970). In this thesis 

we have used the coordinates of Whalen giving geomagnetic 

coordinates in Ny Ålesund at 0 m = 74.74°N , Xm = 133.20°E. 

8.4 Converting the images into a geographic/geomagnetic 
coordinate system 

This section explains the conversion of the standard images into 

a geographic/geomagnetic coordinate system by help of program 

GREG.FOR. The transition between geographic and geomagnetic is 

here simple. Using the model from Sect. 8.3., the difference 

between geomagnetic and geographic is the latitude and longitude 

of the observation station and the azimuth direction towards 

north. 
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The conversion includes several coordinate transformations. We 
have given the intermediate coordinate systems different names 
making the identification easier. 

The output from the CUTSELECT.PAS program, cf. Sect. 5.4, creates 
256x256 standard images in the unmarked system, x,y and z. The 
coordinate e-system is having origo in zenith and the x-axis 
towards north, geographic or geomagnetic. The zenith location is 
at {x-itYi), in the unmarked system, see Sect. 8.2. This system is 
drawn in Fig. 8.3. In the unmarked and the e-system we do not use 
the z axis. 

The conversion from the standard system (X,Y) to this e-system is 
based upon the formulas: 

(8.6) Ye = (x - x1)-sin(fi) + (y -- y1)-cos(0) 
(8.7) xe = (xi - x)-cos(fi) + (y -- Yi)'sin(P) 

The r-system is a 3-D coordinate system having origo in tho 
middle of the earth. The X r,Y r plane is parallel to the horizon
tal plane at the observation station. X r points towards south, 
Y r towards east and Z r towards zenith. The observation site is at 
the 2 r axis. The unit along each axis is km. The r-system is 
drawn in Fig. 8.4. 

(8.8) 
(8.9) 
(8.10) 

rXy = (R + h)•sin(u) 
u = B - arcsin[ R/(R+h)-sin(B) ] 
B » A-fw-n/(ri'180) ; in radians 

R is the radius of the earth in km. A and rj are found in Fig. 
8.3. As explained in Sect.8.2 f w is the half field of view of the 
camera. x e and y e are computed in Eqs.(8.6) and (8.7). 

xr = - xe rxy 1 A 

Yr = Ye • rxy 1 A 
zr - (h + R) •cos(u) 
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h denotes the altitude of the auroral peak intensity. This is the 
uncertain part of these computations. Usually in dayside aurora h 
is selected in the interval between 200 and 300 km. 

By help of the above formulas the image coordinates (x,y,0), 
which is the standard coordinates in this thesis, is changed into 
the "world" coordinate system (x r,y r,z r). 

In the same manner as in the previous section we now perform two 
rotations. The first rotation is with fixed Z r axis bringing the 
geomagnetic north pole into the Z'X' plane. The rotation angle is 
Ara, being the geomagnetic longitude of the observation station . 

(xr,yr,zr) > (x',y',z' = zc) 

The second rotation is with fixed Y' axis bringing the geo
magnetic north pole at the Z" axis. The rotatiou angle is 8^, 
being the geomagnetic colatitude of the observation station. 

(x',y',zr) > (x",y",z") 

The rotation are indicated in Fig. 8.5. 

The conversions formulas are: 

*' = - }'r'sin(xm> + xr-cos(Xm) 
y' = yr-cos(\m) + xr-sin(\m) 
z' = zc 

(8.11) x" = x'-cos(9m) + z'-sin(Bm) 
(8.12) y = y 
(8.13) z" » - x'-sin(Bm) + z'-cos(6m) 

These rotations are indicated in Fig. 8.5 as 1_ and 2. 

When converting the images into geographic coordinates the 
conversions in Eqs.<8.11), <8.12) and (8.13) aro used replacing 
the geomagnetic longitude,colatitude of the observation station 
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with the geographic longitude,colatitude. 

This (X",Y",Z") coordinate system then has the Z" axis trough 

the north pole and the X" axis trough the crossing between the 

zero meridian and the equator. 

The searched coordinates were the geomagnetic/geographic co

ordinates of the images. The geometry is drawn in Fig. 8.6. The 

latitude and longitude ,(<j>tX), in degrees of our image point 
(x,y) with altitude h is then: 

(8.14) ø = 180-arcsin[ z"/(R+h) ] / % 

(8.15) \ = 180-arctant y"/x" ] / it 

Some adjustments is necessary in the longitude: 

Singularities: 

I) y" 2. 0 and x" a o ===> X = 90 

II) y" < 0 and x" « 0 ===> X = 270 

Quadrant converting: 

1. quadrant and 4. quadrant: 

x" > 0 ===> no change 

2. quadrant and 3. quadrant: 

x" < 0 ===> X := A + 180 
When running the GREG.FOR program the operator has to decide the 

borders of the latitude and longitude inside the 256x256 image. 

The lowest and highest latitude are inputs and are denoted #i 

and $2 • Inputs are also smallest and greatest eastern long
itude. These are denoted Aj and A2 

The new 256x256 image is denoted fm with pixel values f m(x m,y m). 

The program scans the original 256x256 image £ creating a new 

image f a : 
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f(x,Y) ===> fm(xm,Ymi 

(8.16) x m = Trunc[256 -(<)>- $x) / ($2 " ^>l>-255)] 

(8.17) ym = Trunc[ (\ - \j) / (\2 - X^-255 + 1] 

The Trunc(argument) function truncates the decimal portion of the 

argument. If x m or yra is outside the interval [1..256] the point 

is outside our selected window, [øi< •fø/^l--^2]' a n d thus 

omitted. 

At the borders of our geographic/geomagnetic image some unfilled 

pixels will appear. At last in the program GREG.FOR the entire 

image is scanned and the empty pixels are filled containing 

interpolated values from the neighbour pixels with values 

greater than 2ero. 

Fig. 8.7(a) contains one image in the original unmarked (x,y) 

coordinate system, ie. output from program CUTSELECT.PAS. Fig. 

8.7(b) contains the same image after being converted into 

geomagnetic coordinates assuming an altitude of the peak emission 

of h = 130km. 

The programs GRID.FOR, HALFTONE.PAS and DISCON.PAS contain 

procedures creating geomagnetic/geographic lines in the f m image 

matrix. These procedures are working in the same manner as those 

creating elevation circles and azimuth lines in the f image 

matrix, cf. Sect. 8.2. 

Fig. 6.10 contains printer output of a series of images run 

trough GREG.FOR. 

In order to have the space between the longitude lines decreasing 

as a function of latitude as in an usual map, only Egs.(8.16) and 

(8.17) are to be changed. 
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Fio. 8.1: The figure illustrates an image from the All Sky Camera 
in Ny Ålesund, see Chapter 2. The angle drawn in the upper left, 
close to GN is the tape covering the glass dome and pointing 
towards geographic north and east, a ( P ) represents the angle 
between the x-axis and geographic (geomagnetic) north direction. 
GN, GS, GE and GW denote geographic north, south, east and west 
directions. The geomagnetic directions are also indicated with M 
replacing G. 
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2 rotat ion 

— i — > ^ 

Fig. 8.2: This figure illustrates the conversion from geo
graphic, (X,Y,Z), to geomagnetic coordinates, (X",Y",Z"), as 
defined in Eqs. (8.4) and (8.5). The upper part is a drawing of 
the earth with the origin in the middle of the earth. The 
formulas are developed when doing the two rotations drawn at the 
bottom of the figure. 8 p and Xp are the geographic colatitude and longitude of the geomagnetic north pole. These rotations are used 
in the ABC800 program ECCG.BAC, cf. Sect. 8.3, when computing the 
geomagnetic coordinates of the observation stations. 

* v 

Fig. 8.3: The figure illustrates the first coordinate conversion 
done in program GREG.FOR. The square drawn represents a 256x256x 
8 bit image and the circle is the border of an all sky image. The 
output is the x e, y e coordinates of the point P in the image, f) 
is the angle between the x-axis and north, (geographic or 
geomagnetic). The formulas used in this conversion are written in 
Eqs. (8.6) and (8.7) in Sect. 8.4. 
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Fio. 8.4: This is a sketch of the second coordinate transforma
tion in program GREG.FOR. The image coordinates are now trans
formed into the x x< Yr and z r coordinates. This r-system is 
having origo in the middle of the earth and the Z r axis is 
passing trough the observation site. The image coordinates are as 
the figure shows, converted into the location of a point P in 
this system having an altitude h above the earth's surface. The 
formulas used are listed in Eqs. (8.8), (8.9) and (8.10) in Sect. 
8.4. 

F i -'•rotation 
^"^ observation 

(xr,yr,zr)-^<x",y".z") 

Fig. 8.5: This figure shows the two rotations needed in program 
GREG.FOR bringing the Z" axis through the geomagnetic (or geo
graphic) north pole. The X" axis passes trough the crossing 
between the zero meridian and the equator. The image point P is 

and 
the 

after these rotations expressed in x",y",z"-coordinates. 
6™ denote the geomagnetic longitude and colatitude of 
observation station. These rotations are expressed in Eqs. 

(8.13) in Sect. 8.4. 
(8.11) 
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Fio. 8.6: This figure illustrates the computation of the geo
magnetic coordinates of the image point P from the x",y",z"-
coordinates in program GREG.FOR, cf. Sect. 8.4. X and é denote 
the longitude and latitude of the image point P. 

(a) (b) 

Fio. 8.7: Both images are printed using the program HALFTONE.PAS, 
see Sect. 6.4.3. In Fig. 8.7(a) is shown an image recorded at Ny 
Ålesund, Jan. 12, 1988, 09.22.00 UT, using the ISIT camera, see 
Sect. 3.2. The elevations circles at 30°, 60° and 90° are drawn. 
The vertical and horizontal lines are geographic north/south and 
east/west lines respectively. North is upwards and east is 
towards right. 
The GREG.FOR program, cf. Sect. 8.4, was executed using this 
image as an input. The result is shown in Fig. 8.7(b). This image 
is a map from 74° to 80° geographic latitude north and from -5° 
to 30° longitude east. 
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site 
n*te 

oeooraphic 
lat. Una. 

usual aeoiaqnetic 
lat. lona. 

centered dipole 
lat, lona. 

eccentric dipole 
lat. lono. 

Anitfva 

J»u H3«en 70.*» 351.3 

15,7 

II.'5 

67.34 113.94 : 67.14 114.66 : 65.82 95.51999 
66,03 120,28 
67.12 114.78 

71,08 124.55 : 70.92 125.11 i 70.2 103.57 
70.18 12?.13 
70.94 125.07 

71.73 132.02 71.59 132.51 : 71.36 110.25 
71.16 135.98 
71.66 132.45 

73.54 127.77 73.39 128.24 . 72.84 104.83 
72.76 131.06 
73.43 128.06 

73.4 B4.07 73,18 96.75 70,75 76.64002 
71.42 78.03 
73.06 83.33 

74.36 130.94 74.22 131.35 73.87 107.09 
73.'1 133.61 : 
:*.28 131.12 

75.3? 131.18 75.25 131.55 74.B9 106.28 
74.74 133.19 : 

75.31 131.24 

Table 8.1: This table lists the output from the ABC 800 program 
ECCG.BAC, cf. Sect. 8.3. The second column contains the geo
graphic coordinates of the observation sites. The last three 
columns give six different answers when computing the geomagnetic 
coordinates of the stations. Further explanation is given in 
Sect. 8.3. 
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CHAPTER 9 

IMAGE COMPRESSION 

9.1 Introduction to Image compression 

As discussed above the data from the film camera are stored at 35 
mm film and the video data are stored at video tapes. However, 
when digitizing these data, storage problems occurs. The standard 
image used in this thesis, 256x256x8 bits, uses 65536 bytes. When 
digitizing, the floppy or fixed disk is fast occupied with image 
data. 

As mentioned below in Chapter 12 plans exist for transmitting 
digitized images directly from the observation site to the user 
operation centre almost on line. The maximum delay between the 
exposure start and the time when the whole image is displayed at 
the graphic screen at the user operation centre should be less 
than 1 minute. When transmitting one standard image by help of 
modem at 1200 baud, we have to use minimum 9 minutes. This is far 
to slow. 

The demand for two types of image encoding then exists, ie. type 
one and two. Images encoded by help of type one have to be 
decoded back to exactly the original image. Approximate 50% data 
reduction is here achieved. This is called error-free encoding 
and is suitable when storing images. This is treated in Sect. 
9.2. 

The type two is used when transmitting images trough modem 
systems or other data links. Between 75% and 95% data reduction 
is here necessary. However, the intention of this system is only 
to show the operator at the user operation centre the position 
and the intensity of the auroral arcs. These images are not 
decoded back to the exact original. Also the image encoding at 
the observation site and tne decoding at the user operation 
centre have to be fast. This type of image encoder is treated in 
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Sect. 9.3. 

9.2 Error-free encoding of images 

The purpose of this Section was to build a rather fast error-free 
encoder. The size of the encoded images should be approximate 50% 
of the original. This was solved in this work by the author 
invented algorithm in program CODEIMAGE.PAS. 

The code used in this program is a B-code, see. Gonzalez R.C. and 
Wintz. P. (1987). Until now each pixel has been represented by 
one byte, ie. 8 bit. In the B-code the pixels are stored with 
different byte lengths. The method used to show when one pixel is 
ending and the next is starting is by letting every other bit be 
a continuation bit. When this bit changes we have a new pixel. 

The first secret is then to use the code with the fewest bits at 
the most frequent databits. The code is shown in Table 9.1. The 
continuation bit is represented by c. Az represents our data 
values. As an illustrating example if we want to encode the thee 
data values 2,1 and 4 and c starts at 1, it had to be represented 
by the bits: 101101101011 . The length is 12 bits and is only 
half of the bits used when storing each data value with one byte. 

The second secret is illustrated in Fig. 9.1. The encoder runs 
line by line in the imnge. A line p = a*q + b is drawn trough the 
8 previous data point at this line, Pi,P2» •• P8• This is done by 
the method of least squares, cf Cheney W. and Kinchaid D. (1980). 
The function #(a,b) is minimized. 

m 
(9.1) 4<a,b) = 2 <a-qk + b - pk)2 

k=l 
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S e t t i n g d<t>/da = 3ø/3b = 0 g i v e s 

m m 
(9.2) (2 9 i 2 r a + (2 qk)-b = 2 pk'qk 

k = 1 k = 1 k = 1 

m 
(9.3) (1 qk)-a + m-b = 2 pk 

k = 1 k = 1 

In our problem m is 8 and q^ is k. Eqs. (9.3) and (9.4) are 

solved, a and b are found to be: 

(9.5) a = (2-Q - 9-S) / 84 

(9.6) b = (17-S - 3-Q) I 28 

m 
m 

Q = 2 Pk'lk an<J S = 2 pk 

k = 1 k = 1 

The program uses the line p = a*q + b to predict the next value 

Pg. 

(9.7) pg = (14-p8 + 11-p-j + 8-ps 

+ 5-p5 + 2-p4 - p3 - 4-p2 - 7-PI) / 28 

Az is as Fig. 9.1 shows the real value pg minus the predicted 

value pg. Az is then encoded using the B-code from Table 9.1. 

This author written B-code uses more and more bits as |Az| 

increases. |Az| is small when the prediction in Eqs. (9.7) is 

close to the real value pg. When |Az| > 14 no gain is achieved 

using this B-code. Instead we have to use the clclcl as a sync 

word saying next S bits are not a code but a real data value. 

The first pixel in any line, f(x,l), is coded directly. The pj .. 

Pg are loaded with this value and the encoder starts to scan this 

line (y » 2,3 .. 256). The encoded |Az| is put to the output file 

and the pj .. pg is updated holding the last 8 data values. In 
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this mode, (Mode = 1), the encoder scans down the image line by 
line and puts the B-code bit strings to the output file. 

In order to make the prediction better, ie. |Az| smaller, another 
mode was added (Mode = 2). This mode is shown in Fig. 9.2. As 
before the eight last data values from the current scan line are 
used, PiiPj, ••• ,P8 i-n t"s prediction of the new data value pg. 
In addition the eight last data values at this column ri,r2, ... 
r 8 are used predicting the new data value Fg. Then 

Az = p9 - (pg + Tg) / 2 

The algorithm used when restoring the images from the files with 
the B-code data runs exactly in the opposite way. The continuat
ion bit c changes between each coded word and is used to capture 
the Az's. Again the pg (and fg when Mode = 2) are computed. Then 
the new pixel value has to be pg + Az (or Az + (pg + fg) / 2 
when Mode = 2). 

A test running of the program was done and the result is shown in 
Appendix A(IV). This program works best with rather 'smooth' 
pictures. The size of the encoded file was between 28% and 46% 
of the original and the time used was between 26 and 40 seconds. 
In Mode = 2 the encoded file size is smaller but the time used is 
longer. By help of the decoder all the files were restored to the 
exact original. 

This encoder might be improved using a better approximation of 
the next image value. One solution is to use some sort of polynom 
approximation instead of just a straight line trough the tight 
data points. However, the intention of the error-free encoder 
with more than 50% data reduction was fulfilled. 
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9.3 Contour encoding of images 

The second type of image encoding selected was the contour 
encoding of images. In this mode only the intensity levels are 
indicated in the same manners as altitude in a map. The author 
invented algorithm is found in program CONTOUR.PAS. 

At start the operator selects the number of contours levels and 
the data value at each contour level. This is indicated in Fig. 
9.3(a). This figure shows a halftone plot of a digitized auroral 
image, cf. Sect. 6.4.3. In this example four contours are drawn. 
The selected data values at each contour plateau are 75, 85, 95 
and 105. 

The program traces one contour level at a time. In order to 
increase the efficiency two intermediate 256x256x1 bit images 
MapA and mapB are introduced. Each pixel in these images is 
represented by one bit. MapA when processing the third contour is 
indicated in Fig. 9.3(b). Each pixel in the original image with 
values greater or equal 95 are given value 1 and those with pixel 
values less than 95 are given pixel values 0. Then the program 
creates the contour by tracing the border between the 0's and l's 
in MapA. At the same time vhen searching in MapA the current 
pixels in the other 1 bit image MapB are set. Then the routine 
knows where it have been before. 

Each point at the contour is indicated by its location relative 
to the previous point at this contour. In order to walk from one 
pixel to the next, one step, we have to use the four directions 
as indicated in Fig. 9.4(c). One small contour is drawn in Fig. 
9.4(a). First the location start of the contour is detected, 
x_start, y_start. At the output file each contour is stored as a 
bit string. The bit string for this contour is shown in Fig. 
9.4(b). The first two bytes indicate how many steps, Nsteps, the 
program has to walk in order to walk all around the contour. In 
this example Nsteps is 42. Then x_start and y_start are stored as 
two bytes. Also the data value represented by this contour, 
gscale, is stored. At last all the steps are stored. Each step is 
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encoded with two bytes. The routine walking around the contour 
creating the bit string is named the trace routine. 

A step from one pixel to the next is approved by a special 
decision procedure. The coordinate for the next location where 
the trace routine tries to walk into is named x_next and y_next. 
A 3x3 boolean matrix, Area[l..3,1..3] around this point is used. 
x_next, y_next correspond to the element Area[2,2]. Before the 
step the elements in the matrix are set true. Then all elements 
in Area[ ] with 0 in the MapA matrix are set false. If we have 
been at this location before at a previous contour, the MapB[x_-
next,y_next] is 1 and Area[2,2] is set false. We are now allowed 
to use this step if Area[2,2] is true and at least one of the 
other elements in Area[1..3,1. .3] is false. The Area[] matrix 
when x_next is 11 and y_next is 14 is drawn in Fig. 9.4(d). 

The trace routine has a special priority rule when searching for 
the direction of the next step to walk. This rule is indicated in 
Table 9.2. The left column indicates the previous step used by 
the trace routine. Then the routine first tries the step direc
tion indicated in the second column then in third and fourth. If 
none is allowed then it walk backwards as the fifth column tells. 

The steps around the contour in Fig. 9.4(a) are indicated by 
arrows. As the reader observes the trace routine sometimes has to 
walk backwards. When erasing the steps where the routine walks 
backwards the savings are 10 steps in the Fig. 9.4(a) example. 
Then only the steps indicated by the => arrows are stored, and 
not the steps indicated by the -> arrows. 

When the program has finished one contour the code written in 
Fig. 9.4(b) is stored at the output file. Now the program search 
for the next contour. This is named the search routine. The 
256x256x1 bit image MapA is searched in the manner shown in Fig. 
9.5. Five different search regions are defined, [1J,[2], .. , 
[5]. The search routine starts in regionfl) at the pixel marked 
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start. Then it continues in region [2], and ends in region[5] at 
the pixel marked end. The gray area is forbidden. The search 
directions are indicated by arrows. A new contour is found in 
MapA by the search routine when the previous pixel was 0 and the 
current pixel is 1, and the current pixel in MapB is 0. Then this 
new contour is walked by help of the trace routine. 

Afterwards the search routine tries to find more contours in 
MapA. When the end pixel shown in Fig. 9.5 is met, a new higher 
contour level is initiated. Then MapB is reset. The pixels in 
MapA with the corresonding pixels in the original image having 
values equals or greater than this contour level are set. I*: 
order to save time only the values with 1 in the previous MapA 
matrix have to be tested. 

At start of the output file the information shown in Fig. 9.4(e) 
is stored. The program reading these files is named DISCON.PAS. 
This program was explained in Sect. 6.5. A running of the 
programs CONTOUR.PAS and DISCON.PAS was done and the result is 
shown in Appendix A(V). Program CONTOUR.PAS also contains the 
filters explained in Sects. 7.2.1 and 7.2.2. When using these 
filters the contours are less rugged. The program also skips 
contours with step length less than a selected value. 

The contours developed in Appendix A(V) only have from 2 to 6% of 
the original 256x256 image size. The routines are a little to 
slow at the moment. However the speed is very much dependent upon 
the number of contour levels selected. The removal of the 
backwards steps, ie. the thinning procedure, is run at the test 
in line #4 in Appendix A(V) but not in line #3. This routine only 
adds extra 1 to 2% computation time but the memory savings is 
about 20 to 30% at unfiltered images. 

The running in line 15 in Appendix A(V) is the development of the 
contours shown in Fig. 6.11. The values of the 15 selected 
contour levels are written at the right side of this figure. 
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X 
Fig. 9.1: The figure is an illustration of an algorithm used in 
program CODEIMAGE.PAS. One line from a 256x256x8 bit image is 
drawn along the y-axis. The circles drawn at the top of the 
pillars represent the pixel values. This figure is further 
explained in Sect. 9.2. 

Fig. 9.2: This figure is representing the same algorithm in 
program CODEIMAGE.PAS as the previous figure. However, in this 
mode (Mode • 2) also the columns in the image are used in the 
prediction of the next image point. The characters drawn in the 
figure are defined in the text of Sect. 9.2. 
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Fig. 9.3: The fijure is an illustration of the program CONTOUR.-
PAS, see Sect. 9.3. In Fig. 9.3(a) is printed an image recorded 
by the All Sky Camera in Ny Ålesund, Jan. 6, 1984, 10.02 UT, 
using the HALFTONE.PAS program, cf. Sect. 6.4.3. Superimposed are 
four contours at the data values 75, 85, 95 and 105. 
The one bit image MapA is illustrated in Fig. 9.3(b). This figure 
is defining the contour at the data value 95 and is explained 
further in the text of Sect. 9.3. 
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Fio. 9.4fa>: This figure explains the algorithm used in the 
program CONTOUR.PAS explained in Sect. 9.3. 
One small contour is drawn. The algorithm start to trace the 
contour at the location x_start, y_start and then walks the 
directions indicated by the arrows. The thin arrows are not 
stored at the file. x_next, y_next indicate the current location. 

JO 0 1 0 1 0 1 0|0 000010110 0 0 0 0 0 1 llOl lOlOOll 
Nsteps x_start y_start gscale 
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next step directions 

ll Oil Oil Oil ill Oil Oil Oil Oil ill 0|1 Oil 111 110 Oil ill ill llOOll ill 111 1| 

Fia. 9.4(b): The contour sketched in Fig. 9.4(a) is stored at the 
file as listed in this figure. The format of this file is further 
explained in the text of Sect. 9.3. 
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Fig. 9.4(c): The four directions used by the program CONTOUR.PAS 
when one contour is drawn are indicated in this figure. Each 
direction is stored at the file using two bytes, i.e. "00", "01", 
"10" or "11". 
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Fig. 9.4/dl: in this figure is illustrated the Area[,] matrix 
used in program CONTOUR.PAS. This matrix is used when the 
algorithm makes the decisions where to draw the contour. This is 
further explained in Sect. 9.3. 

F I L E H E A D I N G 
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Ncontour gcontfl] gcont[2] gcont[3] gcont[4] 

Fig. 9.4fe): This figure explains the start of the output file 
created by program CONTOUR.PAS, cf. Sect. 9.3. This is the start 
of the file containing contours drawn in Fig. 9.3(a). 
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Fig. 9.5: An illustration of the algorithm in program CONTOUR.PAS 
is given. This figure shows how the procedure finding the next 
contour is searching. The explanation of this figure is given in 
Sect. 9.3. 
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Az code i Az code t 

0 cO 0 +7 cOcOcOcO 0 
+1 cl 1 -7 cOcOcOcl 

+8 cOcOclcO 
1 
2 

-1 cOcO 0 -8 cOcOclcl 3 
+2 cOcl 1 + 9 cOclcOcO 4 
-2 clcO 2 -9 cOclcOcl 5 
+3 clcl 3 +10 cOclclcO 

-10 cOclclcl 
6 
7 

-3 cOcOcO 0 +11 clcOcOcO 8 
+A cOcOcl 1 -11 clcOcOcl 9 
-4 cOclcO 2 +12 clcOclcO A 
+5 cOclcl 3 -12 clcOclcl B 
-5 clcOcO 4 +13 clclcOcO C 
+6 clcOcl 5 -13 clclcOcl D 
-6 clclcO 6 +14 clclclcO 

-14 clclclcl 
E 
F 

clclcl 7 dire ct code follows 

Table 9.1: The table lists the B-code used in program CODEIMAGE.-
PAS. The explanation of this table is given in the text of Sect. 
9.2. 

NEXT STEP DIRECTION TO TRY 

first 
0 

second 
1 

third 
2 

backwards 
3 

R 
E 
V 

"00" 0 "11' 3 "00" 0 "01" 1 "10" 2 R 
E 
V "01" 1 "00" 0 "01" 1 "10" 2 "11" 3 

S 
T 
E 
P — 

"10" 2 "01" 1 "10" 2 •11" 3 ••00" 0 S 
T 
E 
P — 

"11" 3 "10" 2 "11" 3 "00" 0 "01" 1 

Table 9.2: This table illustrates the contour drawing program 
CONTOUR.PAS explained in Sect. 9.3. The table defines the 
direction to search in order to find the next pixel at the 
contour. The left column indicates the previous direction used by 
the algorithm. The directions were defined in Fig. 9.4(c). The 
algorithm now tests the directions indicated by the columns 
marked with first, second and third. The matrix Area[,], see Fig. 
9.4(u}/ tells the procedure if the directions can be used. If 
not, the direction indicated in the last column, named backwards, 
has to be used. 
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CHAPTER 10 

DATA FROM OTHER INSTRUMENTS 

10.1 Introduction to other ionospheric sensing instruments 

The all sky cameras give us a two dimensional view of the auroral 
emissions in the ionosphere as seen from below. In order to get 
more information of the physical processes in the magnetosphere 
and ionosphere, we also use data from other ground based ins
truments . 

The flux gate magnetometer measures the deviation of the magnetic 

field in the horizontal, vertical and horizontal angle com

ponents, ie. AH, Az and AD respectively. The Hall currents in the 

ionosphere create this magnetic field. 

The ULF (magnetic micropulsation) instrument is measuring the 

variations in the magnetic field in the 0.2 to 600 sec. period 

range. The amplitudes of the pulsations vary between 0.01 and 5 

nT, cf. Ørbæk J.B. (1989). The origin of these pulsations 

measured in the dayside cusp region is expected to be in the low 

latitude boundary layer and/or the magnetopause. 

The most important additional instrument used in dayside auroral 

research is the meridian scanning photometer, MSP. Two types are 

used by our group, (Department of Physics), at the Svalbard 

islands. The first type is the four channel scanning photometer. 

This instrument has been in use at Svalbard for ten years, 

Longyearbyen and Ny Ålesund, and has given a lot of valuable 

data. The instrument was previously connected to the ABC 800 

microcomputer and is documented in Sten T.A. (1975), Sten T.A. 

(1977), Sten T.A. (1980) and Lybekk B. (1983). The interference 

filters used are 428, 558, 486 and 630 nm covering the emissions 

427.8 nm [N$ 1 NG], 557.7 nm [01], 486.1 nm [Hfi] and 630.0 nm 
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[01] respectively. 

The second MSP type is the one channel scanning photometer with a 

rotating filter wheel. This group has two of this sort. One is 

located in Hornsund and one at Bear Island. 

10.2 The Ny Ålesund data logger 

An IBM PC based data logger was built by T. Ringsaker in 1987 and 

installed in Ny Ålesund. This logger is reading the data from 

the four channel MSP. An IBM PC clone named Columbia was used. In 

addition it digitize analog data from 16 channels. The analog 

data is output from: A five channel VLF receiver/spectrum-

analyzer, a four channel riometer, a three channel fluxgate 

magnetometer and a three channel ULF receiver. The data logger is 

well documented in Ringsaker T. (1987). The data were stored at 

the Tandberg Streamer, see. Sect. 4.5. 

The data logger was installed into an IBM PC during the autumn 

of 1988 and the Tandberg Streamer was replaced with the IBM 3363 

Optical Disk Drive, see. Sect. 4.8. 

The data from this logger is then read out and plotted by help of 

the IBM AT / IBM 3363 used in this work. The programs plotting 

the data are created by the author. The program plotting the MSP 

data from the Ny Ålesund data logger is named MSP_PL0T. PAS. The 

data is plotted as stackplots. One plot from this program is 

shown in the left panel of Fig. 10.1. Each scan from the MSP is 

arranged below each other with the elevation along the abscissa 

and the absolute intensity in kR as ordinate. The graphic is 

first plotted at the screen and then dumped to the Facit 4544 

colour printer, cf. Sect. 4.4. The procedure is similar to the 

ABC 800 program STACK described in Lybekk B. (1983). 

The analog data from the Ny Ålesund data logger, (magnetometers, 

ULF, VLF and riometers), are plotted by help of the author 
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written program ANA_PL0T.PAS. This program uses the plotting 
procedures in OKI_RASTER.PAS, see. Sect. 6.4.2. The ULF pulsa
tions from Dec. 11, 1988 are displayed at the right part of Fig. 
10.1 using the Mode = 4 in OKI_RASTER.PAS. 

A program named CUSP, using the old Z80 microcomputers ABC 80 and 

CASIO FP-1100, was constructed by the author during the campaign 

in Ny Ålesund in Dec. 1987. The interface to the four channel MSP 

described in Sten T.A. (1980) was used. This program creates on 

line stackplots of the MSP data at an Epson matrix printer of all 

four channels from the MSP. Then all data recorded by the MSP is 

plotted at paper. This turned out to be useful when later 

inspecting all the data recorded looking for special events. 

10.3 The Hornsund data logger 

The main instrument used by our group in Hornsund is the one 

channel MSP. A data logger using an IBM PC and storing the 

digitized data at audio tape was buir. in 1987 by T. A. Sten, cf. 

Sten. T.A. (1987). 

A program reading these data from tape and storing the scans at 

diskettes was constructed by T.A. Sten and the author. This 

program is named TAPECRAM.PAS. The program, HORNINK.PAS, creating 

stackplots at the Epson matrix printer from these data was 

constructed by the author. 
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Fip. 10.1: The figure illustrates the data recorded by the Ny 
Ålesund data logger, cf. Sect. 10.2. The left panel displays the 
data from the meridian scanning photometer. The data were drawn 
using the program MSP_PL0T.PAS. The right two panel show the ULF 
pulsations from the x and y-components drawn using the program 
ANA PLOT.PAS. 
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CHAPTER 11 

OPTICAL DATA CALIBRATION 

11.1 Introduction to optical calibration 

The dayside aurora is measured by our group by help of Meridian 
Scanning Photometers and All Sky Cameras from several stations in 
the Svalbard islands. The value of all these data increases if 
the data are absolute calibrated. 

The auroral spectrum have historically been investigated by help 
of spectrometers, see. Jones (1974). The main drawback with thesf> 
instruments scanning in wavelength is: 
1) A traditional spectrometer only gives a spectrogram from one 
point in the sky. Then no spatial information is given. 
2) The instrument captures one spectrum after several minutes. 
Then the temporal resolution is rather low. 

The scanning photometer is measuring at a few important emissions 
all the time and gives spectral information along the meridian. 
The all sky camera with interference filter(s) gives spectral 
information of between 5-10 5 and 1-106 km 2 of the oval. Different 
from the polar orbiting satellites these instruments gives 24 
hrs./day measurements at Svalbard. The observer are also able to 
difference between spatial and temporal dynamics. 

If the absolute intensity values of the most important emissions 
in the auroral spectrum are known, models can be used to cal
culate the energy of the precipitating electrons. The best known 
model was developed by Rees and Luckey, see. Rees and Luckey 
(1974). This model does not agree well to the dayside aurora when 
the I(5577)/i(6300) intensity ratio is very low. A new model 
calculation was done by Rees and Roble, see Rees and Roble 
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(1986). They calculate the characteristic energy a (keV) of the 
precipitating electrons as function of the I (630.0)/I(427.8) 
intensity ratio. 

(11.1) I(630.0)/I(427.8) = I.97cr0-97 

Knowing the characteristic energy this model gives the energy 

input rate of the precipitating electrons (erg-cnT^'s-*), This 

might be used to calculate the conductivity in the ionosphere. 

Extracting the electric fields from the E x B movements of the 

auroral arcs, the magnetic deflection at the ground is computed. 

A check of this model is done using the ground magnetic data, see 

Chapter 14, Paper I. 

Usually the sensitivity of the various imaging devices is given 

in the photometric unit Lux. The relation between kR and Lux is 

dependent upon the wavelength. The kR/Lux ratio is 2.4-10"3 and 

0.75-10"3 at 557.7 and 630.0 nm respectively. 

11.2 Calibration of the Meridian Scanning Photometer 

In this section we are going to explain how the MSP at Ny Ålesund 

was calibrated using a portable calibrated light source. This 

instrument is described in Keo Consultants (1986). The calibra

tion source consists of a quartz tungsten halogen-lamp giving a 

calibrated output at a diffusing screen. The diameter of this 

screen is 10 cm. The radiation from the diffusing screen is 

controlled by two field stop discs. The output from the diffusing 

screen in R/nm when the aperture is at maximum is shown in Fig. 

11.1. The attenuation due to the different settings at the field 

stop discs are listed in Table 11.1. 

The calibration unit was then set at the top of the MSP. The 
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distance from the diffuse screen to the filters of the MSP was 
more than 50 cm along the ray path. The diffuse screen was 
covering the whole field of view of each channel at the MSP. 

The data output from the different channels at the photometer was 
compared with the radiance from the diffuse screen, B S(X), 
(R/nm). 

(11.2) BS(X) = B's(\)-A 

B s(>) is the radiance in (R/nm) read from Fig. 11.1 and A is v.he 
attenuation factor found in Table 11.1. In order to calculate how 
many photons/sec are reaching the photomultipliers, we have to 
compare with the interference filter profiles. The profile for 
the 630.0 nm filter at the MSP is given in Fig. 11.2. One point 
at the curve gives the transmission at this wavelength. This 
curve is then approximated with the area of an ideal filter 
having 100% transmission and equal area. 

(11.3) w(X)dX = L ; 0 <_ w(X) <_ 1 

w(A) is the transmission of the filter and L is the width of the 
ideal filter. The ideal filter is also sketched in Fig. 11.2 The 
number of Rayleigh hitting the surface of the photomultiplier 
have to be L'B(A'). X' is the middle frequency of the ideal 
filter. 

(11.i) f w(X)d\ - J w(X)dX 
-» X' 

Using the data output of the MSP the 630.0 nm channel was found 
to give 0.2992 counts/R. The calibration constant for the 630.0 
nm channel used in the MSP_PLOT.PAS program, cf. Sect. 10.2, is 
named K4. This is the maximum number of kR Che channel is capable 
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of measure. Then the data number is 32767. We calculated K4 to be 
109.5 kR. Ki and K 2 (427.8 nm channel and 557.7 nm channel) were 
calculated to be 16.71 and 216.1 kR respectively. If the data 
output from channel x is d then the number of kR measured is 
d-K x / 32767. 

11.3 Using Heridian Scanning Photometer data in calibration of 
images 

The "11 sky camera and the TV cameras described in Chapter 2 and 
3 do not have the linear gain output as the photomultipliers used 
in the MSP. An exception is the CCD camera. However, the data 
from this camera is recorded at a non linear analog device, ie. a 
VHS video recorder. 

The MSP is always run when the cameras are running. Then it 
exists calibrated data along the geomagnetic north/south diameter 
in the all sky images. We assume the sensitivity functions of the 
cameras are circular. The maximum sensitivity is assumed to be in 
the centre of the all sky image, and the sensitivity is expected 
to drop towards the border as a function of zenith angle only. 
This is almost correct when the zenith is in the middle of the 
all sky image and the all sky image is in the middle of the data 
output matrix, ie. film output or video image. 

The situation is drawn in Fig. 11.3. This figure shows an all sky 
image. The middle curve shows the data from the image along the 
north south geomagnetic meridian, and the lower curve shows the 
simultaneous MSP data scan. 

The program calibrating the images is named CALIB.PAS. The 
function of this program is to multiply each pixel in the 256x256 
image with a constant creating a linear image with respect of the 
Une of sight Intensity. When displaying these calibrated images 
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the colour or grayscale will be a linear function of auroral 
intensity. 

The function of program CALIB.PAS is drawn in Fig. 11.4. Five 
data arrays are used in the calculations, (imtrack[k], msp[k], 
sh_msp[k], u_sym[k] and sym[k]). The index (k) in these arrays 
denotes the elevation from northern horizon with one half degree 
resolution. 0 is northern horizon, 180 is zenith and 360 is 
southern horizon. At first a scan is created using the data along 
the geomagnetic north/south meridian in the image, imtrack-
[0..360]. The simultaneous data from the MSP is stored in the 
array msp[0..360]. Then the data in the MSP scan is shifted 
bringing the peak intensity at the same location in the two 
arrays. This shifted scan is stored in sh_msp[0..360]. An image 
transfer function u_sym[0..360] is now created. This function is 
computed using the formula: 

sh_msp[k] ' imtrack[180] 
< U - 5 ) u-sym{k] = i m t r a c k [ k ] • sh_msp(180] 

The transfer function is 1 in zenith. At other elevations it 
adjusts the data from the image scan. The result is a constant 
ratio between the scan from the image and the MSP data. 

The all sky lens is having lower transmission at the borders than 
in the middle due to reflection from the glass/air interfaces. 
Then the camera system always has lower sensitivity at the border 
of the field of view. The transfer function is then forced to 
have absolute minimum in the zenith. It should also be symmetric 
around zenith. This corrected transfer function is calculated in 
CALIB.PAS and stored in the array sym(0..360]. 

Then the 256x256 image is multiplied with this transfer function. 

(11.6) f'<x,y) • f(x •/) • sym(180(l - r/R)) 

£(x,y) is the original image element and f'(x,y) is the new 
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calibrated image element. R is the radius of the image and r is 
the distance from the zenith to the point (x,y), see. Fig. 11.3. 
One uncalibrated image is shown in Fig. 11.5(a) and the calibrat
ed version of this image is found in Fig. 11.5(b). 

Pig. 11.1: This curve shows the radiation from the Keo Con
sultants calibration source In kR/A (Kilo Rayleigh per Angstrem, 
0.1 nro) as a function of wavelength, cf. Keo Consultants (1986). 
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A w<»> 

1.00 --

0.00 L . 

Fig. 11.2: This figure illustrates the profile of the 630.0 nm 
filter used in the Ny Ålesund scanning photometer. The explana
tion of this figure is found in the text of Sect. 11.2. 
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y yi > Y 

256x256 image 
Dec. 16, 1988 
07.53.30UT 

image track 

MSP scan 
07.53.15UT 

Pig. 11.3: The figure is an illustration of the procedures used 
in the program CALIB.PAS, cf. Sect. 11.3. The upper part is a 
print of a 256x256 image created using the program HALFTONE.PAS, 
cf. Sect. 6.4.3. The zenith is located at the coordinates x^yj. 
The radius of the all sky image is named R. The meridian scanning 
photometer measures the intensity along the line marked with 
north and south in this image, (ie. the geomagnetic meridian). 
The measurements are drawn at the bottom of the figure, ie. HSP 
scan. The data from the image along this meridian is drawn in the 
curve marked image track. 
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Fig. 11.4: This figure is explaining the algorithm used in the 
program CALIB.PAS. The upper curve contains the data from the 
image shown in Fig. 11.3 along the geomagnetic meridian. The 
second curve from the top contains the simultaneous meridian 
scanning photometer measurements. This curve is shifted in order 
to have the peak intensity in the camera measurement and the 
scanning photometer measurements at the same location. The new 
shifted curve is drawn in the third curve from the top. The 
transfer function defined in Eq. (11.5) is drawn in the fourth 
curve from the top. This curve is corrected and drawn in the 
bottom curve in this figure. This figure is further explained in 
the text of Sect. 11.3. 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 11.5: This figure is showing the result of an image calibra
tion performed by the program CALIB.PAS described in Sect. 11.3. 
In Fig. 11.5(a) is drawn the image recorded by the HTH MX-11 
camera (cf. Sect. 3.3) using the 630.0 nm filter at Ny Ålesund, 
Dec. 16, 1988, 07.53.30 UT. The two circles drawn are the 30° and 
60° zenith elevation respectj t.• 'y. The vertical and horizontal 
lines are the north-south and east-west geographic meridians 
respectively. North is upwards and west is towards left. This 
image is calibrated and the result is shown in Fig. 11.5(b). The 
result of the calibration algorithm is to increase the pixel 
values at the border of the field of view. 
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APERTURE WHEEL CALIBRATION 

s e t t i n g s a t d i s c t 2 

1 1 

2 1 0 

1 1 1.00 2 .61X10" 1 3 .00X10- 2 

10 5.30X1Q" 1 1.43X10" 1 1.61x10-2 

d 9 2 .81X10" 1 7 .88X10- 2 8.91X10" 3 

i 8 1.41X10" 1 4 . 0 7 x l 0 " 2 5 . 0 6 X 1 0 ' 3 

s 7 7 . 2 5 x l 0 " 2 2 - l l x l O " 2 2 .68X10" 3 

c 6 3 . 8 4 x l 0 " 2 1.06X10- 2 1 .41X10 ' 3 

5 1 . 9 9 x l 0 " 2 5 . 7 0 x l 0 " 3 7 . 4 0 x l O " A 

/ 4 9 . 3 1 x l 0 " 3 2 .91X10" 3 3 .70X10- 4 

3 4 . 9 8 x l 0 " 3 1 . 3 7 x l 0 " 3 l.BlxlO'1* 

1 2 3 . 0 0 x l O " 3 7 . 3 4 x l 0 " 4 9 . 4 3 x l 0 " 5 

1 1 . 5 6 x l 0 " 3 3 .82x10 ' ' ' 4 . 9 0 X 1 0 " 5 

0 0.00 0.00 0 . 0 0 

Table 11.1: This table is listing the attenuation due to the two 
field stop discs in the portable culibrated light -source, cf. Keo 
Consultants (1986). The numbers written here have to be used 
instead of the A written in Eq. (11.2). 
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PART II -

SIGNATURES IN THE DAYSIDE CUSP/CLEFT AURORA : 

OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS FROM THE GROUND 

CHAPTER 12 

SUMMARY OF THE ENCLOSED PAPERS 

The relationships between auroral intensities, velocities and the 

associated local geomagnetic perturbations during the dt-yside 

auroral breakup events have been studied in Papers I and II. The 

magnetograms from the stations Ny Ålesund, Hornsund, Bear Island 

and Tromsø, (cf. Fig. 1.2), were used in this study. The auroral 

velocities were converted to equivalent horizontal electric 

fields (E) across the arc (or band) structures, assuming E x B 

auroral drift. The ground magnetic perturbation was calculated 

using Biot-Savarts' law. The ionospheric conductances were 

derived from the optical spectral ratios. The results were found 

to be in good agreement with the measured ground magnetic per

turbations. 

In Paper II we used a beam-swinging techr.ic with the EISCAT 

radar, (see. EISCAT, 1987), to obtain high time resolution 

information on ionospheric ion drifts and E-field, during the 

midday auroral breakup events. During the investigated cases the 

optical events were located near or at the northern boundary of 

the radar field of view. The ion drifts measured in the closest 

radar gates showed similar magnitude and direction as the optical 
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structures. From the magnetometer data we know that in this case 
the optical events were located close to the convection reversal 
boundary in the early post-noon sector. All main characteristics 
of the events; i.e. the temporal and spatial scales, motion 
pattern relative to the background cusp/cleft aurora etc., were 
found to be consistent with the recent model of ionospheric 
signatures of flux transfer events (FTE, cf. Soutwood , 1987). 

A significant feature of the reported events is their initial 
sunward motion, as they travel westward towards noon around the 
afternoon sector. This is explained in terms of an FTE signature 
by magnetic tension and the prevailing positive B y component of 
the interplanetary magnetic field, IMF. However, an alternative 
possibility is that a dynamic pressure change, aligned with the 
IMF vector (in this case in garden hose orientation as B x is 
negative), impinges on the afternoon magnetopause sector, 
generating boundary disturbances which propagate both east 
(towards the tail) and west (towards the noon). It has been 
predicted theoretically that these can generate £ield-aligned 
currents and hence ionospheric flow signatures only if there is a 
density gradient across the low latitude boundary layer (Elphic, 
1988; Southwood and Kivelson, 1989; Lee, 1989). Recently, 
Farrugia et al. (1989) and Sibeck et al. (1989) have provided 
experimental evidence for such ionospheric effects. This mech
anism, like the Southwood FTE model, is expected to give rise to 
vortical flow patterns in the ionosphere (Elphic, 1988) and hence 
also offers an explanation of the twin-vortical flow pattern 
deduced from the radar and magnetometer data. However, as pointed 
out by Friis-Christensen et al., (1988), there is an important 
difference between these travelling vortices (modelled by Elphic, 
(1988; in terms of dynamic pressure changes ) and the Southwood 
FTE model, in that the flow at the event centre cannot be the 
same as the motion of the event itself. The former will have a 
considerable component orthogonal to the boundary, while the 
event propagates largely along the boundary. The FTE signature 
.however, must have a velocity within the newly-opened flux tube 
(averaged to remove the effects of a twisting within the tube) 
which is identical to the event velocity. In the events described 
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here the plasma flow velocity at the event centre (observed by 
EISCAT and the magnetometers) is always the same, to within 
experimental error, as the velocity of the event as a whole 
(determined from the TV images as well as the radar and magneto
meter data). This argues strongly in favour of interpretation in 
terms of the FTE model. 

In Paper III information on ionospheric ion drift, in addition to 
the electron precipitation and field-aligned current, obtained 
from a satellite (HILAT) pass above similar transient structures 
in the midday cusp/cleft aurora, is reported. Even though the 
satellite pass occurred ~ 200 km to the west of the ground site 
(see Fig. 1.2), similar latitudinal structures were identified in 
the electron precipitation data as in the optical aurora. An 
important observation is the localized spikes in westward ion 
drift, reaching values between 4 and 5 km s~l (corresponding to a 
~200 mV nr* northward electric fields) associated with the 
structures of enhanced electron precipitation. One second 
averaged electron spectra showed clear peaks at ~ 500 eV at these 
locations, indicating field aligned potential drops of similar 
magnitudes. Rather complex Birkeland currents with d>-cities ~10 
HA m"2 were connected with these structures. By combining the 
electric and magnetic field perturbations the Poynting fluxes 
above the auroral structures could be derived. Both downward and 
upward directed Poynting fluxes were inferred at different 
latitudinal locations. 

The Poynting flux magnitudes and the corresponding Joule heat 
dissipation rates in the ionosphere were found to be larger than 
th<s electron precipitation energy fluxes in the same spatial 
regions. In this case we did not have all-sky images with 
necessary quality to be able to derive east-west structures and 
velocities in the aurora. Thus, it is difficult to make a 
quantitative study of the relationship between the electron 
precipitation deduced by the satellite and the photometer 
intensities. 

In Papers I -111 we have selected midday events, ie. within the 
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11-13 MLT sector. Paper IV concentrates on three cases near 09 
MLT, which where the time of passage of satellite DMSP F7 near 
the ground site on Svalbard. The DMSP F7 instruments included ion 
and electron spectrometers and magnetometer. These instruments 
provide latitude profiles of particle precipitation and field-
aligned currents. When combined with the electron observations, 
the ion data give important information on the particle injection 
and the acceleration process. 

By combining the particle precipitation data and the magnetometer 
data important information on the source region for the field-
aligned currents can be obtained. In practice, however, it is 
sometimes very difficult to separate between different particle 
populations with similar characteristics. In the actual cases we 
were able to distinguish between particles originating from the 
central plasma sheet (CPS) and the more magnetosheath (MS)-like , 
low-energy fluxes that were observed at higher latitudps, as well 
as the corresponding field aligned currents. The spatial and 
temporal characteristics of the associated auroral structures 
were determined from the ground. 

The Jan. 23, 1985, (see Paper IV), case is considered to be of 
great interest since the interplanetary magnetic field switched 
northward some 20 min. before the satellite pass at -06.15 UT, 
after a longer B z < 0 period. B y stayed negative during both 
these B z intervals. Two sets of large-scale field-aligned 
currents, embedded in central plasma sheet particles, and more 
magnetosheath-lilce particles, respectively, are indicated by the 
observations. It is interesting to speculate that two separate 
current systems with different sources are observed, the lower-
latitude system (with CPS particles) activated during IMF B z < 0 
and the higher-latitude system (MS-like particles) related with 
B z > 0. 
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CHAPTER 13 

MAIN OBSERVATIONS AND SCIENCE PROBLEMS IN DAXSIDE CUSP/CLEFT 

AURORA 

Combining MSP data from one station with ionospheric satellite 

measurements creates limitations. Because the altitude range of 

the aurora is uncertain, the auroral forms have to be located 

near magnetic zenith. The satellite trajectory seldom crosses 

this zenith. This problem is reduced by high-sensitive all sky 

images (satellite- and ground-based) that give information on 

possible east-west inhomogenities between the photometer scanning 

plane and the satellite trajectory, (cf. Pig. 1.2). In future 

studies such images are therefore considered as a necessary 

element of the satellite-ground conjugate studies. 

In order to study the geomagnetic signatures of the small-scale 

ionospheric structures properly a more dense magnetometer-network 

is needed in the Svalbard area. There are plans to expand the 

existing network on Svalbard by more stations. The intention is 

to compare the detailed equivalent current convection patterns 

with the optical events, (e.g. Friis-Christensen et al., 1988). 

The phenomena we call dayside auroral breakup events show 

longitudinally propagating structures with velocities - 1-5 km 

s" 1. A critical question is whether these moving structures 

correspond to intense, localized ionospheric E-fields (E x B 

drift) or if they are related to surface waves propagating along 

the magnetopause, (cf. Lee, 1989; Farrugia et al., 1989). 

EISCAT radar data have been combined with optical measurements 

from Ny Ålesund. However, one problem with this technic is the 

long distance from the radar site (16 km south-east of Tromsø) to 

the optical events studied as well as the limited temporal 

resolution when using the present beam swinging technique. 

It Is difficult to use satellite and ground based data from 
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around 9 MLT (cf. Art. IV) to distinguish between the ionospheric 
signatures of the dayside low-latitude boundary layer (LLBL) and 
other plasma boundary regions, like the boundary plasma sheet. 
Assuming that the observed high-latitude multiple auroral 
structures map to the LLBL, they may correspond to a strong 
filamentation of the boundary layer, in the preenoon sector. An 
alternative possibility is that these structures are produced at 
lower altitude, in the auroral acceleration region. The existence 
of field- aligned potential drops -lkeV above the discrete 
auroral forms are indicated by the electron and ion precipitation 
characteristics. 
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Midday Auroral Breakup 

P. Y. Swnmii r, B. I.MH-KK1, A. FOFl.AND1. R. NAKAMI RA\ and T. Oi . i i r 

'Prpartmrni ••/'/Vno<\. I'/m-crun i>f(Mu. (hin. .Wiw/r 
tifn/t/tiMii ttt'vunh {.ahoraforv. t'ntwmti of Tnkvo. Vokvit 113. Japan 

< Received Auyusl C. IWK. Revised December h. IWK) 

(iround-based observations of the midday aurora by all-sky T V and meridian 
scanning photometers repeal the intermittent occurrence ol discrete auroral displays 
unhin the cusp cleft. A typical sequence includes the following features: Auroral 
brightening, near the equatorward boundary of the persistent cusp cleft arc and 
subsequent poleward motion ol discrete forms through the cusp cleft region. A 
strong westward component ol" auroral motion, both ol the individual forms and 
internal ray structures wtthin these lorms, is often observed. A\ maximum brightness, 
green line intensities ol — 10 kilo-rayleighs arc observed, even within the interval 
uhich is otherwise characterized as the midday gap. The duration of the whole 
sequence is normally less than 10 minutes. During this period the auroral activity 
mmes poleward, usually bv a lew degrees, in some cases by .1 5 degrees, say from 
~!\ up in 75 M 1 A I Characteristic ground magnetic signatures are observed, 
including a 50 100 n l positive deflection in the //-component and a negative / -
component .it stations located poleward ol the initial brightening. A poleward 
propagating lilamemjry Hall current bell assiH'iated with the discrete aurora is 
interred I rom the optical and magnetic dala. A quantitative estimate shows that the 
tonductiMts enhancement due to electron precipitation in conjunction with northward 
electric held roughlv accounts lor the magnetic deflection on the ground Series ol 
« I K H events .ire often observed when the cusp is located at rather low latitude-», sav 
«omn ot "*« VII \ | . .issociaicd with negative IVlh H 

I Introduction 

Dur ing the Internat ional Ocoph> steal Vear 1457 5s and the l o l l o u m g ycitrs. 
middjv auroral emissions were recorded by all-sky cameras .it arctic stations 
l l 11 N M l is and S i \ H M > \ . IW»7. V O K O H M v it ul, I 4 7 M Photometr ic observation 
ol these emissions bv M l H I K and M l M i l H M 7 | j showed that the spectroscopic 
ratio / ( O l M o o n m l / | \ 427 s n m l i s e n h j n c c d b \ unorder o l magnitude relative 
to i he tvpival midnight emission* there i* no» strong evidence that the red-
dominated midday emissions are due to magnctoshcalh plasma penetration into the 
magnetosphcre and suhteijucnl precipitation along field lines in the cusp |c g 
H o i I I i and f i . l t \ M > !>>**> 

Recent studies indivaic that there mas he a direvi relationship between the solat 
wind magneiosphete interaction proves at the davstde magnet opa use and individual 

http://fi.lt
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discrete auroral forms observed near the projection of the magnetospherie cusp cleft 
on the ionosphere (SWIHKi l l ei ai. I*W5. I9K6; KoKl'Hi :\ eia/.. I9SS), 

Coordinated satellite and ground-based observations in the cusp ha\e revealed 
large northward electric field components (100^200 mV ml and multiple sheets of 
Birkeland current associated with discrete, transient, poleward-moving auroral 
tonus ( S W D H O I I and F o n w j i . 1^X7. I9SHK It has also been shown that the 
westward dr i l l velucitv ol auroral structures at the time of similar breakup events 
sometimes amounts to 5 km s. in agreement with the large northward electric field 
lOi . i \\. ct til.. I*WK>. 

In this paper we locus on the detailed morphology and time history of such 
dvnanuc mnidav events, initiated bv sudden auroral breakup, and their relationship 
with local disturbances in the geomagnetic tield. I his gives basic information on the 
elect rod v mimics ot the cusp and clelt ionospheres, and the relationship with dayside 
houndarv laver dvnamics. 

2 Observations 

I he midday auroras have been recorded trom \ y Ålesund, Svalbard (75.4 
MI A l l Hv multichannel meridian scanning photometers and an all-sky I V' camera. 
I he optical observations are combined with the data ot magnetic disturbances 
measured at three stations along a meridian through Svalbard and North-Norwav. 
ic Nv Ålesund (754 M l A l l . Binrmna | 7 | . | M l A1). and Iromso (67.1 
M l M l 

.* / f'iit'i-imcifr uh\cr\uth»n\ 
figures li.if and lib» show slacked photometer traces lor two selected lime 

intervals near magnetic noon mi November 24, 14*7 | ,ich trace represents a 
photometer -.can Ironi *2 nnrlh ot /cni lh In 7x >ou[h o| /enilh (one scan in IS 
Miorul-o Hmi) itiU'i\als dispLivctl show a similar auroral development I hev stari 
wild a Mind period wiih a lather narrow, stable arc in the 610 0 am wavelength 
Lh.inricl wiih vei weak green line emission I hen. at On <>0 and ON M l I.marked 
annual intcnsilkations omi t ted in both channels I he relative inicnsiiv enhance-
mein w.is l.HL'est in Ihc *<>" ~" tun emission \ high level nl the green line inlensiiv 
i Hi kK i oi the meridian plane. u,h observed tor a limiled time period (a lew 
nunuics ot lessi I he poleward hnundarv ol the discrete aurora mnved sieadilv 
n.Mihw.iril reaching up 1" A'niih in Nv Mound it i tsi event I and lo the north ol 
A-nilh l>econd vvcttl) Mier about * tinntiies. the discrete auroral activitv disappeared 
Irom the scanning plane ot ihc phoioineteis imagneiic meridian) I he auroral 
condition altet I he active peitod was the same as he I ore the event i e a quiet cusp 
.iK localcil lar -.ouih of /enilh with weak * I kK i green line iniensitv 

• • / l ../... »,.m.«»i 
Ne^m nh.il picture ol auroras ,»re reproduced Iroin video lapv lor the (wo 

„\ iitts in I IL*S Jlat and 2tbi I he imaw'i* ,n k negative 1'ic datfc pnrimn indicates 

http://nh.il
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aurora. The 8 curves superimposed on these pictures are latitude circles from 150 km 
north to 200 km south of the zenith. The separation between each curve is 50 km in 
latiiude at 150 km altitude along the N'y Ålesund meridian. Geomagnetic north is in 
the upper right corner. As seen in the second and third pictures of Fig. 2(a). the 
discrete auroral activity of the first event came up into the field of view at 06:50 to 
06:51 l " I . 300 400 km south of N'y Ålesund. It then developed and shifted 
poleward, reaching the maximum activity at 06:54 06:55 UT near the zenith. The 
activity region propagated towards the WNW direction and faded or disappeared 
beyond the hori/on at 06:58 I'T in the W \ W direction. At that moment the faint 
trailing tail of the discrete auroral form came up to the zenith at Ny Ålesund, 
although it ts difficult to identity in the picture because ol" its faintness. The auroral 
arc was aligned approximately along the geomagnetic latitude circle in the initial 
phase, then it became a little slant as the active region propagated WNW-ward. 
leaving a faint arc system in the last phase. 

The second event started in the region 300 400 km SE of \ y Ålesund at 08:12 
l ' f as seen in the second picture of Fig. 2(b). It developed NW-ward until OK: 13 UT. 
then laded a little at 08:14 I'T. and again developed towards NW from 08:15 to 
08:17 I f . reaching the zenith in Ny Ålesund at 08.17 UT. Then, the activity 
propagated lurt her N'W-ward and decayed or disappeared below the NW hori/on at 
\ ' \ Ålesund. 

A sketch of the spatial and temporal evolution of the second event (onset at 
-IW.12 V I ) is shown in Hg. 2lc). based on the TV data. The onset it.,) of the active 
phase occurred as a localized ray-bundle in the southeast part of the TV frame, as 
indicated in the figure. Ihe discrete form then expanded in the WNW-ward 
direction, forming a thin, elongated arc-fragment with ray structures. At 08:18 11 
ir ) a vortex developed slighllv io the west of /enilh. Westward-moving rays were 
observed within this auroral band, later on (/.) a Acak. thin arc fragment was 
observed in the northwest sector ol the I rame before it disappeared as a result ol 
inienMtv decrease and westward motion 1 he whole sequence was finished within 10 
minutes 

S * \fui!nrti, m nviti 
I he magnetic act m l v during the two juror J I events described above is shown 

in I ijis \\,o. l ib) and lie) Ihe //-component traces Irom the three stations (hig 
1|JH reve.il characteristic positive deflections j | Hiornova I Hear Island) and N> 
Mound during the hrsi event Peak deflection at Htornova ( 100 n t ) occurred 

about 6 mi mi t o before the \ v MeMind peak f 40 n I ) Ihe mavimum deflection at 
Hiornova ut tur red nist at the lime (06 51) I ' l l ol the green line intensification at 
approMftulcIv Hiornova l.nitude lei photometer trace in r i g l la l l Ihc positive 
//•detlcttitm that started at 06 47 1 I at Hiorntna is prohahlv related to the 
nftni lunoMn green Ime intensification above there I d hig l ( j ) t Ihe initial 
mtcnMlitaiiiin tould he mh»mj! trom Ibr Sv Ålesund photometer records, since it 
• i f turred iu-.ir ihe Miulhein hofiz.tn However anv auroral emission above HO Km 
at the latitude ••! Huvntiva I ' M M l \ 11 wil l he dele», ted bv the photometer in \ v 

http://reve.il
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r : f f ]i 
0649 0650 

E . 

0315 

ilsCil 
(b) OK:11 08:20 I T 

Fig 2- (a) Sequential, all-skv pictures of aurora reproduced from video tape for the lime mierval from 
06.49 io 06:58 I T . November 24. 1987. Images are negative. Overlapped curves indicate geomagnetic 
latitude circles from 200 km south io 150 km north of Ny Ålesund with separation of 50 km at 150 
km altitude. Geomagrv 'tc north is in the upper right co rnu . Each curve covers a 600 km length in 
the easi-weM direction along the latitude circle, (b) Same as Fig. 2(a) tor the time interval 
OH. 11 OH:20 t T. A schematic illustration of the aurora displayed in Ihi» figure is given in Fig. 21 c) 
icl Schematic drawing of the main features ol the all-skv auroral distribution in Fig. 2|h) (see also 
Fig If hi) l ive representative times during the auroral evolution are shown, fhc iHshcd curve marks 
ihe lnca imno | ihepcrs i s1enicusparc(c l Fig Mb» T-, --tW.\2:T -OX 1.1; T- »to..H; /', OK 201 I 

Ålesund (75.4& Ml.AT). 1 he Z, P and //-variations at Bjørnøya are shown in Fig. 
3)h). Discrete auroral forms reached the /enilh in Nv Ålesund at 06:56 VJ. which is 
the lime ol the local maximum //-component deflection. A poleward motion of the 
nuroni und the magnetic disturbance ecnlcr ol — 1.3 km sec is derived, tor the 
period 06 50 06:56 IT. 

During the OK:13 OH.2» I I event we see a clear signature in the Ns Ålesund 
//-component trace with maximum positive deflection at 08:17 OX:IX IT. which is 
the lime 4>l the discrete aurora reaching up to /enilh above the station (cf. Ft£v Kb) 
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liAYSIDE AURORAL 'BREAKUP1 

N U tl 

u : localised ray-bundle(s) 
u : rayed, elongated arc-fragment (thin sheet) in south-east 
\.p\ raved band (vortex)", westward moving rays 
t-i: rqyed arc fragment in northwest 
u : diffuse cusp arc; no discrete aurora (same -is for t<te) 
U ~ tGl-ll) min. 

(Cl 

H(j. 2. (oinimued). 

and 2(b)). The magnetic deflections at Bjornoya are more irregular in this case. We 
note that the auroral onset occurred at a somewhat higher latitude than in the 06:50 
I I case. i.e.. north of the latitude of Bjornoya. 

r-igure 3(c) shous the Ny Ålesund Z. D and //-components. During both 
auroral events / a n d /) went negative. The maximum negative Z-defleclion at 08:15 
I I occurred during the interval of discrete auroral forms moving towards the 
northwest, hut still located to the south of the station. At the lime of maximum / / 
and discrete forms in enilh (OK:17 08:18 l!"I) / had recovered from the negative 
deflection. Such a time-delay between the positive //-deflection and the negative 
/-deflection is typical for these events. 

Geomagnetic north t.V,„-ax.is> in this region is about 45° west of geographic 
north. Ihe local magnetic field direction (//-axis) is accidentally along the geographic 
meridian I herelore. when the magnetic deflections are converted from the H. /> 
and /components to the geomagnetic coordinate system (.Y„,. )'„, and / ) . a positive 
/ / dellection with almost the same magnitude bul negative / ) deflection, e.g.. as in 
the Of».56 l I case, indicates a positive deflection of ihe A'm-component with very 
small Y -deflection. Ihe \ W \ - w a r d deflection in the / / . />. /-system, as in the 
ox |x c I event, is SFN-ward in geomagnetic coordinates (Am, V'™. /.). As pointed 
out Ky ()(•' II c/ at. <I°HX| the NFN-ward magnetic deflection is consistent with an 
I SI-ward current, which is in agreement with VVNW-ward" dril ls of auroral 
structures in geomagnetic coordinates (el. hgs 2(al 2(e)) I he relationship between 
auroral movements and magnetic deflection, for these examples are reasonable 
uiufcrsiimd in terms ot the Hall current along the auroral stiuctures 

file:///W/-ward
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f.Y-fiRLESUr.D 

r ^ 
^ST\"; 

2 « . NOV. 198? 

• • v 

MAGNETOMETER BJ3RNBTB 

2 4 . NOV. 193? I and H : ] O O n T / d l v . 

O M S ' / d l v . 

ih> 

h g ' lal //-vompunent delleclions jt N\ Mound |T5 4 Ml \ \\. Bjørno\a l?l I VH A l ) and 
IromsolA 7 r VI ATlduringnme inters al\intluding Ihc auroral esents presented in Hgs ! and? 
I he*e <\em\ are marked bi arrows rbl /. /) and //trumponenl dellei'lions al Bjørnøsa during a 
umc period including Ine autoral breakup evenl (AB esenll shovsn in Fig lia) l i ) / . P and 
//•iomponenr dellei'liuns al V \lcsund during the same intcrsal as shown in r-ig Val Auroral 
breakup I Aftl csents arc marked in Ihr ligure 
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Midday Auroral Breakup 

MAGNETOMETER rlY-RRLESUNO 2 1 . NOV. 1987 D : 4 5 ' / d l v . 
Z «nd H : 1 0 0 n T / d l v 

CO 

Fitt. .V (continued). 

Other events similar to those reported above are included in Table I. F.xamples 
ol this kind of related auroral and geomagnetic activity al midday have been 
reported in the literature. A most spectacular event occurred above Svalbard at 
-<JX:00in (11:30 MIT) on November .10. l979<SANt>Hot i el al.. 1985. Figs. I 4|. 
Other similar eases have been recorded by SANDHOI I ri al. (1986). Out n ri al. 
I I 9 8 S ) a n d KoKI HI N >-/ al. II9NX). 

Ijhlc I Midda> auroral breakup cvenl* 

Aurora l eharactemliev al 75 M l A l \*v 
t ime ul 

hreakup 
I t 1 V I I l l 

Hctorc and aller 
ae lne phate 

Ae lne phatc al T, M l A l 
I>J1 

t ime ul 
hreakup 

I t 1 V I I l l 

Hctorc and aller 
ae lne phate 

Aurural Aurora l Wf lpeak A / V » 
motmn mien\ i i> 

/ l S V 7 n m > 

\ , n : i > ' Itftlu IN4I I Narrow t u t p ar t 
iou th ul / e n n h 

Norlhi tesl I 2 1 H • ? ! n l U II 

S,.> - ' I K ' I I M * IOIS l l l k R • V i o l II 1) 

V i v .'4 V l l M l l HUI) M R • 4 U n l • u 0 

s . . . a y l l h l l | | 4 > 12 kK • T o o l • I I l> 

llev Ir. V I INM 114* rlrirad i u i r hell 
«entered near /en i lh 

H l k K • 100 n l 0 ' 
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2.4 The optical events: Occurrence frequency ami spatial distribution 
li .should be pointed out that the events presented here ('ruble I) are selected 

due to their high auroral intensities and clear magnetic signatures. If weaker cases 
with similar dynamical patterns are included, the lrequency of occurrence can be 
rather high. This is illustrated by the 24th November I9K7 case, when a clear cusp
like aurora was located well south of the zenith, but within the field of view for 
several hours. Within the period «6:15 08:30 I T (09:45 12:00 MLT) 15 events are 
idem i tied (rotn ihe photometer profiles. This gives an average recurrence time ol 9 
minutes. Thus, the quasi-periodic nature ol ihe optical events is important to notice. 
In most ot these cases magnetic signatures cannot be separated from the background 
level ol disturbance by visual inspection ol the standard magnetogrum (fluxgate 
instruments). 

The spatial distribution and the motion pattern of the optical events, as well as 
the time history of two individual events (cf. also Fig. 2(c}). are schematically 
illustrated in Fig. 4 for an IMF B. > 0 case l \WN-ward motion). This is based on 
observation Irom one single ground station as it rotates with the earth from prenoon 
t-> post noon hours (not snapshot J. The initial phase I breakup) is usually outside the 
field ol view oj the meridian-scanning photometers and there!ore not detected by 
that technique. All-sky IV observations provide the necessary complementary 
information. A schematic convection pattern in the 09 15 MLT sector for IMF 
ft 0 (B • 0 | conditions, consistent with the observed transient optical structures 
Id Appendix), is shown by the dashed curves in Fig. 4. Two different trajectories 
trom t, to ti. which seem to be typical lor the pre- and post-noon sectors, 
res peel iv elv. when IMF B is positive, are also indicated. More statistical material is 
needed, however, in order to be conclusive on this point. 

J * interplanetary tnavnctu: field 
Interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) data Irom satellite IMP-H lor ihe time 

period nl ihe events included in this work ( I able I (show the following characteristics 
\ retrurkabiv stable total held (IMF H\I was observed between 06 and 07 l ' | on 
November 2V IMH? (strong optical evenis at 06 I O a n d 0 6 4 5 l I) I he latitude angle 
Hh changed somewhat during the period, wuhin the range 45 * " - » ( / * 0) and 
the longitude angle l<M was changing slowlv within *M> */>- 135 \B, 0) Ihe 
inlcrva. 06 10 0« 30 1 f on November 24. I9K7 showed a rather viable IMF. u.ih 

45 - w- O i f l ^ O U n d * - H $ tB -Uland Ifi -Min i On December 16, I9K7 the 
level ot IMr fluctuation was rather high, with 5 n i - Hr 15 n l . 60 lh 0 
\H I» .ind Ml* • «>- IX» \B 01 during I)K -nicrval OH 10 OH 10 FT (main optical 
CM-ul .H OH I M l l 

* Discussion 

Ihe live events with >ht>rt-li\cd discrete auroral activitv li»led in I able I 
tivvurrvd. within ihc (W 40 (2 00 Ml I «cttor U u ol ihcm werecUw to lotal no«n 
I he bjtkitround auroial v»>iulili»»n. K hcl»>re jnd aller the occurrence »»t ihc 
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(a) 

lb) 

A ^ _ pereuteni ? 
cleft loop 

to; local breakup 
11 . arc or arc-fragment 
t : : lading polar cap arc 

: J Sihcmj in illu>iutnrn ot lrt< »p j lu l Ji*lfibution i Panel u n ol ihtr up l i i j l <\tni* twlni vurso 
*nh i i i . . »M .11 well J> the lime rmun\ t>l l»»> indnuJu.il r\rnl» i l ' j nc l Ibl) Pjncl U l n ha-wrd un 
.'hxTfvahi'n tntm unc >m|tlr giound >latit>n •*« it motr* with the cjntt 1mm pre-noun to pmi-ntx»n 
h>'iiri im>t ->n.ip*htil> the fw l renmenvc lime lor i ho r even It < It) mm) i> much %ru>riri ih jn 
>rwlw.nvd in tht* Aflcfc \ p*i**ihl« l o m r t l m n pjttcm tor I M f A t) i S • I» i* indictlcd h* Jj*hciJ 
piXcnii.iKnninur* Ih * time duration tit orwetem i r tn*mi n> r IPJ IWI ihi> i*t\p»V4llv briaern * 
.intl It) mm I he *p j i u l ndte nl I he t u t u i» mjrkrd in pji icl r> 

dtivreiv town, were the uptcal middi» yap condition* uhtch C'(K*(>IR c/u/ M477» 
reported in the 10 5 I? 5 M l f sector A 2 } hour period around total noon with 
wr\ uvak i J tew hundred raOeiyh* *»r lev»» green line intcrnm « a i\pical feature in 
our II» vc.K-* i»l midwinter otncnation* Irom Stalbard In I he pre- and pmt-noon 
u-iion. hound the period ol green line minimum, aurora* i\picallv occur a% rather 
piTMiicnl irlten multiple jn-Mruc»u»e\ Fh» t% particular^ w in the 14 15 M I I 
*cvti>r let J IMI I-V * \ \ IM&5) Some ol I hoe auroral forrm are collocated with the 
low) cnnveitton rocr^al boundary a* indwatcd b\ the S*albard-Nor*a\ meridian 
th.»m •>> magnetometer tldlmmtcl iiUofHtt li rt al. I*MH> 

http://indnuJu.il
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All events in Table I show a clear northwestward motion of the discrete 
features during the events, ending up well within the polar cap. In most cases the 
intensification started at theequatorward boundary of the pre-existing cusp auroral 
display (cl. also S*M>HOi i et ul.. 1985, 1986). The northward magnetic deflections 
indicate eastward ionospheric Hall current (cf. FRIIS-CHRISTFNSFN. 1985) during 
the auroral events. Negative /-component during the early phase of the events 
indicate (hat the current center is located south o( the station. There is strong 
evidence in the magnetic data that the ionospheric current follows the poleward 
motion ol the aurora. Note the time delay between Bjørnøya and Ny Ålesund 
//-component peak deflections in Fig. 3(a) (06:50 06:56 UT) and the characteristic 
lime dillerence between H and /-variations (Fig. Mel 08:15 08:20 UT). Both the 
optical and geomagnetic data suggest the existence oi a thin, elongated sheet of 
precipitation field-aligned current most of the time (cf. Fig. 3), and an associated 
eastward, lilamentary Hall cu.rent with rather limited latitudinal extent. This 
interpretation is consistent with a significant northward ionospheric electric field 
component related to these auroral structures as shown by SANDHOI I and 
I CM AMI (1987. 19881 during similar cases. If the poleward motion of aurora and 
magnetic deflection between 06:50 and 06:56 W IN related to E*B convecting 
magnetic llux, the corresponding eastward /.'-field component is —60 mV m, a 
reasonable value during negative IMF ft. The auroral and magnetic variations 
observed in this case are found to he consistent with a 250 300 mV m northward 
/.'-field component (cf. Appendix). 

Characteristics such as the location in the cusp, the time of duration, and the 
general magnetic character of the events reported above are similar to the magnetic 
signatures reported ny I \S/IHI>I n ft tit. (1986. 19X7) and ARM»! I>V ft ai tl-.tK» 
I he latter events arc interpreted as povsiblc signatures of flux transfer events 
II II N>. i c , J large-amplitude ( -100 ni l one-cycle 1\'5 (150 600 s period) pulse 
produced by a large vortex of ionospheric Hall current generated by field-aligned 
current in ihe helical flux tube As indicated above, (he prevent optical and magnciic 
even !>. j re different in that thev arc more consistent with particle prccipilahon field-
ahgncd currents in the lormol thin sheets elongated in the east-west direction (more 
atcuratclv m the WNW-I-SI direction), rather than a circular flu* tube I his is the 
vjH- jt least mmi ol the time alter ihe initial brightening In mam cases Ihe events 
arv ugitte limited in spatial cxtcnttcf Hg 2) 

the poleward expansion ol the dav side aurmalaciiviiv itcvidentlv, characterized 
b\ .i discrete auroral structure usuallt elongated in the W\W I SI direction around 
the pular kusp region I he distance «»( poleward expansion vs tt than 5(H) km 
itMtiallv MX) 400 km) On the other hand, the distance ol westward propagation tor 
drill) o| i he active auroral forms along the art svsicm is as large as 1000 2000 km 
I he westward velootv is much laster (4 \ limes) than the northward v clot il v 

I here have been u>mc discussions nn the delinilion ol the cusp and Ihe cleft 
regions ^nd ihe respective auroral signatures Wr refer to H» III Ml v i IWHi 

'Ihe tlefl is the low altitude region around nn«n of jhoul 100 cV rktirim 
prenpiiaiion ŝsuvvaied with 6*01) nrn em»s»on hut containing also structured 
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features of higher energy. The cusp is a more localized region near noon within the 
cleft characterized by low energy precipitation only, having no discrete auroral arcs, 
hut often displaying irregular behavior, presumably associated with the magnetic 
cusp." 

Based on the observations ot transient discrete auroral structures which 
sometime:» occur within the interval of midday minimum in discrete forms, we 
propose the following modification oi the above definition: 

'The cleft is the low altitude region around noon of about 100 eV electron 
precipitation associated with 630.0 nm emission, but containing also persistent 
structured feature» of higher energy. The cusp is a more localized region near noon 
characterized by low energy precipitation and a minimum in 557.7 nm emission, but 
also displaying characteristic transient, poleward-moving auroral forms with "~ 10 
kR green line intensity, presumably associated with temporal plasma injections ac
celerations connected with the magnetic cusp." 

In this statement we allow for the interpretation that the auroral breakup near 
noon occurs within the cleft, i.e.. cqualorward of the cusp proper. Alter breakup the 
discrete auroral forms move across the cusp, into the polar cap. Particle precipitation 
data presented by Nl w i n and Ml \<i(l*)KKlshow separate Latitudinal /ones at the 
same Ml I. including the cusp proper and the low-altitude projection of the 1.1.Bl. 
(the cleltl. In tact, at noon they identified the cusp poleward of the boundary laver 
U'lclt) in 25' r of the passes. the probabilities ol observing only the cusp or only the 
boundar\ layer were approximately equal. ^My t each Id. their htg 2) 

4 Summary 

(«round-bused observations ot midday up lic al emissions provides the lime 
htstofv ol cuxp and clcll events, which is important complementary intormation 
iclattvc to i he satellite-bawd studies ol "snapshot" precipitation profiles l eg . 
M w m and MtM». I4KH) I he combined IV and photon-elcr recordings oi the 
auroral phenomenon in question reveal* the following characteristic features 
sudden brightening tlose to the cquatorward hound arv ol the pre-existing luminosity, 
luhscqucn' f oleward expansion of the poleward boondarv ol the aurora, westward 
motion ot the discrclc forms as well as f aM-moving rats along these forms Within 
these active lorms values ol the sped ral ral»» K VtMOOnm» /15*7 y nmldown lo 
•> .' and green line intensifies 10 kK arc measured in some rather extreme eases let 
r m lib» OH P I ) \ 1). indicating tharacterisiu energies of ihr corresponding 
prcupiiattng etectfon Muxes well ahose I Kt\ Ul Appendix) the background 
lummtisitv dominating bel ore and alter ihc transient events, is a quirt diffuse 
tusp vU-li arv located south »t '5 Ml At and with the spevtral MIM» B 2 the 
dvnumtcal ptUtctn ot itw ills* fete aur MI a » somewhat similar u» «hat is ubxctxn) in 
ttwt tu-mnu midnight sevlor during sutHtoim onset Among the dillerenco arc a 
hitfher tpevtral ratio H*H)0 nmi /|M7 ? nm) much shorter duration, «mailer 
< pat tal extent and a higher returlener rate ol the muJdav oents the lower 
*h.>ravu-miiv etevfion energx durmg the middav prmpttation ocnt» tltpMallv 
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SOU 1500 eV) also results in a significantly weaker ionospheric electric polarization 
effect ' *lectrojet current) and thus a factor ten weaker magnetic deflection on the 
ground. Despite such differences we find that "midday auroral breakup" is an 
appropriate name for the optical event. 

I he auroral motions and the ground magnetic deflections are found to be 
consistent with the local ionospheric plasma convection (cf. Appendix), this is 
schematically illustrated in Fig. 4. Large northward ^-fields <200 300 mV m) 
correspond to the large westward auroral velocities ( — 5 km s) and moderate Hall 
current intensity estimated during the events. A lacior 4 5 smaller northward 
auroral speeds ( — I km s). compared with the longitudinal motion, is observed in 
most cases, consistent with smaller eastward electric fields (typically - 5 0 mV m; cf. 
Appendix). A height-integrated Hall conductivity I n - 0 . 6 mho and an electric field 
intensity ot MX) mV m give a current density ol 0.2 A m. If we assume a 100 km 
width ol the current belt, then the total current amounts lo 2-I0 4 A. Unfortunately, 
however, we have no direct inlormalion on either the width of the current or the 
/one ot strong electric field lor these events. This limitation can be eliminated by 
using ihe f ISC'A T radar in coordination with the optical instruments ut Svalbard. 
Ion dntt observations related to similar optical events as reported here have been 
earned oui and will be reported elsewhere. 

In this paper wc do not speculate on the possible plasma dynamics acceleration 
mechanisms related to the present auroral and magnetic observations. Better 
sUtistics on the relationships with IMK and solar wind conditions are also needed 
Ihe luiure models ol plasma dynamics in the dav side magnctopause boundary 
lavcrs and along current tubes filaments in the cusp del I should, however, he 
consistent with the present observations, since the phenomenon is quite typical lor 
the IW» 15 VII I fel Mg 4) interval during expanded auroral oval conditions, even 
though the cases anuK/cd here arc rather cslrcmc in terms ol green line intensity 

Magnet oirram* trom I Miimø Hioinøva am) N> Ålesund »eic kind it prim Jed h\ H 
Hulnu'tltn I niseisin «>l I rixnsø NOIWJV lhank* <jrr also due I» K I epping, Ooddard 
Spate I IiKhi ( enter. Mafsland Itn the piotismn »l the IMI'-H IMI dala used in ihis *iud\ 
I hi* iituJv is .* vonhnuaitonol ihc dav**uciu*ppii)K*i .in Svalbard started bv the I imrrsiu 
,.t li'kv.» ,o)0 i hi-1 mvmiit >tl IKli. »>ih linantta) suppoii liorn tUoikusha 1 11 > and ihr 
V-iwvman I'MIJT kvcafcb Institutt 

\ppcruiis Relationship between the Optical Aurora ami the lo^at Magnet». 

Wroral mtcnstiws demed Mom pholomcler recording along the trugnctu 
meridian vs used |*> dtftsc the ibdraitrintw e nei ør v and the energy (lus ol the 
ppb'vipitatmtf vlevMons, assuming a VtaswcilM» cncijrv distribution Itf K i t s jnd 
h a n l»M K»»s ami H o m i I WW» lb» irirmto.or rrouocs a «tank aurora in 
maunittiv 'vntth In *u«h tame* tonmphvfw i»n«lustarwrsvan he estimated from ihe 
opiit,al sptwtcil mlormation ln> the hfsi *t*p wc derive the elet tron rncrys Hus i*> 
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and the characteristic energy ia=E,nt 2) of the electron energy distribution function. 
The following formulas from RFFS and ROBLF (1986) are used: 

4^/1630.0 nm)[RJ = 420-a"V [ergs cnTsec]. (la) 

4W(427.K nm)|R] = 2I.W"'%: [ergs enrsec], (lb) 

4jr/(630.0nm) 
4;r/(427.K nm) 

: 2.0-a '. (Ic) 

where u is given in the unit keV. Relations (la) (Ic) apply to the range 0.1<a<2.0. 
When using formulas (lb) (Ic) in deriving electron precipitation parameters related 
io the davside aurora one must, however, take into account the possible contribution 
to the 427.S nm emission from resonance-scattered sunlight. 

The height-integrated conductivities £/> and £« are then derived by the 
following formulas from ROBIN.NON el al. (1987): 

40£. r UeVj ,. 
I F (mho) —— - i — • r. terg cm"sec). (2a) 

lo * r. ,. 
I„(mho) 0.45(/f,.,» " I , (mho) (2b) 

Assuming a belt current with infinite length and limte width in the ionosphere 
and i hai the ground magnetic held perturbalion is due to the Hall component of the 
lono-tphcric currents (equivalent to an avtumption that thccnnductivit) heterogcneitv 
i«. not significant, or the current is >ntinitct> tong. cf h'l kl SHIMA. 1969; HRtts-
lHKisi(Ns| \ . 19X5). ihc horizontal fAfi and vertical <fl/> components of the 
deflection vector «>n the ground can be expressed j*(Biot-Savart's law) 

\BH - t* K t2xill l»f*H0i • V HIV. (5a) 

\B, /ttt (2/riJ^ 1MI*\ th - \ Hl\. Ob) 

uhcfv h rcprocnii the altitude, and the integration bv d \ \\ carried out acrow (he 
iurrent helt 

tor the ground reflection laviors we UM: * e 1 u current «heel Iving above a 
pcrkktlv tonducttny I aith correspond* to if, 2. if "> Assuming a uniform 
turrvii belt relations I *a» ̂ nd I *h» can he uniten .r* follows 

\ J U n h JIKMian t\ ht tan M *))I»<mho)/^\ ml (4JI 

\HAr>\\ MtHlntl/i • \ » \h - \ lllI-lmholKlV m> |4h> 

Ihcie f ' >ns c»ui«l he med to ermine •! ihe ornerved aur of*» J motion* are 
*,-i»n-mh .i . ith ihe lortniphem /. ft «IrtFt I **t ihc 06 M S? \ f interval on 
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N in ember 24, 1987 (d . Kig. 1(a)). the aurora! intensities at 630.0. 557.7 and 427.8 
nm were 2.0 - 0 . 1 . 2.0±0.1 and0.4±0.l kR. respectively. These values are consistent 
with a characteristic electron energy [a) of 0.3 keV (£•,„ = 2a = 0.6 keV) and an 
electron energy (lux (/;) of 2 ergs em'sec. A minor contribution to the 427.8 nm 
emission from resonance-scattered sunlight ( - 15° solar depression angle) has been 
taken into account. Relations ( la l and (lb) then give I H = 0.6 and I P = 2 mhos. TV 
observations during the 06:50 06:56 I'T interval indicate that the westward auroral 
motion is 4 5 times faster than the northward motion. The £-fields corresponding 
lo the measured velocities, assuming E- B drift, are tX = 250 300 mV m and ft =60 
mV m. 

A problem here is that we have no direct information on the width of the 
current belt. It we assume the width to be equal to that of the auroral poleward 
expansion, ii is estimated to he about 300 km for the 06:56 UT event. Relations (4a) 
and (4b). based upon these values, give ABH=60 nT(A/ /=40nT; A/>= -40nT)and 
\H/ 100 nl These values are very close to the measured magnetic field 
deflections let Kg. 3). and the magnetic field direction is consistent with that of the 
tf-«drill 

We have not made a detailed calculation of the ground magnetic perturbation 
lor the second event (-08:15 I ' l l since (he requirements lor applying the above 
procedure, i e . a rather stable aurora in the magnetic zenith, is not fulfilled in this 
L'JtC 

Considering the uncertainties in estimating conductivity, electric field and 
current width, the good agreement between calculation and observation in the above 
example u remarkable The current width estimated hctc is larger th^n the observed 
structures ol the enhanced electric field in a similar event observed from satellite 
Mil VI I S W M M O I r and H . H v\l>. 1987. I98X. S A M U I O I I rtat. 1987) The widths 
of multiple individuaWlructurcsoJ Mwngclcciric held lion drill) were lev. i han 100 
km in those cases More comprehensive esl i males ol conductivities and drills, 
including their i.mi variations, arc required because the changes in the ionization 
rate and the drills are crucial in estimating the current distribution and ihc 
geomagnetic elicit 

Simuliancou», coordinated saicltilc-giound observations ol ihe cusp aclivuv is 
unc technique to be used in order to understand the relationship between auroral 
jttiwiv and magnetic held deflection on the ground Another highlv relevant 
technique t* loordmatcd ohse»sal»*»ns b\ fodai U«n Unit) and optical instruments 
Km drill observation», obtained bv the I ISt M ratlar related to similar optical 
events as reported here base been carried out and «ill he reported else»bete 

H l l i m v i is 
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ABSTRACT 

Combined observations by meridian scanning photometers, all-
sky auroral TV camera and the EISCAT radar permitted a detailed 
analysis of the temporal and spatial development of the midday 
auroral breakup phenomenon and the related ionospheric ion flow 
pattern within the 71-75" invariant latitude radar field of view. 
The radar data revealed dominating northward and westward ion 
drifts, of magnitudes close to the corresponding velocities of 
the discrete, transient auroral forms, during the two different 
events reported here, characterized by IMF \Bi/Bz j < 1 and > 2 
respectively (IMF Bz between -8 and -3 nT and Bv > 0). The spa
tial scales of the discrete optical events were " 30 km in lati
tude by " 500 km in longitude, and their lifetimes were less than 
10 minutes. Electric potential enhancements with peak values in 
the 30-50 kV range are inferred along the discrete arc in the IMF 
|B«/B^| < 1 case from the optical data and across the latitudinal 

extent of the radat field of view in the |B»/Bz| > 2 case. Joule 
heat dissipation rates in the maximum phase of the discrete 
structures of " 100 ergs cm-'s-1 (0.1 Wm-Jl are estimated from 
the photometer intensities and the ion drift data. These observa
tions combined with the additional characteristics of the events, 
documented here and in several recent studies (i.e., their quasi-
periodic nature, their motion pattern relative to the persistent 
cusp or cleft auroral arc. the scrong relationship with zixa 
interplanetary magnetic field and the associated ion-drift E-
field events and ground magnetic signatures) are considered to U 
•trong evidence in favour of a transient, intermittent r«'onn«:-
tion process at the dayslde magnetopause and assoctited or-.-r;v 
and momentum transfer to the ionosphere in the polar cusp and 
cleft regions. The filamentary spatial structure end the ip«c:nl 
characterise Ice of the optical signature indicate associated 
localized * l kV potential drops between the «agnetopeuse ind the 
Ionosphere during the most Intense auroral events. The duration 
of the events compared well with the predicted characteristic 
times of momentum transfer to the Ionosphere associated with the 
FTC-relat'd current tubes. It is suggested that. af'«r shie Z-13 
minute» interval, the «heath particle» -an no longer re»?r-, the 
Ionosphere dfiMft the opefv flux 'ub«. due *a the subsequent *«p«>r • 
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Alfvénic flow along the uagnetopause, conductivities are lower 
and such less momentum is extracted from. t. e solar wind by the 
ionosphere. The recurrence time (3-15 minutes) and the local cine 
distribution (" 09-15 MLT) of the dayside auroral breakup events, 
combined with the above information, indicate the important roles 
of transient magnetopause reconnection and the polar cusp and 
cleft regions in the transfer of momentum and energy between the 
solar wind and the magnetosphere. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The progress of theoretical and experimental studies related 
to solar wind-magnetosphere coupling at the dayside magnetopause 
during recent years has stimulated an increased interest in 
ground-based observations of the dayside, high-latitude iono
sphere (e.g. Cowley, 1986). One crucial question is to what 
extent the polar cusp and cleft regions contribute to the overall 
mass, momentum and energy transfer between the shocked solar wind 
(magnetosheath) and the ionosphere (e.g. Baumjohann and Pasch-
mann, 1987). Furthermore, the basic physics of the energy/momen
tum transfer processes at the dayside magnetopause is a matter of 
great controversy at present (e.g. Lundin, 1987). 

It is expected that ground-based remote sensing techniques, 
with their ability to continuously monitoring the temporal and 
spatial variations of the ionospheric signatures, will have a 
great impact on this problem. Among the most relevant parameters 
to observe are the optical aurora, the ionospheric ion drift/E-
field and the associated magnetic field perturbations. Thus, 
si>- ..ltaneous, coordinated observations of these parameters is 
expected to be a most important project in the coming years. 

Distinct responses to change ir. the solar wind electric 
field have been documented by observing these pa;ameters separa
tely or in combination (e.g. Rishbeth et al., 1935; Lockwood *t 
al., 1936: EtemaJi et al. , 1988a; Lockwood and Cowley, 1939; Todd 
et al., 1983b; Sandholt et al. . 1985, 1986a,b; Clauer et al.. 
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1934; Friis-Christensen, 1936), indicating a direct relationship 
between the solar wind - Magnetosphere interaction process at the 
magnetopause and the polar cusp/cleft ionosphere. A minimum 
ionospheric response time of a few minutes in the early post-noon 
sector was reported by Eteraadi et ai. (1938a), Todd et al. 
(1983b), and Lockwood and Cowley (1933). In this study we focus 
on certain transient, intermittent ionospheric events near the 
dayside polar cap boundary and discuss the possible relationship 
with magnetopause flux transfer events and associated energy and 
momentum transfer to the cusp/cleft ionosphere, based on coordi
nated observations of the three parameters mentioned above. 

The optical signatures and the related ground magnetic 
impulses, named midday auroral breakup events by Sandholt et al. 
!1989a), have been reported in a series of papers (Sandholt et 
al., 1985; Oguti et al., 1988; Kokubun et al., 1988; Sandholt and 
Egeland, 1938; Sandholt, 1937, 1989; Sandholt et al. 1989a). 
These transient events form on the equatorward edge of the back
ground, stable cusp or cleft aurora, propagate poleward and fade 
within their lifetime of 2-10 min. They are observed as arcs or 
arc fragments in both 630 nm and 557.7 nm auroral emissions. Ion 
drift events related to the optical phenomenon have been reported 
by Lockwood et al. (1989 ), Sandholt and Egeland (1988), and 
Sandholt et al. (1989b). Some characteristics of these events 
are: i) occurrence in the 09-15 hrs MLT interval, ii) occurring 
almost exclusively during IMF B/ < 0, iii) 2-5° poleward motion 
(velocity < 1.5 km s-l) of the discrete auroral structure across 
the persistent cusp or cleft aurora, after a localized breakup 
near the cusp/cleft equatorward boundary, iv) longitudinal motion 
(velocity " 2-5 km S" ' ) related to IMF By , i.e. westward or east
ward corresponding to positive or negative Bi, respectively, in 
the northern hemisphere, v) latitudinal width of arcs of " 50-
100 km, vi) longitudinal extent of arcs of " 500-1000 km, vii) 
lifetime " 2-10 min., viii) quasi-periodic occurrence with recur
rence time ' 3-15 min., ix) enhanced westward ion drift/northward 
E-Jield (IMF Bi > 0, northern hemisphere), i.e. Vw " 2-5 km/s or 
E% ' 100-300 mV/m, x) precipitating electron flux with average 
energies " 0.3-2 keV. xi) 0-200 nT «.-component r.agnetic deflec
tions in the form of singla, mono-or bipolar pulses. The deflec-
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"ion amplitude is determined by the the ionospheric Hall conduc
tance, electric field and latitudinal extent of the Hall current 
filament associated with the discrete auroral arc (from the Biot-
Savart law). 

The events described abov» should be distinguished from 
another category of dayside impulsive events with similar spatial 
and temporal scales which have been reported in several recent 
studies (e.g. Friis-Christensen et al. IS8S, Glassmeier et ai., 
1988; Potemra et al., 1938; Sibeck et al., 1988a,b; McHenry et 
al., 1989). Farrugia et al. (1989) show this second class of 
phenomena to be closely associated with solar wind dynamic pres
sure variations and consequent magnetopause motions. The typical 
inferred ionospheric signatures, i.e. a twin vortex convection 
pattern with related field-aligned current filaments separated by 
" 1000 k~i in the east-west direction, (cf. Friis-Christensen et 
al., 1988), occur on closed field lines near the polar cap boun
dary, predominantly on the dayside, and are propagating invari
ably tailward at speeds " 5 km/s. Poleward motions are not typi
cal. In contrast to this, the dayside breakup events occur fr -
quently at noon (within 09-15 MLT; with no midday gap), they are 
observed during intervals of extremely steady solar wind flow, 
the pattern of motion is strongly influenced by the IMF-orienta
tion, and they are invariably moving poleward (northwest, north 
or northeast, depending on IMF B» .) Thus, when B> is positive, 
northwestward notion is typical, also in the postnoon sector, 
i.e., sunward motions can occur in that case. These differences 
do not necessarily mean that the two phenomena are always unrela
ted, however (cf. Sibeck and Gosling, 1989). 

Lockwood et al. (1989) found that the quasi-periodic auroral 
breakup events in the early postnoon sector were associated with 
bursts of enhanced ion flow, as observed at a similar longitude 
by EISCAT, and that the transient arcs and arc fragments marked 
the Clow reversal boundary between westward (IMF B. > 0) flow to 
the south (collocated with the persistent cleft or cusp aurora) 
and eastward flow to the north. This was shown to be consistent 
with Southwood's model of the FTE-related ionospheric flow pat
tern (Southwood, 1935; 1987). 

In this study, we examine the detailed temporal and spatial 
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evolution of the auroral structures in relation to EISCAT ion 

drift observations, using all-sky TV data in co.-nbination with the 

photometer data. In addition, the associated geomagnetic signa

tures are obtained from a four-point meridian chain of magnetone-

ter stations located in the invariant latitude range 67-76° . 

The four different data sets are presented in Section 2. 

These observations are then discussed in Section 3.1, with empha

sis on certain characteristic aspects of auroral electrodynamics 

in the cusp ionosphere. The relationships between the observed 

cusp auroral dynamics and localized, sporadic reconnection at the 

dayside magnetopause and magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling are 

elaborated in Section 3.2, and related to recently published 

models. The earlier search for ionospheric signatures of flux 

transfer events and the main findings of the present work are 

summarized in Section 4. The ground magnetic perturbations asso-

ci'^ed with one of the midday auroral breakup events discussed in 

the paper, are calculated in the Appendix, using the optical 

intensities in combination with the ion drift data. 

2. OBSERVATIONS 

Figure 1 shows the meridian scanned every IS seconds by the 

photometers at Ny Ålesund, Spitzbergen (e.g. Sandholt et al.. 

198S, 1986a), in relation to the two azimuths employed by the 

EISCAT program CF-4 (identical to the POLAR experiment described 

by van Eyken et al. il984> and Willis et al. (1986), except that 

line-of-sight velocities, vi.i, are recorded every 10 seconds). 

The position marked on the photometer scan (dashed line) are Cor 

the given zenith angle at My Ålesund (NA) (positive to tne 

north), for an assumed 630 nm emission altitude of 250 km. The 

solid circles and crosses mark the centres of the radar scatter

ing volumes for azimuth 1 and 2, respectively (332* and 356» east 

of geographic north at Tromsø, T). Vectors derived from the beam-

swinging technique are «scribed to the points marked by op«n 

circles, mid-way between the azimuths on the some L-shell. Solid 

squares mark eh» location of magnetometers et Ny Ålesund (HA). 
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Hornsund (H), Bjornoya (B) , and Trorr.sa (T!. All positions and 

scans are mapped into an invariant latitude - MLT frame at 10.00 

UT on 12 January, 1988. The radar beair.swings between these two 

azimuths with a 5-minute cycle. The joint radar-optical observa

tions described here were made on 12 January, 1988 between 09.00 

and 09.30 UT. This period is at the start of a longer period {2.5 

hours) during which 9 dayside breakup events, with associated ion 

ilow bursts, are observed (Lockwood et al., 1989). In this study 

the multichannel meridian photometer data are combined with ell-

sky TV camera images, in order to map the two-dimensional auroral 

distribution with high temporal resolution for two of these 

events. 

2.1 Photometer and radar observations 
Figure 2 shows meridian photometer scans at 630.0 and 557.7 

nro wavelengths for the interval 09.06-09.30 UT (panels (al and 

(b)) and ion drift data in panels (c) to (i). This interval 

corresponds to roughly 11.45-12.15 MLT for the vector radar data 

and to about 12.15-12.45 MLT for the optical events between 

Hornsund and Ny Ålesund (Figure 1). 

The photometer data for this 25 min period show i red- iomi-

nated, persistent cusp or cleft arc, together with two major 

transient optical events at 09.09-09.12 UT and 09.20-09.28 UT. A 

clear poleward motion of the two transient structures is obser

ved. Assuming a red line emission peak altitude of 250 km. north

ward velocities of 1.2 and 0.7 kur's are derived for the inter

vals 09.09.33-09.11.43 and 09.21.35-09.24.10 UT. respectively. 

The green line emission is strongly and transiently enhanced 

during these intervals, with a peak intensity * 15 kR at 09.22 

UT. Before and after the transient events the green line intensi

ties observed within the persistent arc are generally less than 1 

kR. This low background is typical for a limited region around 

local noon, characterized by a minimum of disi ate auroral forms, 

often referred to «s the midday gap (e.g. Cogger et al.. 1977I: 

note, however, that there is no gap In the occurrence of discrete 

transient arcs, of the kind shown in figure 2 (cf. also Sandholc 

•t «1. 19394). 

En panel Ic). 2.5-minute resolution vectors derlv~i in 'h« 
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way described by Willis et al. (1936) are shown for the first 7-9 
gates (for which the signal-to-noise ratio was sufficient). The 
latitude of the equatorward boundary of the persistent red-domi
nated cleft/cusp aurora is marked in this panel by the dot-and-
dash line. In addition, the dashed lines give the locations of 
the transient optical structures as a function of time, deter
mined by the photometer traces and the TV images shown in Figure 
3. The events of enhanced westward ion drift are seen to be in a 
band of latitudes collocated with the cusp-like emission. The 
vectors show a rotation of flow towards north for the northern
most gates (7 and 8) in the 09.09-09.12 UT period, when the 
optical arc was intensifying and moving poleward, followed by a 
swing to enhanced westward flow preceding the onset of the second 
optical event at 09.20 UT. 

Care must be taken when interpreting the vector data because 
flow changes are taking place over time scales comparable with 
the radar beamswinging period. Eteraadi et al. (1988b) have consi
dered the effects of the use of this technique with step-function 
changes in real flow speed, and note two effects. "Smoothing" 
causes the observed flow increase to be spread over a 5-minute 
period about the change, while "mixing" causes a spurious north
ward component to be introduced by real changes in westward flow 
(and vice-versa). If the flow is purely westward, only the smoo
thing effect need to be considered because the effect of "mixing" 
on the northward flow component is very small for the CP-4 bea.-n 
geometry. The nature of thn spurious "mixing" effects depends or. 
the phase of the flow onset relative to the beamswinging cycle, 
and hence we would txpect different effects for each event if 
"mixing" was a major factor. The lack of such variety in Figjre 3 
of Lockwood et al. (1989) confirms that "smoothing" is the doai-
nant effect. In practice. we may regard the data aa 1-potnc 
running meena of 2.5 minute resolution observations. 

For ««ch sat of vectors at a given 'JT. the potential ;... 
«cross -'i" north-south dimension of the radar f teld-o( -v»«v n 
compute- by integrating the observed northward aleccriT field 
ov«r the first 7 radar gatea. Figure 2(d) shows ttw> vnjution n( 
:> • which. Ilk» the vectors from which I* la derived. i« *?-ooer,i<4 
ovot « 7.i-mir.ut* period. P4nel* fei '« (1) of Flgur« ; ah-<w »?v= 
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10-second resolution line-ot-sight velocities observed along th= 

two azimuths by the EISCAT radar (dots are for azimuth 1 and 

crosses for azimuth 2) in gates 1-5 (cf. Figure 1). 

The line-of-sight velocities, vi o s , observed by the radar 

show that the onset of the first event is marked by two cycles of 

pulsations of period 80 s. These observations are to the south 

of both the transient optical feature and the channel of flow, 

which is enhanced during the event onset (see the vector data-

panel c). Gates 1-5 are presented because only they had suffi

cient signal-to-noise ratio to give reliable vi«i values (see 

analysis of errors by Bromage, 1984). Such pulsations are also 

present, although less clearly defined, after 09.15 UT, at the 

onset of the second event. The vi.» indicate that the largest 

northward flows in the first event may decay rapidly (09.07.30-

09.10.00 UT at azimuth 1 and 09.10.00-09.12.30 at azimuth 2). The 

onset of enhanced westward flow in the second event is difficult 

to detect because of the superposed pulsations, however, the rise 

in vui for azimuth 1 commencing near 09.12.30 and the decrease 

for azimuth 2 commencing near 09.15.00 could both be interpreted 

as such an onset. For gate 5, the two azimuths are 315 ks apart 

and hence we would, with this interpretation of the vi », data, 

predict a westward propagation of the flow onset of 2 kins' ' . This 

is close to the westward ion velocity observed in the vector data 

for this range gate following the onset. 

2.2 All-mky TV obmmrvmtlonm 
Figure :A show» a representative TV image sequence of the 

transient optical event initiated near 09.20 UT. •*> notice 4 

localized structure (arc-fragnent) appearing near the horizon in 

the east at 09.20.17 UT (second frame). The location of ;h« 

w«stcrn edge of this structure is estimated to be * 200 km to th« 

south and 100 km to the east of Ky Ålesund, in goosagnot ie 

coordinates, at 07.20.*.7 UT. During the next minute tlw luatn?-

9ley expanded towards tl'e northwest and reached the phctonecer 

STann-tP.'j ptane at ' 09.21.1% UT tcf also Figure 2>. with the 

peak 4V . 7 riTi intensity »t 28° south of zenith. Bath r.» sovmg 

sr«n*i«>ne »n1 ch« cusp/cleft aurora further south ar* char»»• t»rs • 

te-i i>f I ̂ ng £ s« 14-at tgned rays with sharp low«r borders Tn = 
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0S.22..10 UT picture is seen to be most pronounced in this re
spect. By 09.24.45 UT (picture 9) the transient form reached its 
maximum east-west elongation, in the phase of fading intensity. 
The location was then slightly south of zenith. 

Figure 3b shows the same sequence in the form of auroral 
intensity contours in geographical coordinates. The plot is 
obtained from digitized TV images and is based on an assumed 
emission altitude of 130 km. This means that the contours are 
relevant for the low-altitude, discrete auroral component only. 
From this plot we derived a westward propagation velocity of 3.1 
km s-l for the lower border of the leading edge of the transient 
structure, between 09.20.55 (frame 3) and 09.22.00 UT (frame 5>. 
After this time the velocity decreased significantly. 

2.3 The optical events: 
Occurrence frequency and spatial distribution 
The two events presented in this article (cf. Figure 21 are 

two of a series of 9 similar events that occurred between 09.00 
and 11.30 UT on 12 January, 1988 (Lockwood et al.. 1989, their 
Figure 3). The average recurrence time within the interval is 
then " 15 min. After 10 UT IMF B; was changing between negative 
and positive values which contributed to a reduced occurrence 
frequency within the interval. Prior to 10 UT. when IMF B< was 
consistently southward, the recurrence period was 7 mm. 

During conditions similar to those for 09.00-10.00 UT <IMF 
BJ < 0. 8» >> 0) on November 24, 1987. 15 events were recorded 
from the photometer profiles within 06.15-08.30 UT (09.45-12.00 
KLTi. corresponding to an average recurrence time of 9 sinutos 
(cf. Sandholt •( si.. 1989a). The quasi-periodic nature ot th« 
optical events is an important property which suggest* a link 
with flux transfer events at the magnetcp4use. Xl}nbeeSt ci *\ . 
(1994) found that the mean repeat period of FTC» was 8 i n . tot 
stable southward INF. In moat of (he optical C4Se*. rh«recceri«ed 
by lower auroral Intensities than those analysed here, clear 
ground magnetic signatures are n«s observed by visual tn»pci-tien 
of the standard <nagn«ta$ra<its obtained by tluxgste instruments 

The It̂ eat e lm« distribution ot the optical evon'a a* »eli »e 
the time history ot one Individual event let, »iso Flgvtre )> <tt« 
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schematically illustrated in Figure 4. This occurrence pattern is 

based on observations from one single ground station as it rota

tes with the earth from prenoon to postnoon hours (i.e. it is not 

a snap-shot). The initial phase (breakup) is usually outside the 

field of view of the meridian scanning photometers and is there

fore not detected by that technique. All-sky TV observations 

provide the necessary complementary information, summarised by 

Figure 4b. The TV observations are mainly sensitive to the green 

line (557.7 nm) emissions and show the luminosity tends to elon

gate in the east-west dimension during the rapid westward motion 

of the event (Phase I - see Figure 7). The second poleward-moving 

phase (II) is when the optical intensities fade. 

2.4 Meridian chain magnetometer data 

Figure 5A shows H-component magnetograms from Ny Ålesund 

(MA), Bjørnøya (B), and Tromsø (T), located as indicated in 

Figure 1. The 08-09 UT (11.30-12.30 MLT) period was very quiet in 

terms of magnetic and auroral activities. A smooth negative (H-

component) bay is seen at Ny Ålesund (rom * 09.10 UT onwards, 

while the corresponding deflection at Bjørnøya is positive. 

Maximum amplitudes * 100 nT are observed at both stations. The 

Tromsø trace shows a negativ* H-component. but weaker than at My 

Ålesund. Po» te w e H-eoroponent deflections are observed at Horn

sund (Figure S O . These magnetograms indicate a rotational con

vection reversal near the meridian of the magnetometer chain, 

when taking into account all three components (Figures 5B. C). 

Several short-lived pulses are superposed on this rather smooth 

0P2/OPY-Uk« deflections. From the My Ålesund (Figure 5A. B) and 

Hornsund (Ftgure id traces we notice m particular the perturba

tions «round 09.10 and 09.2} UT (marked by the first 2 arrows). 

which corresponds to the transient optical events reported above 

(Flgur« 2i . Positive H-deflections occurred at both stations. 

• eeH values wsr>— 40(09.12 OT) and 30 nT(09,2J UT) at My AWsund 

«nd )1 an4 ?* r.T at Hornsund, after subtracting the background 

p«rturb*e Ion. In the 09.12 UT cas« .. I ' 0 4« Ity Ålesund «nd JO 

nT at Kornsur.d. Indicating th« discrete aurora near zenith »t Wy 

Ålesund to be eh» source of the deflection. At 09.22-09 2) 7? .2 
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is negative at My Ålesund (- 45 nT) and positive at Hornsund (75 

nT), consistent with a Hall-current filament associated with the 

discrete aurora located between the two stations (cf. Figure 3B). 

Further analyzis of the magnetic deflection during the 0S20 UT 

event is given in the Appendix. 

2.5 IMF data 

15 second averaged II1P-8 IMF data (cf. Figure 6) reveal a 

stable total field intensity (15-18 nT) during the 06.00 to 11.35 

UT interval on 12 January, 1938. IMF Bz (GSM coordinates) was 

invariably negative between 08.05 and 09.50 UT. Both the Bj and 

BY components were increasing between 09.00 and 09.30 UT, from-

8 to - 3 nT and from 11 to 16 nT, respectively. Bs values between 

- 7 and - 12 nT were observed. The total field was approximately 

constant, between 17 and 18 nT, during this interval. He notice 

two shorter intervals of significant IMF reorientations, super

posed on the general, slow trend during this period, at 09.06-

09.08 and 09.16-09.39 UT, characterized by IMF |B»/B;| < 1 (̂ Bi -

- 7 nT) and 3(_B; '. 5 nT) , respectively. The IMF was observed at 

a satellite location of X^i • - 4.5 Ri , Ys •. - - 33 Ri . Z» •. • 8 

Ri , (or which the satellite Co ionosphere lag is estimated to be 

I»»» Chan 5 minutes. 

3. DISCUSSION 

3.1 Coordination ot C/t« optical, gaomagnatic. 
ion drift and IHF observation* 

Th* main characteristics of eh» optical and geomagnetic atpocc* 

of th« 09.09-09.12 and 09.20-09.25 UT «vanta (within eh» 12.30-

\i.rj MIT intervall on 12 January. 1918 «re their snail-scale. 

transient, quasi-p*rle4 natura and their location naar the polar 

«Ap boundary. The first shart-1ived structure sieved nearly due 

north. whereas the second showed a «trong westward component. In 

both cases the auroral structure had « velocity very sisitar to 

th» vector i->n irltt obtatned in the radar gate» closest to it. 

Their eplfey flannel is signatures are superposed on a ?ir« iar^e-
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scale, srr.oo-h trend, i.e., DP2/DPY mode deflections associated 
with the dayside region 1 current and cusp •system. The discrete 
spatial structures as well as the spectral properties of the 
optical emission (cf. Appendix! strongly indicate the existence 
of associated filamentary field-aligned currents, in addition to 
the more large-scale region 1 cusp currents, associated with the 
persistent cusp auroral arc. In this section, we combine these 
data to understand the field-aligned current structures and the 
jionentum they may transfer to the ionosphere during these tran
sient events (Southwood, 1988). A peak value of * 1 keV for the 
precipitating electron flux average energy is derived from the 
photometric intensities within the discrete structure at 09.21.50 
UT I-I. Appendix). The spatial scale of the optical arc observed 
by the TV (predominantly at 557.7 nm) during 09.22-09.23 UT is 
500 km (east-west) times 50 km (north-south). Electron energy 
fluxes " 1-10 ergs c r ' r ' and average energies " 0.5-1 keV 
within this region are indicative of significant upward directed 
field-aligned current (cf. Sandholc et al., 1389b). The details 
of the inferred filanentary current structure are not known in 
this case since no direct measurements of field-aligned currents 
are available. However, measurements from the HILAT satellite 
during a similar event (in terms of local time, electric field, 
optical emissions, and IMF orientation) did show pairs of small-
scale up- and downward directed currents, superposed on a larger -
scale r eg lor. 1 current collocated within the cusp electron preci
pitation (cf. Sandhclt and Ege land. 1988: Sandholt et al.. 
1989b). The oppositely directed field-aligned currant filasx-ncs 
wore connected by a northward ionospheric Fed«r*en current in 
that case. Current amplitudes * 10 i*/eJ were Inferred for these 
filaments from the HILAT magnetometer data. Electron precipita
tion energy fluxes * 5-10 ergs car' »• • and northward electiic 
fletds " 200 mV w < were observed within the structure». The 
optical intensities in this HILAT case were ' I and S k» »» M * ' 
nm and 6)0.0 nm. respectively, which art comparable wish tfi« 
Intensities measured in the late phase «f the second of th*> » m 
«vent* ?!udl«k4 here (0->.IJ,00 UT) : R*»#»«f In the »«*l»»ia» pr.4S» 
(' 09. 21. ?0 UT) higher intensities *f>4 «^mewnae different sp:i-
CAI «pe.rernl sompesle t»ft were observed. In4l«s»? ing a rtstr4~r 
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electron distribution. Another durerence Detween the HILAT case 

and the present events should be noticed. The former structures 

are totally confined within the latitudinal range of the cusp 

persistent arc and the coincident dayside region 1 current sys

tem. They don't neve north of the cusp poleward boundary, as the 

present events do. As discussed later, we infer that a larger 

transient potential difference between the magnetopause and the 

ionosphere forms during the events studied in the present paper. 

The Ny Ålesund and Hornsund magnetograms for the 09.20-09.25 

UT event show positive <iH and opposite polarities of the Z-compo-

nent of the deflection, superposed on the smooth background 

perturbation, indicating an eastward Hall current filament con

sistent with westward ion flow observed by EISCAT between the two 

stations. The peak current amplitude was probably located within 

the discrete auroral arc fragment observed 50-100 km south of Ny 

Ålesund. The height-integrated Hall conductance within the arc. 

in the photometer scanning plane, changed from 3 mhos at 09.21.50 

UT to " 0.5 mho at 09.23.00 UT, as determined from the photometer 

intensities. Fair agreement was found between the calculated and 

observed magnetic deflection at Ny Ålesund (cf. Appendix). In 

this calculation we used E» • 1 mho as an average value within 

the 70 second interval, E» • 150 nV/ai. obtained fron radar gates 

6-8, to model the effect of the zone of enhanced Hall current 

covering the latitudinal range from 50 to 250 km south of IIy 

Ålesund, comprising both the isolated discrete arc and the inten

sified cusp «mission further south let. Figure 2!. 

During the 09.09-09.12 UT I' 12.10 MLTI «vent, corresponding 

to IMf |D«/B.' I < 1 lev ' - 3 nT). the discrete optical aurora oc

curred as a thin sheet elongated in the east-west direction. This 

form mov«fd poleward at a speed of 1.2 MAA». comparable with the 

ion drifts measured at the radar gates closest to the structure 

I peak »>.< for gates * and 5 were 1.1 and l.l hms ''. »w«y tro» 

the radari , Alt') notice (he short duration of this event, i.e.. 

f4dlM away after 2.3 minutes. This Is in good agreement with th« 

predicted ionospheric signatures of FTCs »t local noon tLoeSsw©<3>4 

«nd C:>«»toy. IU1 4ft4 Se-elon ).J below». 

* l*tl«u4lft*l «̂ fi» «>t enhanced w<ps*»*r«l los flow was abs«r-
•/•«} t ••) bo .-ft l I « < i 4 t e 6 « l i f t t h e p » r s l s « r » f H ft+sp » « f > r « itt I n e 
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interval " 09.13-09.25 UT, when the IMF was characterized by 
|Bi/Bz | between 2 and 3. A significant increase of the westward 

flow velocity occurred between radar gate 4, near the cusp equa-

torward boundary, and gate 7, during 09.17-09.30 UT (cf. Figure 

2). The corresponding northward E-field gradient, " 100 ir.V m-' 

across a latitudinal distance 50 to 200 km is consistent with 

downward directed field-alioned current in that region, according 

to the current continuity equation. Under the actual conductivity 

conditions, i.e. moderate gradier-s in the region of the persis

tent cusp arc, this equation is jiven by the following approxima

tion: 

3|| 1 E p >EX/-5X (1) 

where X denotes distance in the northward direction. A field-

aligned current amplitude * 1 LA/» 1 is derived for the present 

case, corresponding to an estimated J> " 2 mhos within the per

sistent cusp are and the E-field gradient given above. According 

to this interpretation. • downward field-aligned current with 

large temporal variation, related to the C-field gradient in 

rigure 2. is collocated with the persistent cusp auroral arc. The 

location and direction of this current is consistent with a 

recent statistical study of the region 1 current pattern near 

noon let. Erlardson et al.. 1981). Downward region 1 current is 

expected at cusp/cleft latitudes -it 1) 1LT. during strongly 

positive ZttT BY conditions. 

The drift velocity of the discrete auroral structure/current 

filament co the north of the persistent cusp arc was found to be 

comparable with the Ion drift velocities measured ln rodar gate* 

4-1 «luring the 09.21-0*.23 UT interval. The observed ) •»»/• w«*s-

w»r4 ^ritt is in the same direction as the westward I«ain compo

nent i J»nt force related to (he northward ionospheric Pedersen 

current I J»< within the auroral/current filament. This tat:* 

balances the fr lee ionet force associated with lon-n«utral colli-

*loris. The «nergy transfer to the Ionosphere in (he for» of Jouiø 

h*»e <ll»*tp4t ion is 9l*«n ty 
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Uj = i * B-v E ! j p . E x = E p E2 (2) 

where vt = (ExB)/B2 . 
By inserting the maximum EP value (1 5 mhos), obtained at 

09.21.50 UT (cf. Table 1, Appendix), and Ex = 150 mV/m, we obtain 
for the corresponding Joule heat dissipation rate Us "_ 0.1 W ».-j 
(100 ergs c r ! s " ' ) . Taking the area to be 50 km by 500 km, it 
alone is hence associated with a total power of " 10' W, a factor 
10 larger than that due to particle precipitation (cf. Appendix). 

The northward electric field within the east-west elongated 
arc, during quasi-steady state conditions, is given by ( Mark
lund, 1984): 

r E r A - r E T 
A LP E LK -H E | | 

E = • E + • E + (3) 
X -A X JV Y _A 

where superscripts A and E denote quantities measured within and 
outside the arc, respectively. Equation 3 is based on current 
continuity at the equatorward boundary of an elongated slab of 
enhanced conductivity associated with the auroral arc. 

In general the last term in Eq. 3 is the major one in the 
cusp, i.e., most cusp arcs are Birkeland current arcs, according 
to the terminology introduced by Marklund (1984). Polarization 
electric fields usually play a minor role in this region, as is 
evident from the character of the ground magnetic field deflec
tions. In the discrete arc discussed here (09.21-09.23 UT) the 
first term in Eq. 3 could be a significant fraction of the Birke
land current term, due to the relatively large background values 
of £r and Ex. During the transient magnetometer deflections, 
observed in association with the discrete, transient cusp auroral 
structures, some contribution may even be due to the second term 
in Eq. 3, but this term is invariably minor for the large IMF 
|Bv/Bj | cusp cases, characterized by Ev < Ex . 

A crucial question concerning the relationship between the 
ion flow observations and the optical events is the closure of 
the net downward current inferred at cusp latitudes south of the 
discrete arcs. The observed relationship between the temporal 
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changes in the ion flow pattern and the optical events indicate a 

direct connection between the two phenomena (Lockwood et al., 

1989, their Figure 3). Figure 7 schematically illustrates the 

relationship between the ion flows, auroral structures, and the 

inferred filamentary field-aligned currents discussed above. 

Figure 7b is a schematic of an event, which initially moves 

westward (phase I), before moving poleward (phase II), from which 

we predict variations in potentials across the radar field-of-

view, R, (Ofn and Ofe corresponding to westward and northward 

flow, respectively) of the type shown in Figure 7a, relative to 

the passage of the discrete auroral structure through the photo

meter scan, P. Most of the optical events observed between 09.00 

and 11.30 UT were indeed preceded by enhancements in the cross 

cusp/cleft potential drop, or at least that part of it within the 

radar field-of-view, Of •> (cf. the 09.20 UT event in Figure 2) as 

predicted in Figure 7a. Such enhancements are therefore consis

tent with the onset of localized field-aligned electric fields 

and the auroral brightenings, as indicated in Figure 7c. 

The peak of the longitudinal potential drop inferred between 

the two radar azimuths (Of») usually lags the f/t a (north-south 

potential) peak, as shown in Figure 7a, based on the observations 

reported by Lockwood et al. (1989). This pattern is consistent 

with a dominating westward drift component in the early phase of 

the event, with subsequently increasing northward drift component 

in the fading phase, corresponding to an increased tilt of the 

flow pattern (cf. Figure 7b). The 09.20-09.25 UT case (LH > 0, AD 

< 0) is explained by a strong and long-lived phase I, followed by 

a weaker phase II. The negative Z-deflection at 09.20-09.25 

refers to a current filament to the south of Ny Ålesund. 

It is interesting to note that Figure 7b predicts the onset 

of an event for By > |Bz | (strong phase I) slightly to the south 

of the radar (as shown) would give initially weak northward flow 

at R, prior to the strong westward flow. However, this will be 

superposed on the flow caused by phase II of the preceding event, 

which is also northward. If, however, the event centre were 

initially immediately north of the radar, the onset of phase I 

would give weak southward flow. This would detract from the 

northward flow caused by phase II of the previous event. There-
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fore radar and magnetometer signatures of these events are com
plicated by the fact that they do not tend to occur in isolation 
but rather in a sequence and only a few minutes apart. 

3.2 Relationship with solar wind - magnetosphere coupling and 
the associated momentum transfer 

The two model categories of solar wind-magnetosphere coup
ling at the dayside magnetopause with most relevance to the 
present work are the so-called boundary layer dynamo model and 
the merging/reconnection models. As pointed out by Cowley (1986) 
and Lundin (1987) neither of these descriptions seem to exclude 
the other. 

The boundary layer model assumes the existence of an injec
ted dynamo plasma (cf. Lemaire, 1977; Schindler, 1979), generat
ing an electric field which is considered to be responsible for, 
e.g., acceleration of auroral particles and to power the dayside 
region 1 current system, with the associated energy dissipation 
in the dayside auroral oval ionosphere (Lundin, 1984; Meng and 
Lundin, 1986; Lundin, 1987). Baumjohann and Paschmann (1987) 
noted that any such interaction has aspects of both reconnection 
and viscous-like interactions, but is by its nature a non-steady 
process. 

Several investigations indicate that viscous-like interac
tions at the magnetopause boundary layer cannot explain the large 
cross polar cap potentials observed during negative IMF Bz inter
vals (e.g. Wygsnt et al., 1983; Mozer, 1984; and reviews by 
Cowley, 1982, 1984; and Baumjohann and Paschmann, 1987). 

According to the quasi-steady state reconnection concept 
(e.g., reviews by Axford, 1984; Sonnerup et al., 1981; Cowley, 
1982, 1984; Paschmann et al., 1986), when applied to the dayside 
magnetopause, the convective flow and associated dayside region 1 
current system are driven by the solar wind electric field ap
plied to an extended X-type neutral line at the magnetopause (cf. 
Stern, 1983; Saunders, 1989). 

Southwood (1987) considered the possibility that patchy or 
sporadic reconnection (cf. review by Galeev et al. , 1986), as 
evidenced by FTEs, at times could be the dominant mode of momen
tum transfer. This suggestion is strengthened by Galeev et al. 
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(1986), who considered a localized spontaneous process to be much 
more general and typical for the magnetopause than quasi-statio
nary reconnection (cf. also Schindler, 1979). According to the 
model of Southwood (1985, 1987), based on the Russell and Elphic 
(1979) concept, FTE-related isolated current tubes generate a 
twin vortex ionospheric flow pattern convecting through the 
dissipative ionosphere. The jxB force associated with the Peder
sen current in the central part of the tube, fed by field-aligned 
currents along the tube flanks, balances the frictional force due 
to ion-neutral collisions. The typical ionospheric scale size of 
the FTE-related tube should be a few hundred kilometers, based on 
a simple flux mapping from the magnetopause and flux conserva
tion. 

Alternative FTE concepts have been presented by Southwood et 
al. (1988) and Scholer (1988), arguing that enhancement and 
subsequent reduction in the reconnection rate could give rise to 
elongated shells of connected field lines which are consistent 
with the observed magnetopause FTE signatures. In these models 
there is nothing to determine the longitudinal scale size at the 
magnetopause. A similar longitudinal elongation at ionospheric 
heights is expected. An elongated FTE-related plasma configura
tion is also discussed by Lee and Fu (1985) and Lee et al. 
(1988), related to their multiple X-line reconnection model. 

Another FTE model with ionospheric predictions of relevance 
to the present observations has been reported by Kan (1988). FTEs 
are proposed to be initiated by a three-dimensional tearing of 
the magnetopause current sheet, with the intermittent nature 
determined externally by IMF fluctuations and internally regula
ted by the ionospheric line-tying effect. Among the inferred 
ionospheric signatures are intense, multiple, elongated field-
aligned current sheets and associated auroral arcs fanning out 
from the cusp region along enhanced convection channels, resul
ting in spiky electric field latitude profiles. The convection 
channel predicted by this model is different from the Southwood 
model since no convection reversal is introduced. Kan (1988) 
notes that the current intensity of the paired FTE field-aligned 
currents need not be equal. Quite to the contrary, a net field-
aligned current is expected in order to account for the twisted 
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field lines (Wright, 1987) indicated by the magnetopause observa
tions (Saunders et al., 1984). Related to this, we note that the 
HILAT case presented by Sandholt and Egeland (1988) indicate 
small or zero net field-aligned current associated with transient 
and quasi-periodic cusp structures similar to those discussed 
here. 

Moses et al. (1988) reported on DE-2 ion flow observations 
and model calculations of electric field concentrations along 
portions of the dayside polar cap boundary, collocated with cusp 
particle precipitation, which they call multiple "throats". They 
note that the transient, discrete auroral structures reported by 
Sandholt et al. (1986a) may well correspond to these electric 
field concentrations; both signatures considered possibly FTE-
related. 

The characteristics of the dayside auroral breakup events, 
reported here and elsewhere (cf. Introduction), i.e., the spatial 
and temporal scales, the quasi-periodic nature, the pattern of 
motion relative to the persistent cusp or cleft auroral arc, the 
strong relationship with the IMF orientation, the associated ion 
flow/E-field events as well as the magnetic signatures, we consi
der to be very strong evidence in favour of a transient, inter
mittent reconnection process at the dayside magnetopause that 
constitutes a plasma-field entity along which energy and momentum 
is transferred from the magnetosheath to the ionosphere in the 
poiar cusp and cleft regions. From the present observed cases we 
note in particular the following points: 
i) The motion pattern and the lifetime of the events seem to be 

determined by the IMF |By/Bj| ratio, i.e., the optical/radar 
events show due poleward motion, during IMF |Bv/B2 | < 1 
intervals, and are more short-lived than those with dominat
ing longitudinal motion, occurring during IMF |BY/BZ | > 1 
periods. This pattern agrees well with model predictions of 
the period of time that newly-opened flux tubes related to 
transient reconnection will impart momentum to the ionosphe
re, depending on their direction of motion. Flux tubes that 
move poleward into the polar cap do seem to wrap themselves 
sooner over the front of the lobe and hence impart momentum 
for a shorter time than those moving along the polar cap 
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boundary (cf. Southwood, 1987; Lockwood and Cowley, 1989; 
Lockwood et al., 19S8b). However, study of a larger number 
of events is needed in order to be conclusive on this point. 

ii) The discrete auroral luminosity seems to persist for as long 
as the predicted momentum transfer (2-10 minutes) and indi
cates the existence of " 1 kV potential drops between the 
magnetopause and the ionosphere, located near the flow 
reversal associated with the polar cap boundary. It is also 
interesting to notice that the red line emission also fades 
away when the momentum transfer stops. This could well be 
because the flow at the magnetopause turns super-Alfvénic, 
implying that the sheath particles can no longer reach the 
ionosphere down the open flux tube (Reiff et al., 1977). The 
geometrical limitation on the particle access to the iono
sphere applies directly only to ions since the electron 
thermal velocities are far above the tailward convection 
speed. However, as charge quasi-neutrality is generally 
obeyed in the cusp (Burch, 1985), the region of intense 
electron flux entry is normally limited to the ion entry 
region (cf. Newell and Meng, 1987). This observation strong
ly support the notion that the cleft/cusp particles generate 
the conductivity which enables the ionosphere to extract 
momentum from the magnetosheath flow via field-aligned 
currents along newly-connected flux tubes (P.H. Reiff, 
private communication 1988). That momentum is only coupled 
into the ionosphere in this relatively narrow region, has 
recently been deduced by Lockwood et al. (1988) and Lockwood 
and Cowley (1989) from the rapid response of convection to 
changes in the IMF, observed using EISCAT and AMPTE. 

iii) Fast westward motion was observed in the early phase of the 
09.20-09.25 UT (" 13.00 MLT) event, after the initial break
up near the cusp equatorwaird boundary. This fits well with 
the predicted field tension force for positive IMF B». After 
a few ninutes the westward motion decreased (cf. Figure 3), 
followed by mainly poleward drift in the fading phase of the 
arc, consistent with the effect of antisunward magnetosheath 
flow becoming increasingly important, as predicted by Saun
ders (1989). 
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iv) The longitudinal elongation of the optical events, i.e., 500 

km east-west times 50 km north-south, is in good agreement 
with the sheet geometry in Kan's model or in models of the 
effects of variations in reconnection rate (Southwood et 
al., 198S; Scholer, 1988) or of multiple X-lines {Lee and 
Fu, 1985; Lee et al., 1988). In the isolated flux tube model 
by Southwood (1987) the optical signature is expected to be 
coincident with the upward field-aligned current at the 
poleward boundary of the central ion flow region. This means 
that the discrete optical structure could represent a rather 
small fraction of the total latitudinal extent of the event, 
as is indicated by the simultaneous radar observations pre
sented here and by Lockwood et al. (1989) (cf. also point 
viii). 

v) Enhancements in the latitudinal potential drop across the 
radar field of view with peak values " 40-50 kV during IMF 
|Bv/B2 I > 1 intervals, coincident with the occurrence of the 

filamentary auroral field-aligned current structures, could 
be associated with temporal and spatial variations in the 
more large-scale region 1 current-cusp ourrtr.: system or 
more directly related to the discrete aurora, i.e., by 
constituting different elements of the FTE-related flux 
tubes proposed by Southwood (1987). During cases characteri
zed by IMF |B»/Bj | < 1 and poleward auroral and ion veloci
ties " 1-1.5 km/s, potential drops " 25-35 kV are inferred 
along the elongated arcs. Assuming the auroral arcs are 
associated with FTE flux tubes and that the luminosity marks 
their longitudinal scale, these potentials should be closely 
related to the FTE potentials. 

vi> The magnetic signatures of the 09.10 and 09.20 UT events 
reported here show monopolar H-component deflections related 
to Hall current filaments located near the discrete arcs. 
This observation could seem to be in favour of the sheet 
current model by Kan (1988). However, a more large-scale 
twin vortex convection pattern with less distinct magnetic 
signatures is usually involved. Bipolar H-component deflec
tions, indicating convection reversals, and the additional 
signatures consistent with the Southwood (1987) flow pat-
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tern (cf. also McHanry and Claur, 1988), are observed when 
the movement of the structure relative to the station is 
favourable, as in the 10.55-11.00 UT case (Figure 5c) and 
the Dec. 10, 1983 case shown in Figures Al and A2 (cf. also 
Oguti et al., 1938). We note that it is not surprising that 
the magnetic deflections do not look exactly like the pre
dictions of HcHenry and Clauer (1988) . The reasons are 
revealed by these combined radar-photometer-TV camera data, 
namely: events cause major changes in conductivity distribu
tions which are also far from uniform; events have a 2-phase 
motion, and not a uniform motion over the magnetometer, and 
events are sufficiently closely spaced that their effects 
are superposed (i.e. their repetition period can be less 
than the period for which they impart momentum to the ionos
phere) . 

vii) The recurrence time (3-15 minutes) and the local time dis
tribution (" 09-15 MLT) of the dayside auroral breakup 
events (cf. Sandholt et al., 1989a), combined with the above 
information on the related ion drift events, indicate the 
important contribution of the polar cusp and cleft regions 
in the overall momentum and energy transfer between the 
solar wind and the magnetosphere. For example, Lockwood et 
al. (1989) duduced the event at 10.50 UT is associated with 
a potential of at least 80 kV. Here we have deduced the 
optical structure alone is associated with a power of over 
10' W, deposited as Joule heating. In addition to dayside 
transient reconnection, other mechanisms could play an 
important role at the tail flanks, contributing to the total 
energy and momentum transfer to the magnetosphere (cf. 
Oguti, 1989). 

viii) Allowing for propagation delays between the IMP-8 satellite 
and the ionosphere, it is possible that the 09.10 and 09.20 
UT events could have been initiated by changes of the orien
tation of an IMF of constant amplitude, the IMP-8 satellite 
having observed temporary southeastward and northward excur
sions IB* still negative), respectively. These observations 
could be consistent with the idea that FTEs are associated 
with changes in the reconnection rate, caused by IMF flue-
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tuations, as proposed by Kan (1988), Southwood et al. 
(1988) and Scholer (1988). However, we note that studies of 
FTEs at the magnetopause have nearly always failed to find 
such IMF triggers and hence the variations in reconnection 
rate and the recurrence period have been thought to arise 
from an internal "magnetospheric clock", rather than from 
structure in the IMF. If anything, the observations presen
ted here imply that the internal clock may "lock on" to IMF 
changes if they are almost separated by the natural internal 
recurrence period of ' 8 min (Rijnbeek et al., 1984). 

4. SUMMARY 

Despite the considerable effort that has been made in the 
search for ionospheric signatures of flux transfer events in 
recent years, definitive experimental evidence has been difficult 
to obtain, although both ion drift events (cf. Goertz et al., 
1985; Todd et al., 1986, 1988a), optical observations (Sandholt 
et al., 1985, 1986a; Sandholt, 1987) and geomagnetic perturba
tions (Lanzerotti et al., 1986) have been interpreted in terms of 
FTEs. Simultaneous direct magnetopause and ground-based observa
tions of the phenomenon have not yet been documented although 
inferences have been made by Goertz et al. and Lockwood et al. 
(1988b). The search for ground magnetic signatures (cf. McHenry 
and Clauer, 1987) has been particularly embarrassing, in part due 
to difficulties in separating effects of solar wind dynamic pres
sure pulses and FTE signatures (cf. Friis-Christensen et al., 
1988; Farrugia et al., 1989), partly due to the small spatial (in 
latitude) and temporal scales of the central Hall current fila
ment, associated with the discrete auroral precipitation and the 
complex evolution and structure of these events. The rather con
fusing situation resulting from such problems has, in view of the 
high occurrence rate of the magnetopause phenomenon, led to a 
widespread scepticism concerning the existence of FTE signatures 
in ground-based data. We note that such signatures must exist, 
however, only when the evolution, motion and conductivity distri-
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bution and variation during the events are understood can they be 
identified with certainty. 

The observations reported here aiid by Lockwood et al. (1989) 
i.e., coordinated optical, ion drift and geomagnetic data, are 
considered to be strong evidence of transient reconnection at the 
dayside magnetopause, commonly referred to as FTEs. Furthermore, 
the observed relationship between the optical signature, called 
dayside auroral breakup events, and the ion drift observations is 
found to be consistent with a convecting twin-vortex flow/current 
pattern in the ionosphere, similar to that proposed by Southwood 
(1985, 1987). The geomagnetic signatures are also in accord with 
this interpretation. However, the detailed field-aligned current 
configuration during the events is not known at present. Diffe
rent configurations occur, associated with different IMF orienta
tions. The configuration shown in Figure 7 of this paper is one 
possibility. Related to this, we note that the details of the E-
field structure associated with the discrete auroral forms will 
be a major objective during forthcoming campaigns, based on 
observations with upgraded radar technique. 

Magnetic flux transfer rates (cf. Lockwood et al., 1989) and 
associated induced electric potentials, have been derived from 
the optical and ion drift data. 

The 3-10 minute period of the optical signature during the 
individual events appear to mark the time of momentum transfer t:> 
the cusp/cleft ionosphere. The optical observations, i.e., spec
tral composition and spatial structure, indicate the onset of 
field-aligned potential drops 1 kV between the magnetopaus» and 
the ionosphere during the events. 

The present results show that, in general, ionospheric 
signature of the transient magnetopause reconnection process is 
most easily identified in the optical data, due to the signifi
cant emission intensities relative to the background cusp/cleft 
emission, the specific motion pattern, the temporal scale and the 
good temporal and spatial resolution of the optical instruments. 
The present events would hardly been identified from the magneto
meter data alone, due to the small amplitudes in comparison with 
the background disturbance level in most cases, and the unsatis
factory station network. A dense (< 100 km) network of stations 
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is necessary in order to analyze the magnetic signatures proper
ly, as pointed out by McHenry and Clauer (1987) . 

The most characteristic features of the interplanetary 
magnetic field during the 2 hour period (12.30-14.30 MLT) series 
of events observed on 12 January, 1988, are the large By compo
nent, the stable amplitude and the changing orientation (IMP-8) 
few minutes preceeding some of the more pronounced event-s. Bz 
changed from large negative values (09.00-0930 UT) to fluctua
tions around zero later in the period. During the first part of 
the interval the recurrence period is about 7 min and this may 
indicate some role during the period of consistently southward 
IMF, of the IMF Br component in triggering the magnetopause 
instability leading to topological connection of interplanetary 
and geomagnetic field lines (cf. Galeev et al., 1986 and referen
ces therein). Other external influences on the magnetopause 
reconnection process, such as solar wind dynamic pressure varia
tions seem to be involved at times, but not always. In the ab
sence of external modulations of the recurrence rate, we expect 
events to regularly repeat due to an internal magnetospheric 
period of 8 min anyway. The 09.30-11.00 UT period shows events 
can be triggered individually with longer recurrence times (here 
" 20 min) by brief southward excursions of the IMF. 

APPENDIX 
Relationship between the optical and geomagnetic signatures 

Auroral intensities derived from photometer recording along 
the magnetic meridian is used to derive the characteristic energy 
and the energy flux of the precipitating electrons, assuming a 
Maxwellian energy distribution (cf. Rees and Luckey, 1974: Rees 
and Roble, 1986). This technique requires a stable aurora in 
magnetic zenith. In such cases ionospheric conductances ^an be 
estimated from the optical spectral information. In the first 
step we derive the electron energy flux (e) and the characteris
tic energy (a = E.v./2) of the electron energy distribution 
function. The following formulas from Rees and Roble 11986) are 
us .'d: 
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4n 1(630.0 inni [R] = 420-a"°'9-e [ergs cm~ 2s" 1] (Ala) 

4n 1(427.8 nml [R] = 213•c°' 0 7 3 5•E [ergs cm~ 2s" 1] (Alb) 

4 n I f 6 3 0 - ° n m ) = 2.0 • of 1 (Ale) 
4n 1(427.8 nm) 

where a is given in keV. Relations Ala-lc apply to the range 
0.1 < a < 2.0. When using formulas Alb-lc in deriving electron 
precipitation parameters related to the dayside aurora one must, 
however, take into account the possible contribution to the 427.8 
r.m emission from resonance scattered sunlight. In the present 
work we checked the possible contamination from scattered sun
light by calculating the electron spectral parameter a using the 
red to green line ratio and comparing with Eq. Ale ( Rees and 
Luckey, 1974). 

The height-integrated conductivities te and Za are then 
derived by the following formulas from Robinson et al. (1987): 

40E a (keV) ... , . 
£ (mho) = _ • E 1 ' (erg cni s x) (A2a) 

P 16 • E 2 

ave 
E„(mho) = 0.45 IE, ) 0 - 3 5 E„(mho) (A2b) 
fl ave r 

Assuming a belt current with infinite length and finite 
width in the ionosphere and that the ground magnetic field per
turbation is due to the Hall component of the ionospheric cur
rents (equivalent to an assumption that the conductivity hetero
geneity is not significant, or the current is infinitely long; 
cf. Fukushima, 1969; Friis-Christensen, 1986), the horizontal 
(Bu1 and vertical (B*) components of the deflection vector on the 
ground can be expressed as (BioL-Savart's law): 

f 2 
_B 1 L g /(2n) V E h/(h +X 
H o 1 J H N 

2 
) dX (A3a) 

Xl 
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2 2 
J3 l u g /(2a) Z E x/(h +X ) dx (A3b) 

Z o 2 J H N 

where h represents the current altitude, and the integration by 

dX is carried out across the current belt. 

For the ground reflection factors we use gi = ga = 1 (A 

current sheet lying above a perfectly conducting Earth corre

sponds to gi = 2, gz = 0). Assuming a uniform current belt, 

relations A3a and A3b can be written as follows: 

iB H (nT) 1 200.(tan" 1(X 2/h)-tan"
1(X 1/h))E H(mho)-E N(V/m) (A4a) 

iB z (nT) 1 -200•(ln((h2+X2)/(h2+X^) EH<mho> • E (V/m) (A4b) 

The above indicated procedure will then be applied to the 

09.20-09.25 UT auroral event. The westward moving auroral struc

ture (Figures 3A,B) reached the photometer scanning plane around 

09.21.35 UT and caused the photometer intensities at 09.21.50 UT 

as given in Table 1. The corresponding electron parameters (a and 

e) and the resulting ionospheric conductances are also noted in 

the Table. During the next minute the photometer intensities were 

slowly decreasing and the intensity peaks moving towards the 

magnetic zenith (" - 10° SZ). In the calculations here we have 

not corrected for the effect that the aurora was located slightly 

off the magnetic zenith. From Table 1 we notice a decrease of En 

from 3.0 to 0.4 mho within the 70 second interval considered. 

In the naxt step we insert typical values for Hall conduc

tance, northward electric field (E.i) and latitudinal extent of 

the resulting Hall current belt for the 09.22-09.23 UT interval. 

For EH we use 1 mho as an average value. The radar measured En 1 

150 mV/m (3 km s-l westward drift) in gates 6, 7, and 8 (cf. 

Figures 1 and 2) at 09.23.10 UT. A decrease of EN from " 15C- to 

50 mV m"l (3 to 1 km s -' westward ion flow) was observed from 

gates 6 to 4. Thus, a Hall current belt characterized by the 

average values Ea = 1 mho, EN = 150 mV nr' and latitudinal extent 

of 200 km (from 250 km to 50 km south of Ny Ålesund) is derived 

fron the optical and radar measurements. Inserting these values 
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in formula A4a,b we obtain: dBa = 20 nT and ±Bz = - 50 nT. The 

observed peak values at this time are ^H = 30 nT and ^Z = - 45 

nT, i.e., deviation from the background perturbation (cf. Figure 

5B). The negative D-component is consistent with a tilted cur

rent/flow pattern with respect to geographic east-west, as indi

cated schematically in Figure 7b. 

The relationship between the optical and magnetic events is 

illustrated by the additional case reported in Figures Al and A2. 

Figure Al shows scanning photometer traces for a 25 min period 

near local noon (" 08.30 UT) on Dec. 10, 1983, elucidating a 

characteristic behaviour of the optical events. These photometer 

records were obtained at Longyearbyen, " 115 km to the south of 

Ny Ålesund (nearly along tha magnetic meridian). The zenith angle 

position corresponding to 630.0 nm emission at 250 km altitude 

above Ny Ålesund (magnetometer site, cf. Figure A2) is marked on 

the horizontal axis of the photometer stack plot. Notice the 

initial equatorward excursion of discrete emission maximizing at 

08.18 UT, well equatorward of the pre-existing cusp arc (close to 

the latitude of Hornsund), followed by a poleward motion and 

subsequent decay around 08.23 UT, close to the latitude of Ny 

Ålesund. The average velocity of poleward motion during this 5 

min interval was 1.1 km s- l. The associated magnetic deflection 

at Ny Ålesund maximized at 08.18 UT, with ^H 1 50 nT and negative 

&D and AZ, consistent with an eastward Hall current filament 

located to the south of the magnetometer station. 

At this time the Hornsund magnetograms show a similar H-

component peak as in Ny Ålesund, but with &Z nearly zero, indi

cating a Hall current filament overhead, associated with the 

discrete aurora, A smaller initial negative H-deflection maxi

mized (in amplitude) at Hornsund at 08.14 UT (cf. also the Ny 

Ålesund trace in Figure A2), indicative of a poleward moving 

vortex pattern during the event. 

The equatorward excursion of the discrete emission relative 

to the pre-existing cusp arc equatorward boundary in the early 

phase of the event (08.14-08.18 UT) is in accordance with FTE 

model predictions of an initial equatorward bulge on the polar 

cap boundary (cf. Cowley, 1986, his Figure 13A). 

An ilternat .ve interpretation is that the initial phase with 
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equatorward auroral expansion is produced by a solar wind dynamic 

pressure pulse, although no indication is seen in the ISEE-2 

magnetosheath magnetic field data. In any case, the subsequent 

poleward motion is most likely FTE-related. ISEE-2 observations 

of the external magnetic field, within the magnetosheath, show 

the following values during the time of the observations reported 

above: Bu = - 30 nT, By = 21 nT, Bx ~_ 0 nT, BT = 39 nT (cf. also 

Sandholt et al., 1986a, their Figure la). 
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Table 1 Discrete aurora and ionospheric conductances 

UT 1(630.0) 1(427.8) El.energy El. energy Er E» 
(zenith (keV) flux (mhos) (mhos 
angle) (ergs cm"2 s-') 

9:21:50 6.8 kR 1.6 kR 
^•"•SZ) (28»SZ) 

9:23:00 4.5 KR 0.5 kR 
(18-SZ) (23°SZ) 

0.5 8 

0.2 

6.6 3.0 

2.5 1.7 0.4 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. The relative orientations of the southern half of the 

scan covered by the photometers at Ny Ålesund (dashed line), and 

the two azimuths employed by the EISCAT CP-4 experiment. The open 

circles are the points for each range gate, midway between the 

two azimuths, to which the vector data are ascribed. Also shown 

are the locations of magnetometers at Ny Ålesund (NA), Hornsund 

(H), Bj®rntfya (B), and Tromsø (T). The locations of 630.0 nm 

emissions, for an assumed altitude of 250 km, are shown for 

various zenith angles (positive northward) at Ny Ålesund. 

Fig. 2. Photometer and EISCAT observations on 12 January, 1988. 

The panels show the intensity of (a) 630.0 nm and (b) 557.7 nm 

emissions as a function of zenith angle (zero corresponding to 

overhead at Hy Ålesund) and universal time. Panel (c) shows the 

observed ionospheric flow vectors, (d) the potential, vin, obser

ved across the north-south extent of the EISCAT field-of-view and 

panels (e)-(i) show the 10-second line-of-sight velocities (posi

tive away from radar) observed in gates 1-5; circles being for 

azimuth 1, crosses for azimuth 2. The locations of the equator-

ward boundary of the persistent cusp-like emission as well as the 

transient arcs at 09.09-09.12 and 09.20-09.27 UT, are marked in 

panel (c). These estimates are obtained from the optical data, 

assuming emission altitudes of 250 and 130 km (lower border) for 

the red and the green lines, respectively. 

Fig. 3A. All-sky TV picture sequence of discrete auroral forms 

within 09.19.40-09.24.45 UT in zenith angle-geographical azimuth 

coordinates. 

Fig. 3B. Auroral intensity contours in geographical coordinates 

for the picture sequence shown in Fig. 3A, obtained from digital 

TV inages and assuming the lower border of the discrete aurora at 

130 km altitude. The optical observation site at !ly Ålesund (IJYA) 

with the photometer scanning plane and the magnetometer stations 

at Hornsund (HSD) are marked in the Figure. 
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Fig. 4. Schematical illustration of the local time distribution 

(panel a) of the discrete optical events (solid curved arrows) as 

well as the detailed time history of one individual event (09.20-

09.27 UT on 12 January, 19881. Panel a is based on observation 

from one single ground station as it moves with the earth f i-or. 

pre-noon to post-noon hours (not snapshot). The real recurrence 

time for these events is much shorter than indicated in the 

sketch. 

Fig. 5A. Horizontal component magnetograms from Ny Ålesund, 

Bjørnøya and Tromsø (cf. Fig. 1 for locations) with arrows mark

ing three major optical/radar events drscussed in the text. 

Fig. 5B. Z, D, and H-component magnetograms from Ny Ålesund. 

Fig. 5C. Z, D, and H-component magnetograms from Hornsund. 

Arrows mark three major optical/radar events discussed in the 

text. 

Fig. 6. IMP-8 IMF data: Total field (Bi), and IMF orientation 

expressed in GSE azimuth (v) and latitude (ø) angles are shown in 

the three panels, respectively. 

Fig. 7. Panel (a) shows sketch of typical time development of 

latitudinal (Jtn) and longitudinal (}ro) potential drops across 

the radar field of view as well as scanning photometer trace of 

the simultaneous discrete aurora, ti and tt mark auroral breakup 

and subsequent photometer intensification, respectively. Panel 

(b) shows two simplified snapshots of ion flow pattern and rela

tionship with discrete auroral arc in two phases during a typical 

event (compare panel (c)l. Radar field of view and photometer 

scanning plane are marked in the figure. Panel (c) shows a meri

dian cross section of the cusp/cleft region with downward field-

aligned current (IMF B< > 0) in the persistent arc and filamen

tary current system coupled with the discrete, transient aurora 

further north. 
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Fig. Al. North-south meridian-scanning photometer profiles of 

the red oxygen line at 630.0 nm (left panel) and the blue band 

(IJ2 ) at 427.8 nm (right panel) obtained from Longyearbyen, Sval

bard. Arrows in the left panel mark the spans in zenith angle and 

time of a transient auroral event. The zenith angle position of 

250 km altitude aurora above Ny Ålesund is indicated on the 

horizontal axis in the left panel (from Sandholt et al., 1986a). 

Fig. A2. H, D, and Z-component magnetograms from Ny Ålesund for 

December 10, 1983. The duration of the photometer event shown in 

Figure Al is marked by horizontal bars in each panel. 
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ELECTRODYNAMICS OF THE POLAR CUSP IONOSPHERE; A CASE STUDY 
P. E. Sandholt, B. Jacobsen, B. Lybekk, and A. Egeland 
Department of Physics, University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway 

P. F. Bythrow 

Applied Physics Laboratory, Johns Hopkins University, Laurel, 
Maryland 

D. A. Hardy 

Air Force Geophysics Laboratory, Hanscom Air Force Base, 
Massachusetts 

Abstract. By using continuous ground-
based observations of polar cusp auroras 
and electromagnetic parameters obtained 
from satellites in polar orbit, elec-
trodynatnic processes in the polar cusp 
have been investigated. HILAT satellite 
measurements of magnetic field, precipi
tating electrons and ion drift components 
above auroral structures observed from 
the ground permit detailed investigations 
of the cusp ionosphere. Information on 
Birkeland currents, Poynting flux, height 
integrated Pedersen conductivity and 
Joule heat dissipation rate has been 
derived. Similar latitudinal structures 
were observed from HILAT (electron preci-
p ;Cation/ion drift) and in the simultan
eous photometer profiles obtained from 
the ground "200 km to the east of the 
satellite pass. Intermediate scale (tens 
of kilometers) structures of enhanced 
electron precipitation (peak energy flux 
"10 ergs/em's (0.01 W/m 1I and average 
energy "0.1 keV), strong northward elect
ric fields (peak values "200 asV/n) , and 
Birkeland current densities "10 tiA/m* 
were observed. Rather complex patterns of 
Birkeland currents were connected to 
these structures. From correlated latitu
dinal variations in electric and magnetic 
field components the downward directed 
Poynting flux and the 
heat dissipation rate 
auroral forms could 
dissipation rate in 
structure was found to 
higher than the electron energy input 
rate. The satellite pass occurred within 
an interval (interplanetary magnetic 
field (IHF) BJ < 0> characterized by a 
series of poleward moving auroral struc
tures least-west motion not resolved by 
the present technique*, each appearing at 
the cusp equatorward boundary. The suro-
rsl forms were dominated by red oxygen 
emission (1610.0 r.m/1557.7 nm ' 5 and 

Copyright 1989 by the American Geophysi
cal Union 

Paper number B8JA0 3669. 
0148 022//H9/8BJA 01669SO«J.OO 

ionospheric Joule 
within one of the 
be estimated. The 
the center of this 
be a factor of 2 

1630.0 nm " 5 kR), which is typical in 
the cusp region. 

1. Introduction 

The mechanisms of plasma entry from 
the magnetosheath and the detailed role 
of the polar cusp in these processes are 
not clear at present. Thus. the plasma 
transfer problem and the electromagnetic 
effects in the polar cusp ionosphere are 
important tasks for future study [cf. 
Paschmann, 1984J. 

This study concentrates on electric 
field and current characteristics of the 
cusp ionosphere, based on observations 
during one event. 

A systematic classification of auroral 
arcs in different time sectors, according 
to their B field and current characteris
tics has been carried out by Marklund 
11984]. His two main categories, Birke
land current and polarization arcs, are 
differentiated by the relative contri
butions to the horizontal E field across 
the arc from the two current continuity 
mechanisms, Birkeland currents and pola
rization electric fields. His study was 
based on radar and rocket electric field 
observations. 

Doyle et al. (1986] investigated the 
electrodynamics of an early morning 
sector auroral form, based on HILAT 
magnetic field and electron precipitation 
measurements. 'sing the current conti
nuity equation .ju a -v-(£ E>1 and esti
mated values o' the field-aligned current 
density and the conductivity, they cal
culated the electric f. .Id profile across 
the auroral form. The result could then 
be checked against the retarding poten
tial analyzer/drift meter measurements on 
HZLAT. In general, large-scale features 
were found to be well represented by the 
calculations. 

Vickrey et al. [1986) investigated the 
electrodynamics of summer and winter 
hemisphere structures with scale sizes 
between 3 and 80 km, using data from the 
drift meter and magnetometer on HILAT. In 
the summer cases they found that, in 
general, due to high and relatively 
homogeneous conductivity the >* v B term 
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SVALBARD DEC.10,1983 
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Via. la. North-south meridian photometer scans of auroral emissions at 
630.0 nil (Oil and 427.8 nm (Hi•1 observed from Longyearbyen (LYR), Sval
bard during an ll-min period (0801-0812 UT) Including the HILAT pass at 
the Longyearbyen latitude which occurred at '0B04 UT (compare Figure 2). 
The equatorward boundary of the midday aurora and the poleward moving 
individual forms are marked in the right panel, while the calibration 
scales arr otven on the top. 
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. n,d . i n 1 • it r . i t w 1 r ti r he 7 N 1 *- h- i t 
I j . MJ' I» 10 it r ••• •• i n t . i - «. , 1, r r he IUJ " 

1 1 n\. • I, 1 - jh- r t h i J. H i , • 1,. 1 i j y . (1 j i n ' I . » I . 

1 •- presented by the elect r 
flux (coiipare sect Lou 4) . 

Obsei vai i oris 
This study is concentrated on the time 

period 0803 C805 UT, when HILAT p4ssvd 
above the polar cusp aurora (Figure 1J at 
-an altitude of 300 km 'cougars- sect i%-u 
"J! , and slightly to the west of Svalbard, 
close to the magnetic midday (1107 MLT) 
meridian (compare Figure 2) . Figure 1 
pt es--prs the data an qui: »-d from the f out -
-hai.ntl in» ridi an scanning photometer 
system at Longyearbyen (LYR), Sval bard 
(geographic coordinates: 78.2°N, 1S.7°E; 
yt.-ragiit t ic coordinates: 74.4°, 130.9° ). 
With this inst rumeni we observed t he 
imJd-'iy aur ora within the t ange 70* -80^ 
cjc-omagnec ir latitude. Local magnetic noon 
•it rhe optical recording sit*: corresponds 
r..-. "08 30 UT. 

Figure 1 t-hows the-
dings around the rime 
pass thr ough the cusp 
cer'.a i 11 characteristic 
variations of thu aurot* 

photomet.t 1 recor 
of t.he s.itel 1 i» -:• 
r «gi 01,. W* not i > e 
r ime and :;pac 
w i t li ri 1 he 11 

min period 
Figur t- la . 
obiji'i ved , ei 
war d l-ound.it 

(0801 0813 »T> -ov r r«-d in 
A s e r i e s "f s t 1 i i c tu r cu i v 

fh a p p e a r i n g a t thr- e i ] u a t o r -
/ of t h e pr- ex • :> t i n g lu in ino 

lew.n d . .i i r y and t h u n moving [ w l e w - m l , AldO 
r i ' i i i i i . r.hi (.-iiuatcu w.it ij Dot ion ^f t.h-
e q u a t o r ward a u r o r a l b o u n d a r y . Th. move-
flu-iil btffu^^n 0800 and 0 8 t 0 I'T cot t .•Kpniul:; 
t o a d 1 s p l a cement » u r of 1 di-g. CP*I p.- r 
h o u r . B.-tKHfii 0804 and 080b UT two op t i 
r .1 L p - a k s a 1 e o b s e r v e J , o n e or' »-a<-h :J id'* 
of t h e i-oin t h (cun.p.tre F ig-Ji e l b ) . S r r u c 

http://li.il.-of
http://rypM.it
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ALL SKY PHOTO 
(630nm) 

0 10 20 30 
LONGITUDE 

t-ig. 2 . Cusp auroia (red oxygen 1 ines a r 
t.?6.0 nml above Svalbard, at 0R04.4S UT. 
l>^cemb*L 10, 1933, photographed l.y an 
i .iidcjE ; in rnsi I i .J al 1 sky . an>t i a in 
Fjimgyra* oyeti (white cross in ih.* e n i f r} . 
Tin: light i urens i t ies (digit i/.ed f i mr. 
photogr apt i ic f i LIT ) have b.-. n p.* o j.-et f i 
down r o a (lat Rar th. wit;, i J.-' jeo.jr aph i > 
f«n;.|ijin,iu:s 'uiik.-d ili i !jt- f ijnir. Tl.e 
iijniniu] lit- .; t. 1 on •>( i '. i,. a.gy.- i - by- n 
p h o t or.-.: t *. r jy:-i.. .p (da ;li.-. .J ] i i - r 1. - >--.IJ), 
r>i-. ,:.-n i ; .'."i i u.J t hr UTT.AT r t i _, n m y 
( d a s l a i lit;- i. !«.u t . ] * t i . . . ... i ) 11 •• 

-.h-.wi,. Wfi:i i •::- -tl.M.y • h- H T T A T t r i '" 
i. .li k i > h, t r..if .1 t ;• i.i 1 n - •- •. iir . 1 ^ . 
•if ffiv . ; . ! [ - ' ; . * • «i :)::04 •!•• ; ' T . n ;.. .i. 
' i t- as L ny n i d in:; i y row inl TI.RII. I i . w. -;i 
W.w-r '• i ; -"t i.- i • i ; li r h i -•<!.,- . | i 

v i a •;*. ns t i i v i i y •• r ru,- boundar y id i I,. 
• ,.. I.i ot . i. w 

lure 2 almost disappeared W t w ^ . j CtfC4:ir 
(satellite pass, compare F i gmt- li and 
0804 : 40 UT (compare green 1 i ne > , wh i le 
stractuic i appeared di i<i 0804 :T5 ''T 
(satellite pass 0804:41 t.'T) . A -.imi].it, 
but moro pt onoijnced optimal .-vent , with 
the 1 um m o s i t y -revi ng f •• t t ln r noi th , 
'ii'i:uij.!d 10 mir. after the sa" 1 I i f •• pans . 

Th'- s p e c i a l ratio Tf. 10.0 nm/1 f-v.' . ** w 
tor r hone fw., r .-aks C I O K H r. i i h-1 .'• 'i i h 
.it 0804: 10 UT W H S "S. The 1 u:» i im.i i 'y 
shows a i at her sharp equ.it ea w*j d I \>un 
daiy. in contrast to the n.oi •- graduil 
<J< <. r ease r • -war >j » he nor t h . 

Figure I -ihows Hil.AT mi».i!inr.ments ••» 
lun drift l.-.i:it we*.t component ) .i: w- II 
.ir. .']."Mpin pt •••• i pi i ai jon (.iv. i nj. ,-»i • 
gy . ••n«-r -i / I lux numl i j f!»].*., il. i iv. <l 

from r he spectrum of precipitating el-'C 
trons fram 20 eV Lo 20 keV] . Positive 
drift velocity component vj. (westward E/B 
dtiftl corresponds to northward electric 
field, w i th 1 km/s equivalent to "T>0 
mV/m. 

From the magnetometer trace Br in i h*-
second panel of F.igute 3 local valuer; of 
Birkeland current density can !ie derived, 
using the infinite current -sheet apptoxi 
mation. Posit i ve gradient. in R, (along 
the satellite trajectory) mean* dowuwai 1 
curi er.r. flow. 

From the propert ies of the downward 
(zenith detector) electron flux the cusp 
region is deEined by the two ver trial 
lines in the f igure. Wi thin this lar j t u 
dinal region a hell. of enhanced red 
auroral emissions i s observed ft ompate 
Figure 1 ) . The election energy flux in 
the cusp, as defined in Figure 3. is 
between 10" and IO"1 k«-v7 fcm* ir s) iui 
1 0 - J - 1 0 - - W/nr1 » 1 10 tugs/ (cm-'::) > with 
average energies generally "0.1 k.7. 
Three of the most prominent pi ecipitar ion 
structures are marked by labels 1 to 3. 
F.lectron energy spectra from these ie 
gions of flux enhancements show distinct 
shoulders at '100-300 eV and as high as 
'600 eV (compare Figure 4 ) . Figure 5 
shows the relationship between the north* 
ward elect r i c field, obta i ned f r UPI I he 
ion drift data, and the eastward magnet le 
def leet ion for t he dotual cusp p a s s , 

The geometry of the observations from 
the ground and above the ioim^phere i •: 
illustrated in Figure 6. We have focused 
on the three main auroral stin: lures ob 
ser ved at d i f f *- ( < nt ^en i th angles (eom 
pare Figure l b ) , with the similar pr er i 
pi f ati on scruclur^s shown in Figure 1. 
Repress ntat ive v.ilu.-s «F ili.- different 
pat amttei s observed in fe.ii HI .• 3 ar-
given to the r ight in !•" i gut t 6. 

fn section 4 we will concentrate some
what" on feature 3, lot at- J i.los» to tin 
curp ..quatorwaid boundaiy. TI.-: total 
widih ol that struktur-- is ' **> \n. All 
three f I U K .;lihau'-.em^;n* :m- ar» a-asoei.i'td 
with :;t t ong i m ens i f i cat i -re. .jf t h- w. st 
wai i ilt i 11 vel oe i i y and hon.-e eiihane. d 
no i t hwar >l el ̂ >tr ic f i e 1 I, i >-• ich i ng p. ,k-
va ] ues br r w.en 1 ~>T- and "r>0 mV/ :• r.i i r s •>( 
t 1 •• J •! a 1 i gin d -ur r .. r s in ! 1. - ;,inii r • 
oi on:; ate ubi-ervid, w.ih 1. -i\r '• i y v.ilue^ 
"10 lA-'m', T'ii;se at - --v- - i up.v 1 oi i 
large s-a 11.- backgr on rid d- «wnwat 1 e m n ni 
ol '1 i.A/.V. Thi s cur r • nt c m be ass > 
eiated with a daysiiU extension "f * liu 
R. gioix I cuitent system. The. ,iv ivjf B» 
) t ..nd pol eward ol the cusp i nd i >-ar. s a 
|.;s-, ini.nse i w< rage vtlu-- "0.2 i A/n' ) 
upward I'uiient rli.'r» . 

i . Discus:; i ui 

The opt i r a l and par L i c i t oln.t-i vat i ons 
pr< l e n t e d in the p r e v i o u i . ••.ect ion were 
d. ; -i ip d a-: po la r cusp d a t a , '"oneei r, i ng 
ili> d. ( i n i i ions of i tit cusp and e l . f t 
r t •! i >n:i . r > spei : ' i v.-l y , w. r t f . i i o He i k 
k i i a I 118'.. p. t:<">i : 
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WEST 75km 

EAST 
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oooaoo 
110*47 

7*5 

0&0400 
11.0727 

76.4 

K.g 
v a l 
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,Tupi Ion dr i f i t i i i n i v i T s e t o t h e 
•oi i t-apoud Lng t o wes twa i d dt i f r ) . 
on ol t h e Poynr. j ng t l u • j • i »-«. • I U I I • J i i n e f <J J U L J I I I J i i «*« • 

(Mldd! -1 M.igneC i •: f i e l d - a s t w.;si; •• mpon.. 
wi i t - I ) , ut i UMS i n d i c a t e t h e d i r e c t lun uf Rt 
!Boi toml E l e c t r o n p r e c i p i t i n i on d a t a i n \f 
11 i|y (k iV) , r i m r g y f l u x (k»;V C P ' - ' : J I • s ' > 
Humb.-is 1, 2. .iifl 3 mark th-- l a t i t u d i n a l 1 
t in» i w i t h i n t h e <_usp ( c o m p a i e F i g u r e s 1 
bi r..i 1 vt l o C H y i s 7 . 4 km/s . HLAT i s s u b s * 
g. omagn** t u 1 .i • i t u d e . ) 

S . l t f t l 
Vi-i i. 

l it d -
tkrl.t 
g a r i 
and n 
Duat i 
. 5 , 
t ~ ] I i 

l i t e 
i c a l 

• f l e e t i 
ltd •-ur 
h^.it: s 
uinbnr 
OI1S o f 
j n d M 

t a j e c u 
• u i ows 

oris (po 
i e-nts. 
i . i ~> r ;• : 

f l U A <CI 
t h r t - e 

. Th^ s 
o r d i n a l 

i nd i : 

dt e l 
n s t i ii 
1 i i e u 
Of t >rCt 

flic i l » : ( r i s r he low a l t i t u d e t e 
g i u n a i o u n d noon of a b o u t 100 eV 
€• I. - t t rin ptrrtpttation a s s o c i a t e d 
w i t h 6100A e m i s s i o n , but c o n t a i n i n g 
•t 1 s o s i c U"~ t ur ftl f p . i t m * s <>f hi gher 
• • l i r H ] y . Th*- L-iJ' p I :. i l fflol r J <ji 'I 1 1 
z.iI r •••! ion rn-rti no>»r, w i t h i n t 1.• 
f 11-1 r i ' h , i i , i r i . i i / . - , | by li.w i u » gy 
pr • • i p i t .tt ii>i. -ul y hav m g i •• 
l i l U i T f t c .n i l or .11 .11 »H , b u t " f I.» It 
d t s p l ay i ng i r r e g u l a r t» h.iv n>ur . 

p r e s u m a b l y a s s o c i a t e d w i t h t !.<• 
m a g n e t I C c u s p . 

The f i r s t VIKING r e s u l t s show t hi 
f u l l o w i n g d i s t i n g u i s h ing c h a r a r t c n . t i i ** 
of t he i u s p - p r o p e r " , l o r . u .-.J in t h»-
1100 1300 MI.T s e c t o r lef . R. l .ui idin . 1 
a l . F i r s t r e s u l t s from t h e V i k i n g p a t 
t i d e e x p e r >• «nt , aubmi 11 ed t o Phys it .1 
j c r i p t a , 1 9 8 6 ) : (1) The h o i p l a s m a shows 
m i n u t e s i g n a t u r e s of p n e r g w . i t i n n , t i n 
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Fig. 5. Electric field north-south (posi
tive northward) andmagnetic field east-
west {positive eastward) components for 
the HILAT pass discussed in this paper. 
The electric field component has been 
derived from the ion drift component dis
played in Figure 3. 

tures of Birkeland current and electric 
field are consistent with the general 
statistical results for the actual IMF 
orientation {Bz < 0; By > 0) [cf. Potemra 
and Zanetti, 1985]. Whether the Birkeland 
current close to the equatorward cusp 
boundary flows on closed or open field 
lines is an open question [cf., e.g. , 
Bythrow et al., 1981]. 

The large-scale features in the west
ward ion drit*, and the eastward magnetic 
deflection components are well correla
ted, indicating that the ionospheric 
Pedersen current constitutes the Birke
land current closure. 

The smaller-scale structures in magne
tic deflection and ion drift associated 
with precipitation features 1 and 2 in 
Figure 3 are more complex than in struc
ture 3 (compare section 4). In structures 
1 and 2 the E field peaks are displaced 
toward the north of the central line 
separating the upgoing and downgoing 
Birkeland currents. 

A superposition of the smaller-scale 
structures on the large-scale pattern of 
currents seems to be a natural inter
pretation of the present measurements. As 
a consequence, the ion drift peaks in 
structures 1 and 2 seem to be associated 
with upward directed Poynting flux 
(northhward E field and westward magnetic 
deflection), as illustrated in Pigures 3 
and 5. Upgoi.iq Poynting flux has been 
observed earlier in auroral breakup 
events [cf. Primdahl et al., 1986]. Their 
interpretation is that kinetic energy 
transferred to the neutral atmosphere can 
subsequently be converted to electric 
rnerqy and delivered back to the magneto-
sphere. 

4 . Calculat ions 
In this section MC Are going to focus 

•n the electrodynamics of structure 3, 
showing onhancrd electron energy flux. 

optical emission intensities, electric 
field and field-aligned current density 
(compare Figures 3, 5, and 6). 

Figure 5 shows a remarkably good cor
relation between the By and E» profiles 
across the arc. The two curves are almost 
exactly overlapping within the arc. 

An analytical expression for the rela
tionship between these parameters follows 
from the general current continuity equa
tion. In a Cartesian coordinate system 
with the x, y, and z axes pointing toward 
north, east and downward, respectively 
and assuming <S/<5y 1 0 , we obtain [c£. 
Bythrow et al., 1980; Sugiura et al., 
1984) 

DEC.10.t983. 605UT 
CUSP ELECTRODYNAMICS 

AB _ 

i M 

jZ. 3°° 

GEOMAGNETIC LATITUDE 
Fig. 6. Illustration of three structures 
within the cusp region as observed from 
the ground (scanning photometers) and 
from satellite HILAT at 830 km altitude. 
Columns mark the locations of enhanced 
auroral emissions (compare Figure 1) 
associated with electron precipitation 
maxilla (compare Figure 3). Also shown are 
the north-south electric field profile in 
structure 3 and pairs of Birkeland cur
rents inferred from the east-west magne
tic deflections in Figure 3. Representa
tive values of northward electric field, 
Birkeland current density, electron ener
gy flux, auroral emission intensity and 
Joule heat dissipation rate in structure 
3 arc given to the right. Directions of 
magnetic deflection, electric field and 
Poynting vector above the ionosphere, in 
the center of structure 3 are shown in 
the upper left corner. 
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-i ^ V 
p <5x 

(1) 
y 6x 

Equation (1) can be integrated to give 

A B y ( x ) = <£„ E-. 12) 

where ABJ- is the difference between the 
measured magnetic field and the Earth's 
dipole field. 

From the assumptions d/Ay " 0 and yxE 
" 0 it follows that Ey " const. A good 
correlation between A B * and Ex then indi
cates that the gradients in the Hall and 
Pedersen conductivities at the equator-
ward arc boundary are negligible. T h u s , 
we have 

I' >: E (x) 
'•p x 

+ const (3) 

where Ys> '_ const. With A B in nanoteslas, 
E in millivolts per meter, and >j> in 
mh o s , (3) reads [cf. Smiddy et a l . , 1980] 

AB inT>=l-25>. {mho)E xtmV/m) + const (4) 

Equation (4) presupposes that effects of 
neutral winds can be ignored. From Figure 
5 w e obtain >lp " 0 . 8 mho for the case 
studied here. (The A B * and E* curves 
overlap each other within the arc, indi
cating that 1.25 )j> 1) . This value may 
be checked against the empirical formula 
obtained by Robinson et a l . [1987] 

)i (mhos) 
P 16+E 

— J 
2 E 

Thus, 
ward 

within structure 3 we have a down-
Poynting flux with the amplitude 

the ionospheric 
rate, which is 
a factor of 2 
of the maximum 

approximately equal to 
Joule heat dissipation 
"2x10- 2 W/m 2. This is 
higher than the value 
electron energy flux in the same region 
of space. One mode of energy dissipation 
in the ionosphere which has been neglec
ted in (6c) is the acceleration of the 
neutral atmosphere. 

Current continuity at the arc equator-
ward boundary gives the following expres
sion for the northward electric field 
within the arc [cf. Marklund, 1984]: 

E 
'•p E 
— E 
.A x 

>;u >:, 
p 

where the values inside and outside the 
arc are marked by super-scripts A and E, 
respectively. 

Based on the observed good correlation 
between AB* and E» we have already con
cluded that conductivity gradients and 
associated polarization electiic fields 
play a minor role in the electrodynamics 
of this arc. This is so because of the 
soft particle precipitation in the midday 
cusp compared to other local time sectors 
of the auroral oval, where conductivity 
gradients and polarization effects are 
much more important [cf., e.g., Doyle et 
al., 1986], Thus, (7) is reduced to 

* * JM 

with the average energy E« in keV and the 
energy flux Jr in ergs/(cra2s>. Three 1-s 
spectra within structure 3 (Figure 4) 
give the following » values, obtained 
from (5) when taking into account elec
trons with energies above 500 eV (cf. 
Robinson et al., 1987): 0.7, 0.5 and 0.4 
•ho. The somewhat higher value (0.8 mho) 
inferred fron ion drift and Magnetic 
field Measurements is consistent with 
some contributions from electrons below 
500 eV (M. H. Rees, private communica
tion, 1986>. 

Fro» the satellite measurements we 
make the following estimate of the Poynt-
ing flux vector associated with the 
northward E field <ind the eastward magne
tic deflection in the center of structure 
3: 

I* « n l £ x rf o 

', " "o ' B x A 
Using (3) we obtain 
„ - . » 2 

(6a) 

(6b) 

In our case Jji (A/m) = j| i (A/m 2) AX " 
0.15 A/m, having used the average value 
of j| i = 5 iiA/mx and the latitudinal 
width of the downward flowing current 
filament, AX = 30 km. (The corresponding 
values for the upward current further 
north are j| | " 1 0 uA/m 2, AX = 15 km and 
Ji i *= 0.15 A/m. In both regions j| | 
- X, i <5E,/.ix|, with » * 0.? mho.) Thus, 
it follows that the last term in (8) is 
"185 mV/m. This is close to the peak 
value of the electric field measured 
within the arc. According to the termino
logy introduced by Hark1und the cusp 
structure studied here is a Birkeland 
current arc. 

In a more rigorous treatment it would 
be relevant to calculate the Ei(x) pro 
file across the cusp, using a Taylor 
series solution of 11), i.e., the same 
procedure as demonstrated by Doyle et al. 
{1986]. )r should be calculated from the 
HILAT electron spectra (compare 1 H 
averages in Figure A). The only problem 
with this approach is the cross track E 
field component IE»). A reasonable value 
may be est imated from the ava 11 able IMF 
information for this case (B/ " 10 nT). 
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The calculated E» curve could then be 
tested against the ion drift measure
ments . 

5. Summary and Conclusions 

The spatial relationships between 
intermediate scale (tens of kilometers} 
structures in particle precipitation, ion 
drift and Birkeland currents associated 
with auroral forms in the winter hemi
sphere polar cusp have been analyzed. The 
actual measurements occurred during a 
period of stable, negative IMF B^ (posi
tive BY) and slow equatorward movements 
of the cusp as well as the nightside 
auroral zone, 15 min before substorm 
expansion phase onset [cf. Sandholt et 
al., 1986], The main findings are the 
following: 

1. The optical recordings from the 
ground show a series of poleward moving 
structures, each appearing at the cusp 
equatorward boundary. It is not possible 
to determine the life-times of these 
auroral forms from the meridian scanning 
photometer technique alone, when longi
tudinal motion is present, i.e., presum
ably in cases with large IMF Bi compo
nent. In the present case with IMF B» > 0 
a westward auroral drift component is 
expected. This is not resolved in the 
present al1-sky photos, however. The 
similarity in pattern of motion (photome
ter traces in Figure 1) compared with 
other cases which are resolved in two 
dimensions (all-sky images) lc£. Sandholt 
et al., 1986] indicates that they are 
transient structures. 

2. Poleward moving, discrete auroral 
forms like those reported here are a 
characteristic feature of the polar cusp 
and cleft, when IMF B> < 0. Thus, the 
cusp definition referred to in section 3 
needs some revision in order to be con
sistent with this observation. 

3. The similar latitudinal structures 
in the aurora and in the satellite measu
rements of electron precipitation, ion 
dr i f t, and magnetic field indicate that 
these observat ions refer to the same 
physical structure, i.e., auroral forms 
elongated in the east -west direction. 

4. The structures show enhanced 
downward electron energy flux ("5-10 
ergs/cm*/a I , multiple Birkeland current 
sheets Ijti '10 i-A/m* i and strongly 
enhanced northward electric field com
ponent ('200 mV/m). The optical emission 
intensities at 557.V and 630.0 n» arc "1 
and *> kR. respect Lv«ly, within structures 
2 ,md \ (Figure lb» . These are typical 
v.tlucn (or cusp emissions. 

*>. Although electron precipitation is 
pr<*»ent over both upward and downward 
di rifcti-d Bi r kul and currents, the electron 
prcripitatton maxima occur within regions 
of upw.ird Bi r k*l<ind current f low (compare 
Ftgur»- )>. The larger scale Birkeland 
current m eh*? cusp is directed downward. 
indicating outward (lowing ionospheric 

electrons (counterstreaming electrons) 
and/or precipitating ions. 

6. Within the auroral structure 
observed close to the cusp equatorward 
boundary at the time of the satellite 
pass, the main contribution to the elec
tric field was found to be the Birkeland 
current term, with correspondingly minor 
polarization effects (i.e., relations (3) 
and (8) are valid). A downward directed 
electromagnetic energy flux (Poynting 
flux), associated with a pair of Birke
land currents, is dissipated as ionosphe
ric Joule heating. Ir*. the center of the 
structure this energy input rate is a 
factor of 2 higher than the electron 
precipitation flux. There were no proton 
detectors on HILAT. 

7. The height-integrated Pedersen 
conductivities inferred from correlated 
latitudinal variations in ion drift and 
magnetic field components were found to 
be in fair agreement with the value 
obtained from the particle precipitation 
measurements, 

8. Precipitation enhancements at 
higher latitudes in the cusp are associ
ated with more complex electromagnetic 
structures. Within limited regions the 
latitudinal variations of ABT (eastward 
component) and Ei (northward component) 
are anticorrelated, which means that 
relations (3) and (8) are not valid. The 
Et terms in (2) and (7 could be locally 
important. The assumption <J/dy"0 is ques
tionable in these regions. 

9. Electron energy spectra within all 
three main structures are characterized 
by peaks on the high-energy side at a few 
hundred electron volts. 

In this paper we have focused on the 
electrodynamics of some characteristic 
auroral forms which are frequently obser
ved in the polar cusp and cleft regions 
during negative IMF B*, based on one 
single satellite pass. A most critical 
question related to this case study is 
whether the equatorward part of the cusp, 
including structure 3, is on open or 
closed field lines. Information on the 
pitch angle distribution of the precipi
tating particles nay contribute to clari
fying this question. 

A discussion of the present cusp 
structures in relation to aagnetopause 
boundary layer dynamics is given by 
Sandholt and Egeland [1988). 

More events of this kind should be 
analyzed in order to establish the elec-
trodynamic properties of such cusp auro
ral forms, and the possible relationship 
with plasma entry and electrodynamic 
coupling at the dayside magnetopause. 
High sensitivity television recording of 
the auroral structures in two dimensions 
is highly recommended. This should signi
ficant ly improve the possibility of 
ground-satellite correlation studies. 
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STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICS IN THE POLAR CLEFT: 
COO" n TNATED SATELLITE AND GROUND-BASED OBSERVATIONS IN THE PRENOON SECTOR 

P. E. Sandholt, B. Jacobsen, B. Lybekk, and A. Egeland 
Department of Physics r University of Oslo 

C.-I. Meng and P.T. Newell 

Applied Physics Laboratory, Johns Hopkins University, Laurel, Maryland 

F. J. Rich and E. J. Weber 

Air Force Geophysics Laboratory, Bedford, Massachusetts 

Abstract. Observations of electron and 
proton precipitation fluxes and Birkeland 
currents from Defence Meteorological 
Satellite Program spacecraft F7 and 
simultaneous ground-based optical measu
rements from Svalbard ("75* geomagnetic 
latitude) of dayside aurorae (" 0900 MLT) 
are presented. In these cases, the auro
ral emissions within the field of view 
can *e separated into different latitudi
nal zones with corresponding structures 
in particle precipitation and Birkeland 
current. The temporal evolution cf these 
structures is monitored by the ground-
based instruments, indicating the pre
sence of both stationary cleft emissions 
produced by soft electron fluxes (energy 
of a few hundred eVI and multiple, dis
crete arcs and arc fragments of transient 
or more persistent nature, corresponding 
to the precipitation of keV electrons. 
The latter are associated with narrow 
sheets of upward flowing Birkeland cur
rents and reduced proton precipitation, 
suggest ing the presence of field-aligned 
potential drops above the spacecraft. 
Assuming that these low-altltude st rne tu
rr s "ap to the low-lat i tude boundary 
layer of the magnetosphere, ih»-y cot re
spond to a strong f ilamencat ion of the 
boundary layer. in the prenoon sector. 
Field-aligned current systems separated 
in latitude and associated with different 
p<ir*icle populations, i.e.. plasma-sheet -
like and low- lat it ude-boundary-1 ay-*i -I ike 
p<iEr i " les . respectively. +tn observed in 
one ;3se, after a sharp mterpl a v iry 
magnetic (uli B.< polanry chinge. 

1 . Inr roduction 

Thf l«r<» i Ivi role of the magnet osphe-
riT fco'mdary layer* in solar wind - mag-
n- f aphurr '-'jup I ing, inc ludLng plasma 
t r Visf *-r . i fl not. 'tear at present . Thus . 
fh«. p I -tsma tranflfwr problem and e lee t to-

->pyrijh? I?*'» t>y ' h«- Ai»eri':«. c.or-hysl-
-»I ''ri i >n . 

P i(..-r n^-t.-t i >JA0. Jt>4. 
il43 • , : ' M , > *i'A o; »4;o*"»i 

magnetic effects in the cusp/cleft iono
sphere are important tasks for future 
study [e.g., European Space Agency, 
1984]. Related to this, the morphology 
and dynamics as well as the electric 
field and current characteristics of 
high-latitude, dayside auroral particle 
precipitation/optical emissions are of 
primary importance. 

Combined satellite and ground-based 
observations in the cusp have revealed 
discrete, transient auroral forms with 
large internal northward electric field 
(' 100-200 mV/m) and rather complicated 
Birkeland current signatures [cf. Sand-
holt et al., 1986; Sandholt and Egeland, 
1987]. Electron energy spectra from above 
such a'uorae, obtained at " 1100 MLT, 
showed peaks, on the high-energy side, 
located between ~ 200 and 600 eV. Changes 
of the electron spectral characteristics 
with local time around noon are observed 
[cf. Lundin et al., 1988]. A zone of 
magnetosheathiike electrons (energy < 200 
eV) is often observed near noon (' 1100-
1300 MLT), corresponding to the midday 
gap of discrete aurorae, indicating minor 
particle energization in this region. It 
should be noted, however. that sporadic, 
short-lived intensifications of discrete 
aurorae (dayside "breakups") are observed 
from the ground, also at noon [cf. Sand
holt et al. , 1989]. Away from noon, 
within the more extended cleft, particle 
energization is more common [cf. Lundin 
et al., 1988). Thus, the occurrence rate 
of 1-keV electron precipitation and 
associated discrete aurorae increases 
with the distance from magnetic noon. 
Newell and Meng [1988] found that the 
probability for observing cleft particle 
precipitation only (from Deforce Meteoro
logical SatulUte Program IDMSP1 satel
lite F7) along th* 0900 MLT meridian is ' 
80%. while observation of ine cusp pole
ward of the cleft occurred in ' 10% of 
the cases. (Cusp/cleft precipitation was 
defined by. among other criteria, the 
electron energy. E*«i < 220 eV for cusp 
and 220 < E*.» < 600 eV for cleft, and by 
ion energy. J00 < E«»i < 3000 «V for cusp 
and >000 < £.>> < 6000 eV for cleft). 

Tor ber t and Car lson I'9801 presented 
rocket observations of electron and 
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proton precipitation at cleft latitudes 
near 0900 MLT that indicated acceleration 
by parallel electric fields. 

Electron energy spectra obtained from 
in situ measurements in the dayside 
magnetospheric boundary layers show 
distinct changes with radial distance 
across the layer from the magnetosphere 
to the magnetosheath [Chaloner et al., 
1987]. The inner edge of the boundary 
layer (halo region) showed spectral peaks 
at a few hundred eV, both parallel and 
antiparallel to the magnetic field, with 
the total intensity comparable to those 
observed in dayside aurorae. Thus, they 
suggested that the halo electrons could 
be the source of dayside aijrorae. Lundin 
and Evans [1985] presented a boundary 
layer r.odel of observed structures in 
dayside aurorae. According to this model, 
irultiple arcs in the post noon sector are 
the result of several plasma injections 
in various parts off the "center" of the 
cusp, or an injected plasma cloud that 
breaks up into several filaments. Each 
plasma injection filanent represents an 
individual dynamo. driving a pair of 
oppositely directed Birkeland current 
sheets icf. also Stasiewicz, 1385a,bj. 

The large-scale morphology of the 
dayside section of the auroral oval has 
been characterized by Meng and Lundin 
J]986], based on DMSP satellite images. 
Certain differences and similarities of 
the auroral structures in th-s pren-j.>n and 
postnoon Sectors v̂ r*.- pointed ^ur For 
reviews of r«c^nt observat ions of par
ticle dynames and field-aligned current 
structures in the cl^ft region - related 
to dayside boundary layer phenomena - th«. 
reader is referred 'o Lundin [1987) and 
Burch £1988]. 

In this study three cas^s with coordi
nated satellite and ground-baaed observa
tions ^t dayside 3urora« ( * 0300 MLT) ar* 
presented. From rht gi <- und site en Sval-
bar I. Norway (7 5J magr.-st ic \\t it ude 
:MLAT) I . opt i cal e.TI iss ions were n-cot ded 
by an i.Tage- intenai f i- d all-s<y camera 
and a fcur-chann-'l syste.i of mtr idiai,-
a .-arming photom.-tvr 3 . rov-jr l r.g the lati-
tidinal rang». 7o°-aC" [ILAT. By these 
'cThniquts the sp»tia'. sr rueture and the 
M-v virntnns of t h«.- diffvrtnt indi v i -
d-M 1 lur :ra L foi""s 'AJ- >b*i I v-i. 

':a'«lliu DMSP f wan LAunch-d in 
~j .' ober I 93 J l.-.to in apr* " .<limt«-1'/ 840-kr 
ne ir-c ir<:-lar ttoi' . Th- orbit plant- is 
fix«i in g«ogr*pM7 lo:.il ti*-.- -to that 
th«. aiccndU] r. d- i« »t 1333 ind 2Z30 
jw.gr«phic Weil ' ir- T M i » »'ci litt-
carrW-a a M a h r« *' '.u* i-sr, M g r v i ' fwld 
«xp«i '. ««'R' ' ^3M' . * 1-'•"r r r. md IJ'I *p*c • 
tnnii'f-'tfl • J - 4 i . •* v. r ing 'S- - rv> rjy 
r,iri'j« i'> «V fo K k'i7. -if. 1 » n'* rer of 
"tfur •^pwrlrfln'i F i fl -r-|,i,."r j r -
«•rtp'i'jn ->f *hv DHSP f u.i'm^ft'a'i)!», 

•»•!* Rich •** \i. ' i ^ v 'ttrp f .* -;..*v 
' the Sv*\b4r-i -»n1nr> i* -.00 'IT •' 
J9 :" ML?' Thr** pnn-« h-»v. I •«• . !•"• 
-«d E >r 'ru<! «"'idy r« * W t •*, T-- v-iy 

JAN. 23,1985 
SVALBARD PHOTOMETERS 
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Fig. 1. North-south meridian photometer 
scans 3"-168' from north horizon at 
wavelengths 630.0 and 557,7 nm, obtained 
at Hy Ålesund, Svalbard. Start time of 
each pair of scans ln UT is marked on the 
right sid«. intensity scales are given in 
the upper left corner. Magnetic latitude 
scale corresponds to auroral emission at 
250 kr. Baseline profile is indicated in 
top panel, 

ctoiv to r, h«j «canning plane of ?h« gt >und 
pho*--)m"t«'r s. Tr.o third p*im • -r.irr •"! 
«lightly '-> rh" wi»r of "v.illai 1. wi*h»n 
'!•,- fi«-;i of vi. v of rh- ill tky - n u n . 
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Plate 1. Spectrogram of 30-eV to 30~fceV electrons and ions obtained 
during a DMSP F7 pass above Ny Ålesund (0614:35 UT> on January 23, 1985. 
The top two small panels give the total energy flux and average energy 
flux for electrons and ions in units of eV/cnr< s sr and eV, r*spf-ctive ly. 
The nain panels show electron and ion differential energy flux in units 
of eV/cm' s sr and eV. 

fl4*« 2- CLvct.on *nd pro'on *p*c*r*>gT»r>» lor DMSP F7 pass 0625 - 06)0 
UT on C»'«ember ) 1 1980. Di»er«»t«> for*-» *r»->wn in F iiurw* *> and & u«r« 
Tiv«if<iH lurt. J 'n* intvivtl l*;"*.!^ '•*:< ;'• "T. 
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JAN.23,1985 
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Fig. 2. All-aky (170- field of view» photographs from Ny Ålesund, Sval
bard, at wavelength» 630.0 and 427.8 nir with the magnetic orientation 
indicated. Solid line in the upper left picture marks the scanning direc
tion of the photo-tetcr aysten ' cf . Figure 1). 
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JAN. 23, 1985 

ISEE-2 
MAGNETOMETER 

IMF BZ (nT) pg 

SVALBARD STATIONS 
MAGNETOMETER H-COMP. 

DISCRETE ARC 

Fig. 4. Top panel: IMF B.- component from 
spacecraft ISEE 2. 
Second and third panels: H component 
deflections e.t Hy Ålesund (NYA) and Bear 
Island 'BJA). The time of occurrence of 
discrete auroral arc near Ny Ålesund 
(Figures 1. 2, and 3 and Plate 1> is 
marked in all three panels. 

25-min interval of positive B;. within <i 
several-hour period of B < 0. Notice the 
local H component deflections associated 
with positive B.- . 

The observations from the ground and 
the satellite suggest a separat ion into 
different latitudinal zones of different 
auroral emioston and particle precipita-
tion characteristics. 

1. Cu^plike emissicr.s occur between 
15' and 55° south of the zenith, with 
dor" i nat ing red oxygen emission at 630.0 
nm. The DMSP measurements show a region 
of soft J locc ron precipitation (few 
hunar^d eVi between 73.9- and T>.2~ MLAT. 

2. South of this cusp -left rone the 
green line is enhanced î ore than t he red 
line, corresponding to the sonewhat 
higher energy of pre : ipif at ing elections 
between T2."" And 7J.9™ MLAT 1" ( . Plite 1 
and Figure i i . 

3. N o r t h of t h e r u a p l i k u r n i » » i r n a 
s l o w l y e q u a t o r w a r d moving . i i s r r w t e 
r a l a r c i s obs«*rv»d <"* 
Z e n i t h a t 0 6 1 4 : 4 8 UTI. Th-
t6 ) 0 . 0 n » ' IhM . " n r tn 
ITT. S t n c r ' h - J I I T - ' ' ' »i " 1* \or\ 
IS» o f t mvtgn* ' : " K - n i r h ' h i s n t l ' 

nor t h 
«p-ct r .11 r 1* i" 

rough estimate only. Slightly different 
zenith angle locations of the maximum 
intensities at the two wavelengths indi
cate somewhat different emission altitu
des. The electron flu:: shows a corre
sponding local maximum at this time with 
the peak of the energy spectrum around 1 
keV. At the same location, proton inten
sity is strongly reduced below " 1 keV. A 
double structure is seen in the photome
ter trace, with a minor maximum tcwaid 
the north at 0614:48 UT. A similar fea
ture is seen in the electron precipina
tion. The actual auroral structure was 
observed between 0553 and 0618 UT. It 
moved poleward during th-.- first part of 
the interval and then returned equator-
ward. This aurora is an east-west-aligned 
rayed arclike form. 

The magnetic deflection in Figure 3 
(lower panel) indicates a pair of opposi
tely directed Birkeland currents associa
ted with this discrete aurora. The lati
tudinal width and the current density of 
the upward fleeing current, corresponding 
co the main auroral peak, ar<± " 15 km and 
2 1A/m !, respectively. This current was 
traversed during 0614:49-06 14:51 UT. A 
close inspection of the magnetic da^a 
reveals another slightly smaller struc
ture of upward current further north, 
passed during 0614:54-0614:55 UT, corre
sponding to the minor peak on the pole
ward side in the photometer profile in 
Figure 1. These upward currents are 
embedded in a larger-scale downward dire
cted current. 

December 31,_ 1_9_86 

Figure 5 shows photometet traces of 
wavelengths 630.0 and 557.7 n m during 
time period 0626:58-0629:03 UT ("0930 
HLT). A sequence of all-sky photographs 
(sarre channels) for the period 0623-0621 
UT is given in Figure 6. Satellite PHSP 
p-7 passed above these aurora] structures 
between 0627 and 0629 UT, " 150 k" to th>-
west of the ground site (Hy Ålesund), 
well within the fi-eld of view f the al i -
sky carera. Electron and proton spectra 
obtained from the satellite are shown in 
Plate 2. Number flux, energy flux and 
average energy flux for the electrons M• 
shown in Figure 7, along with the east-
west component of the magnetic p.-ttmba-
tions observed from DMSP F7 . The it-a 1 r. 
observations are summarized as fellows: 

1. A rather diffuse glow of red-dor 1 -
nated. cusplike emission ext vn>ls f r *» • 

' 60" north ->f renitr. 
precipitating 1 Ur'i us 

300 -V. This 11 ML. 
d poleward <xf»nJini 
. plc'ur-- -teq'jt n . ', » 

* h«- ion • th up to 
corresponding to 
wi'h rnergy below 
rcniniscenct- ?f 
t r ans i--n' f or - < : 
4 in F L -3 a r c 61. 

ficant 31.cn lin» 
I'd * 1 ight iy 

t he 

a t r ^ f i n 1- ti W i t 1 n g r . i 
« •F l f l f l l t\ i ' : r kf) • i t 
s o u t h •«( M i . .- • l i M - 1 
M -*T n i r n 7' - -

»»•' 
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• ' 8 3 / 3 4 7 

LOG 
E FLUX 

ELEC ION 

Plate 3. Electron and proton spectrograms for DMSP F7 pass 0620 
VT on Decb-rrbu-r 13, 1983. The spacecraft passed the latitude of the 
iz jnd sit*- at " 0622:30 UT f cf. Figure 8). 
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SVALBARD PHOTOMETERS 
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Fig. 5. North-south meridian-scanning phot onefor traces obtained at Ny 
Ålesund, Svalbard. Start tine is shown foi each pair of scans (630.0 and 
557.7 nir) . Bas=line profiles are indicated in top left panel. Matjn*r ic 
latitude scale corresponds to auioral emission at 250 km. 
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t-d eriBSion occurs south 

of the discrete structures, consistent 
with electron precipitation at ' 200 eV 
I" 7fl.8" M L A T ) . This soft precipitation 
overlaps with the poleward part of a zone 
of ' 2-keV electron precipitation between 

70" and 75° MLAT. 

December 13. 1983 

Figure 8 shows photometer scans along 
the magnetic meridian thiough Longyear
byen. Svalbard, at wavelengths 630.0 and 
557.7 nm during the time- period 0621:18-
0623:27 UT (' 0925 M L T ) . The satellite 
DMSP F7 passed above the ground stat ion 
at J622:10 UT, close to the photometer 
scanning plane. Plato } itnws the energy 
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SVALBARD DEC.31,1986 

0323353 mkiTul 

6 5 0 6 2 ? 

Bv$S 

Fig. 6. All-sky photographs (Ny Ålesund, Svalbard) for time period 
0623:08 - 0629:16 UT. Photometer scanning direction (magnetic north-
south) is marked by solid lines. 
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M e r i d i a n s c a n n i n g p h o t o m e t e r t r a c e s d u r i n g i n t e r v a l 0 6 2 1 : 1 8 
\'T on December 1 3 , 19B3 . 

I f i ' i . ? nr I 5 V . " 1

 r j , 3 f ; ,r 0 6 " . 1 4 W. 
Th*; a l L - Si*.y ph'-f ->>jr aphs show l i a t t h i s 
r.r t i i ' - r u t r was T,oie l i ( M t * d in l o n g i t u d i 
n a l -ixt enr . A i o t i l o p-.-ak in th» e1 -••r r on 
s p e : t i '-•jr-jr i s se* n hetwe.-n 7 4 . 1 - ' and 
" r ; . - l MLAT, w i t t . .-n. t j y < 1.5 k-V . The 
^ I ' - I I I ' ' . ' r r a v i r s e d t h i s r * g i o n b e t w e e n 
*622 : 1*̂  and J6 2 2 : 2« ' T . 

I . Pv l i t iv.-1 y weak t ' i s s i o n s U**ig 
Thin _ kP ibovt- b a c k g r o u n d K - v e l in r> 30 . 0 
r*r ' u «• avtTi r -it rh--t n o r t h . p r o b a b l y 
- i J : : i - 1 1. . ' • ' o t i - T v i n g a i r e l a t i v e l y 
i i i [• J- r, i - n in i i»-i . A r o r r e s p e n d i n g 
c i : > i i • .11 r» it 1 >• -r t on p r - r c i p i t a t i o n i s 

t - i . i v - J f»- 'w--r . . " > . " ' ind 7 7.0- MLAT 
w i r h . r , . : j y < *.• • V . 

In - l i l i ' i i r . T.i f h r i i i « t i n c t u r e » s c o n 
in b o ' h ph«" * -.'r»; f * r .in i i « i r« . l l i t t « nbs t - rvn • 
*i n*i. ' h e DM.">P F* ' l a t a ihoM e l ' T f r o n 
l i • • " . f i ' i M .r» i r. • h» po 1 ,ir <• \p i nc lu<Jing 
:• ii ir./.r'i t 7 i i jn.^r m .-i ' d I . 0- • 

Yt - 'Fi- -ijn*" jr-i** in fij'.r-- ' !• in 

seen that the stable auroral emissions 
south of Longyearbyen cor respond t o a 
Birkeland current out of the ionosphere 
(current density * 2 ihJm* ) . A close 
inspection of the magnetic data il-s 
average) shows a double structure of 
upwaid flowing currents leurrent density 

J iA'r'1 with rather limited latitudi
nal extent, associated with the ftanaient 
auroral ate north of Longyearbyen. Th-se 
small-seile upward flowing currents ai -1 

embedded in a large-scale Birkeland cur
rent into the ionosphere. 

}. Discussion of the Observations 

Th»; high-Latitude belts of tat her 
homogeneous proton precipitation and much 
Tore st ruetur«d electron precipitation 
t.-ncrgy < 1 keV) are identified as the 
l -w A I e V tudv signature of th»« magneto-
sph-ri? -left. Narrow she**''» of enhanced 
• l«'.'ii n flux wirhin the cU-(i arv <_ha-
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racterized by distinct spectral peaks at 
around 1 keV and markedly reduced proton 
intensity at these energies. The December 
31. 1986, case is a particularly good 
example. The observed anticorrelated 
electron and proton intensities are 
considered to be an indication of field-
aligned potential drops. This inter
pretation is supported by the observation 
of upward directed Birkeland currents of 
intensity 2-3 L A/m* in these regions 
(Figures 3 and 91. (The current inten
sities have been derived from 1-s-aver-
aged values of B.l 

The narrow sheets of electron precipi
tation are associated with discrete au-
rorae in the for^ of rayed arcs or arc 
fragments (Figures Z and b) . Sorue of 
these ^"t-oral forms are highly dynamical 
scructures with largo changes in inten
sity within 1 min. 

One feature to notice in Plate 2 is 
the energy dispersion signature in the 
proton latitude profile. This effect is 
not seen in the other two cases. In this 
connection. we notice a peculiar situa
tion in the Drrcemb^r 31. 19S6, case, 
i . t-, , * satellite pass at the end of an 
interval characterized by a transient 
auroral forir expanding pole-ward into the 
p->Iar '.ap. C^ppared to th-, 'itficr two 
:iscs th*.- proton flux, in thv pr<-s. nt '.MS-: 
IS irur.sidi-rably l~ss intens. and •=•:•: tends 
farther norrh. 

Tn *he following we will coTpcnr on 
rht rajncti: def l.-rt i>ns shown in F L.'j.Jt « 

letl-.-tir.g ii.f£L-rent p-it̂ '.tns 't 
Bitkeland currents, ,md th- r..-l.»t Loutih ip 
with particle prt-cipi tat ion and autoral 
st: uctur..s . The lar jn - scale gi .idlent - i n 
the «;=istw«sf c jmpor.ent < t deflection 
indicate the existence of two paiis of 
-rurren»1 sheets, -o:responding r :> 'wo v-ry 
i i f1 tront pi a sir 4 t ..-gi'.ns . 0'ir int-rpt t t-i-
* n n ivi »hjT tht g r a d i e n t s f i u ' r>3. "• to 
a b o u t "0.*) -in I fi .- ituuc " O . V ' • 7 ; . 7 • 
M L A T .- J\ r e s p o n d to t h'- Pe-J i<>ti 2 ir.j P-
J* on 1 ' u r u n t nysr. .• i. r « s p e :t i -•• ly . Tt.. 
I r.- • i p i r A r. i ng p it' i ; I e :i in f h*. s e z vn*. a 
it»* Tilt K't.;t its' '. r th«- [I^tr-i shi-* r . A 
**• •••!. J u p v d r d 'mn-r.r *h- ••. t is l j - i t e d 
b - r w v e n ~>'-.i- * id it jr 74 H : . A T it.-l t 
v - : ni 1 do^r.w-ird s h - * ' Iri» 'S ~ T., 

M L A T . H e r e rf.. j.u'iJl- pr.- t p i ' i' l • J. 
.1 - o t <.• -n .r-t ; r er i a r . - ot '!.* 1 v* 1 iT i 
• ,d*.- t ' u n d ' i r y l . i > . t ;>M)Li . I n iw l i ' . n 
r r . v i . i i \r,'-ft.-.i ( < i i [ o f C ' l i r v n t 3 h « » f a 
r . « u t « 1 4 : r 0 'JT : - i o : if v d w i t h * »..- | n 
. r«.-' •• n u t Ji i L . i t • s h - w n i r , F i j>u • i I •*•• i 
.. . Tr.-- I ' w r . w u d • [ ' • •n«-n t i n » h i * ' . n - i . 1 

p •» i r nr* t n - * ' h*> . i r g « s • »l - 1 . v n w t r I 
• t r r i ' ! , ' »nd T . ' * n i n " - . r •%% i t v i . u i i « •• '.• 
( ( " ' i i t ' . ' r - n f f h - - - i p p i n y r ' h - MI 

t . i . » i r v . - - ' % t - ' w * . i t ' * ' t n i -^ HI AT ' • 
M • I ! .»[ . . * . - p i t . ' • • 1 (••/ * t • F i ' f M . . ' 
rr.. i ,r. . - .ph- t i - r i . . j wi i . - " r». »i "» i . rtt.T 
- i y v.- i I • t p i ' i f - - r . - * ^ . j ..•* ' i l i f l i f . K i 

! 1, l « i v * i e * - i i ! M . - I t y n » ;,t,*»t 
T'.-r-- -.r- 11« f ifili i'l n* ' t. T «•-' p»'* 
f *r(.- t,ir-ri* iyt» * »* i u » n+r.w u ! 

mostly dominated by antisunward flow. The 
local ground magnetograms indicate that 
the pronounced auroral structure at 76° 
MLAT (Figures 1 to 4 and Plate 1) is 
located poleward of the convection rever
sal boundary. 

The magnetospheric boundary layer 
model by Lundin and Evans [1985] explains 
the existence of multiple, discrete arcs 
in. the early postnoon sector. Discrete 
arcs in the late morning sector are also 
predicted. However, unless a very deep 
plasma penetration and strong filamenta-
tion occur in the boundary layer, these 
arcs are expected to have a rather limi
ted local time extension. The large-scale 
average current circuit coupled to the 
boundary layer should be downward in the 
" 0900 - 1100 MLT sector and upward in 
the 1300 - 1500 MLT sector. Plasma Eila-
mentation in the boundary layer gives 
rise to multiple sheet currents/auroral 
forms as illustrated in Lundin and Evans 
[1985], Figure 8. In our Figure 10 is 
shown a corresponding filamentation 
process in the prenoon sector, illustrat
ing the predicted system of Birkeland 
currents driven by dynamos in the boun
dary layer. 

The present observations at " 0900 MLT 
of narrow sheets of auroral uinission/up-
ward Birkeland current, within a rogion 
of larger-t.ca.le downward current te .g . , 
Figure 3), seem to be consistent with r he 

\ \ ' -

^' Plasma .njtct.on 
NOON 

Fw 10 A ,*»:<ivl c * M d r i n n j rh. j^yaid*-
t j u n l t r v t i y * T i y n - i m o •: n **p ' < ipp l !• 1 t •> 
' h e p r * n u J ( I * « : t j r ; . 7 i o d i f l « d < f t - - i L - n - l i n 
w i E V ' t n a ; . 9d*>] * . I n ) - < » • • 1 p l * » » » f 11 4 
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actual model. Limited longitudinal exten
sion of the auroral structures is obser
ved in several cases (e.g.. Figure 6). At 
other times the arc covers the whole 
field of view of the all-sky camera, 
i.e., more than " 1000 km (Figure 2). 

The relationships between discrete 
arc occurrence/location/latitudinal mo
tion and IMF Sz variations (cf. Figure 4) 
are not explained by the above mentioned 
model. 

4. Summary 

The postnoon sector of the auroral 
oval, i.e., between 1400 and 1600 MLT and 
7 5° and 80° geomagnetic latitude, has 
been identified as a site of enhanced 
auroral luminosity, field-aligned current 
flow, plasma wave turbulence, and F re
gion ionization [Evans, 1985 and refe
rences therein; Meng and Lundin, 1986; 
Egeland et al., 1987J . The electron 
precipitation in this region appears in 
one or, generally, several thin (" 10-km 
latitudinal extent) arclike structures. 
The field-aligned current carried by 
these precipitating elections within the 
thin structures averages 2-3 ' A/m* 
[Evans, 1985J. 

In this paper similar structures have 
been documented in the prenoon sector (" 
0900 MLT). Simultaneous latitudinal pro
files along the sare meridian of electron 
and proton precipitation, Birkeland cur
rents and auroral emissions, have been 
obtained by coordinated satellite and 
ground-based observations. The total data 
set provides both the rime history of ^he 
events as observed by the ground-based 
instruments and "snapshot" precipitation 
profiU-s obtained fron tho sp-icecraft. In 
these cases, the auroral emissions within 
the field of view :>in b<- sej..u«tcd into 
different lat 11 ̂ iir.a I zones with -ot re
sponding st tuet urea in th« par ticlo 
precipitation. Th- tefpTal c n l u n o n of 
thtse «tructur-9 m 1icaf »-s ' hv pr ••«». nee 
of both stat Lonai y «-uapl ik« "!"t«i irM 
produced by soft ..-Icctr >n tliXi-s i-̂ n-.-igy 
A a (fcW hundr«i -=v -ind T mMi-.r . 
Jiicr«;'i uci .in J ir: (i ij.-yn'O igre«n 
11 ne m*«ns 11 y L 10 KP .' --rreip-.rvKn j to 
Mv. pr«"ipt r At lor. t 1 K*-V «Ucir^ns. Th« 
Latter ' »lao :v.j * p.- r m •*' «?ne »*• i u-t ir-« : 
cf . Figui -• 1 > »r »• aa»r • t i' vd w i * r. '.irrj« 
ohoftt a A upward (I jwmg Dirk* 1 ir. I n 
r«-nr ' » A "* > tn'J r^iu^l pi:>'-<n 

pr v : ipi t it: .r.. « . jg*»' ; n j the fi»-ii •>( 
( U i 1 A l l j n * 4 p ' i ' - n r H i tr ^tt »t><-vv * >.*• 
i p f l r - f T f i t ' , Th«4*- i ' r r * . r o tr* M> r ^ I 
%r l : f f - T - n t l i? i r w K i w i ' M n • r - 1- f 
i ne 1 ud in j i n wj'-t-i' >t w u X m i pi •'. -w *i I 
boun i4r i«-« ->CT«sp-mdinj r IftF 6 n« j » 
' i •/«.• <*nd p o f i n v . i n '»-! •/ »1 «i. B» >j-. ' i v 
l y . Ef 'h*fl" i\vt* » f f r f 4 i « i ""»j> t> ' n -
*. -w l»f t ' u i » boiin 'J*ry I •»*/•• r ' h - y " ( i > 
<sp^nl f ) •» ** r n j f L h * « - n ' . > M 7, ;f * h . 
r • . n i * r y I •* y * r i n * *i" per: ^ n * • ' i 

rh« pr-^-i'1 ' M T V > ' I r,* »» *»s • M;,T 

large-scale Birkeland current systems 
related to different magnetospheric 
plasma sources, one system connected with 
plasma sheet particles and the other 
(farther north) with low-latitude boun
dary layer particles. 
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Appendix A Speed measurements 

Appendix A (I) lest of the 80287 floating point processor 
The program TEST80287.PAS was constructed with the purpose of 
testing the 80287 floating point processor. The program is listed 
below. The function of the program is to test the various 
floating point operations, ie. add, subtract, multiply, divide, 
square root, sine function, cosine function, exponential function 
and logarithmic function. The Turbo Pascal use (make no use of) 
the 80287 when the $N+ ($N-) compiler directive is used. Four 
times the program was tested. The result is summarized in the 
table below. This table lists the time used by each operation in 
/is. The first pass is listed in the second column below and uses 
the single type of floating point variables. The 80287 is also 
used in this pass. This version of program TEST80287.PAS is 
listed at the end of Appendix A (I). The last four rows in the 
table give some additional information about the three different 
real variable types used, ie. single real and extended. The 
number of significant digits, the range and the size used in 
bytes are listed. 

real type used 
****** S80287 

****** 
operation **** 

single 
SN+ 

time lis 

real 
$N-

time /is 

real 
$N+ 

time lis 

extended 
$N+ 

time lis 

c := a + b 75.3 65.3 161.2 90.9 

c :- a - b 79.1 84.4 161.2 92.5 

c := a * b 77.2 126.9 176.6 103.1 

c :- a / b 106.6 455.0 190.6 120.0 

c :- sqrt(a) 94.4 3045.0 145.6 94.4 

c :• sin(a) 537.2 2276.2 590.6 537.2 

c •• cos(a) 537.2 2379.1 588.4 537.2 

c :- exp(a) 612.5 2191.9 679.7 625.0 

c :- ln(a) 382.8 2210.9 432.5 380.9 

signif-digits 7 11 11 19 

upper limit 3.4-10 3 8 1.7-10 3 8 1.7'1038 1.1-10* 9 3 2 

lower limit 1.5-10-*5 2.9-10" 3 9 2.9-10"39 3.4-10- 4 9 3 2 

size in bytes 4 6 6 10 
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Two i m p o r t a n t c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s a r e found when i n s p e c t i n g t h i s 
t a b l e . The f i r s t i s : I f o n l y a d d i t i o n and s u b t r a c t i o n a r e 
p e r f o r m e d , t h e p rog rams r u n f a s t e r w i t h o u t t h e u s e of t h e 
f l o a t i n g p o i n t p r o c e s s o r . I n t e g e r o p e r a t i o n s a r e n o t r u n a t t h e 
80287 . The s e c o n d i s : I f t h e f l o a t i n g p o i n t p r o c e s s o r i s u s e d , 
t h e n t h e programmer s h o u l d n o t u s e t h e r e a l t y p e s , s i n g l e o r 
e x t e n d e d s h o u l d b e u s e d i n s t e a d . 

program Test80287; (* PROGRAM TEST80287.PAS *) 
(*SN+ *) (* Using 80287 numerical coprocessor *) 
uses Crt,Dos; 
type float =• si.-.gle; (* use real type single *) 
var i , loop : in teger ; a , b , c , t i n i , t : f loa t ; 
Start_year,Start_month,Start_day,DayOfWeek,Sec_old 
Star t_hour ,Star t_min,Star t_sec,Star t_mil i : word; 
opr : a r ray[0 . .9 ] of s t r ing [20] ; 

word; 

procedure Start; BEGIN 
GetTime(Start_hour,Start_min.Start_sec,Start_mili); END; 

procedure Stopfvar tloc : float); 
var End_hour,End_min,End_sec,Fnd_mili : word; 
IE_hour,IE_min,IE_sec,IE_mili, IS_hour,IS_min,IS_sec,IS_mili 
.•integer; qsec : f loa t ; 
BEGIN 
GetTime(End_hour,End_min,End_sec,End_mili); 
IS_hour :- Start_houi; IS_min :- Start_min: lS_sec :» Start_sec; 
IS_mili :- Start_mili; IE_hour :- End_hour; IE_min :- End_min; 
IE_sec :- End_sec; IE_mili :- End_mili; 
qsec :-
(1.0*(IE_hour - IS_hour)*3600.0) + (1.0*(IE_min - IS_min)*60.0) 
+(1.0*(IE_sec - IS_sec)) + (1.0*(IE_mili - ISjnili)/100.0); 
tloc :• qsec; 
END; 

BEGIN (* Main program starts here. *) 
opr[0J :- 'no operation • opr [1] :- 'c :- a + b 
opr(2] :- 'c ;- a - b • opr [3] :- 'c :- a * b 
opr[4] :- 'c :- a / b • opr [5] i- 'c :- sqrt(a) 
opr(6] ;- 'c :- sin(a) • opr [7] :- 'c :- cos(a) 
opr[8] :- 'c :- exp(a) • ope [9] :- 'c :- ln(a) 
clrscr; a :- 1.0; b :- 12.34; writeln('Testing 80287") 
FOR LOOP :- 0 TO 9 DO 
BEGIN a:- 1.0: Start; 
for i :- 1 to 32000 do begin 
if loop - 0 then ; if loop - 1 then c ;• a + b; 
if loop - 2 then c :- a - b; if loop - 3 then c :• a * b; 
if loop - 4 then c :- a / b; if loop - 5 then c :• sqrt(a) 
if loop - 6 then c :• sin(a); if loop - 7 then c ;• cos(a); 
if loop - 8 then c :- exp(a): if loop • 9 then c :• ln(a); 
ai- a + 0.001 end; 

Stop(t); if loop - 0 ther t ini :- t; writeln 
(oprlloop),' \(t - tini)*1000.0/32.0;5il, ' • ,chr(230)fs'); 
END; (» loop *) 
writelnl•program ends'); repeat until keypressed: 

END. 
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Appendix A ( I I ) Speed t e s t o f s t o r a g e d e v i c e s 

T h i s Appendix ( I I ) c o n t a i n s a s p e e d t e s t of w r i t i n g ( r e a d i n g ) 
images t o ( f rom) t h e v a r i o u s s t o r a g e d e v i c e s c o n n e c t e d t o t h e IBM 
PC/AT s y s t e m . Two t y p e s of i;. ages were u s e d . Type one was t h e 
s t a n d a r d 256x256 image of 64 kB, s e e S e c t . 5 . 1 . Type two was t h e 
512x512 I r i s T u t o r c o m p a t i b l e image of 256 kB, s e e S e c t . 5 . 5 . 
Each o p e r a t i o n was done t e n t i m e s . The a v e r a g e v a l u e , i n number 
of s e c o n d s u s e d , i s l i s t e d i n t h e t a b l e . The r o o t mean s q u a r e 
(RMS) v a l u e s of t h e s e t e n t i m e m e a s u r e m e n t s a r e l i s t e d i n s i d e t h e 
[ ] p a r e n t h e s i s . 

type of image 
******** moved 
storage **** 
device used ** 

time used in seconds 
when reading from disk 
standard 
image 

I r i s Tutor 
image 

time used in seconds 
when wri t ing to disk 
standard 
image 

I r i s Tutor 
image 

RAM drive 
D: 

1408 kB 

0.824 
[0.156] 

1.37 
[0.132] 

0.684 
[0.0982] 

1.17 
[0.0819] 

fixed disk 
C: 

20 MB 

1.82 
[0.439] 

3.56 
[0.442] 

2.15 
[0.943] 

4.72 
[1.39] 

floppy disk 
A: 

1.2 MB 

3.00 
(0.496) 

8.49 
[0.718] 

6.47 
[1.76] 

12.9 
[0.881] 

optical disk 
E: 
200 MB 

14.7 
[2.64] 

17.7 
[4.01] 

11.9 
[0.646] 

12.9 
[0.704J 
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Appendix A (III) Speed test when running the program FOURIER.PAS 
This Appendix (III) contains a speed measurement when running the 
program FOURIER.PAS. This program is explained in Sects. 7.3.1 
and 7.3.2. The time used when using the program FOURIER.PAS as a 
frequency domain filter of two dimensional image functions is 
measured. 
The filtering process involves six operations. The first is to 
read a 256x256 image file from disk. The second step is to create 
the 'FoFile'. In this operation we create the floating point 
matrix f(x,y) = r(x,y) + j • i(x,y). The third operation is the 
application of the two dimensional fast fourier transform (FFT) 
at the f(x,y). This operations creates the discrete fourier 
transform F(u,v) of the image. F(u,v) is defined in Eq. (7.12). 
The fourth step is the convolution with the filter function 
h(x,y). This is equivalent with multiplication in the frequency 
domain, G(u,v) = H(u,v)*F(u,v). The fifth step is the inverse two 
dimensional fourier transform creating g(x,y) from G(u,v). The 
final operation is then to move the image from the 'FoFile' into 
the two variables BildeA* and BildeB* containing the standard 
256x256x8 bit image. 
The whole process is given in the table below. The first column 
indicates the selection character at the main menu in program 
FOURIER.PAS. In the second column is indicated the operation 
type. The right column gives the time used in seconds. These 
operations were executed creating the images shown in Figs. 
7.7(e), (f) and (g). 

main menu 
selection 

type of operation 
executed 

time used in 
seconds 

2 read file NoiJanl2.dat 1 
6 create 'Fofile' 11 
7 run 2-D FFT, create F(u.v) 537 
8 filter. G(u.v)-H(u.v)-F(u.v) 160 

9 inverse 2-0 FFT,create g(x.y) 554 
A move g(x.y) into BildeA'.-B* 69 
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Appendix A (IV) Error-free encoding using program CODEIMAGE.PAS 
The Appendix (IV) contains the result when running the program 
CODEIMAGE.PAS. This program is doing an error-free encoding and 
decoding of images. The program is explained in Sect. 9.2. Ten 
times the program were tested and the result is summarized in the 
table below. The first column lists the filenames of the input 64 
kB image files. The files marked with <1), (2), (3) or (4) were 
created from the Janl.dat file using a 3x3 average -, 5x5 average 
-, 3x3 median - or 5x5 median filter respectively, cf. Sect. 7.2. 
The second column shows the Mode of coding used, see Sect. 9.2. 
The third column contains the name of the encoded images. The 
fourth column shows the encoding time used in seconds. The fifth 
and sixth columns show the size of the encoded file in bytes and 
percentage of the original, respectively. The last three columns 
show the results when restoring the original files. These give 
the times used to decode the files, the names of the restored 
images and the results when the DOS command COMP is used. 

encoding of 256x256 images decoding of images 

input 
256x256 
file 
name 

code 
Mode 

encoded 
file 
name 

encod
ing 
time 
in s. 

size 
of en
coded 

file b 

size 
of en
coded 
file Z 

decod
ing 
time 
in s. 

output 
decoded 
file 
name 

comp
ares 
with 
orig. 

Janl 
.dat 

1 Janl 
.del 

33.0 30208 46.1 38.7 Janl 
. rsl 

yes 

Janl 
.dat 

2 Janl 
.dc2 

40.1 28416 43.4 46.3 Janl 
.rs2 

yes 

Janla33 
.dat (1) 

1 Janla33 
.del 

27.7 22272 34.0 33.1 Janla33 
.rsl 

yes 

Janla33 
.dat (1) 

2 Janla33 
.dc2 

35.3 20864 31.8 40.9 Janla33 
.rs2 

yes 

JanlaSS 
.dat (2) 

1 JanlaSS 
.del 

25.5 19200 29.3 30.9 Janla55 
.ral 

yes 

JanlaSS 
.dat (2) 

2 JanlaSS 
.dc2 

33.7 18560 28.3 39.3 JanlaS5 
.rs2 

yes 

Janlm33 
.dat (3) 

1 Janlm33 
• del 

27.6 22144 33.8 33.0 Janln33 
.ril 

yea 

Janlm33 
.dat (3) 

2 Janl»33 
.dc2 

35.2 20376 31.1 40.8 Janlm33 
.r<2 

yes 

JanlmSS 
.dat (4) 

1 JanlmSJ 
.del 

25.8 19436 29.7 31.1 Janln55 
.ril 

yes 

JanlmSS 
.dat (4) 

2 JanlmJS 
.dc2 

33.8 18688 28.5 39.4 JanlmSS 
.n2 

yes 
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Appendix A (V) Using programs CONTOUR.PAS and DISCON.PAS 
This Appendix (V) contains the result when running the contour 
encoding (decoding) programs CONTOUR.PAS (DISCON.PAS), cf. Sect 
9.3. Five times the programs were tested when encoding the 
Jan5.dat file. The result is listed in the table below. The first 
eleven rows give the result from program CONTOUR.PAS. The second 
and the third row show the type of filter used and the time used 
executing these filters at the image before the contour encoding, 
cf. Sect. 7.2. The file names of the contour encoded images are 
given in the fourth row. The minimum length of each contour is 
listed in the fifth row. The sixth row shows if the thinning 
procedure is executed. The seventh and the eight row give the 
pixel values of the contour levels. The time used by the encoder 
is listed in the ninth row. The size of the encoded file in bytes 
and percentage of the original are given in the tenth and the 
eleventh row. The last row shows the time used by program 
DISCON.PAS when decoding and plotting the files either at the EGA 
screen only or also using OKI_RASTER.PAS, cf. Sect. 6.4.2. 

input 256x256 
file name 

Jan5 
.dat 

Jan5 
.dat 

JanS 
.dat 

Jan5 
.dat 

JanS 
.dat 

filter typ'̂  
used 

3x3 
median 

3x3 
median 

no filter 
used 

no filter 
used 

5x5 
median 

time used (s) 
using filter 

42.6 42.6 — — 90.0 

file name of 
contour file 

not 
stored 

CAJan5 
.map 

CBJanS 
.map 

CCJanS 
.map 

CEJan5 
.map 

minimum step 
length 

50 SO SO 50 2 

thinning 
procedure 

no no no yes yes 

number of 
contour level 

5 5 5 5 15 

pixel value 
at levels 

80 .. 120 
step 10 

80 .. 120 
step 10 

80 .. 120 
step 10 

80 .. 120 
step 10 

76 .. 116 
step 3 

time used (s) 
«hen encoding 

37.6 37.7 62.6 63.5 109.2 

size ln byte 
encoded file 

... 1280 2176 1664 3840 

•ixe in Z 
encoded file 

... 2.0 3.3 2.5 3.9 

decade plot 
ECA/OKI («) 

1 

... 1.4 / 
33.2 | 

2.4 / 
46.0 

1.7 1 
39.1 

3.8 1 
163.3 
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APPENDIX B: Fortran Compiler 

els 
REM Fortran Compiler : Fcomp.bat 
REM Source program is at directory \lybekk\. 
REM Program name is compiled with FCOMP name . 
REM The operator hit RETURN to continue. 
pause 
els 
copy \lybekk\%l.for \frn\xyz.for 
cd frn 
REM start fortran compiler (if errors stop with CTRL/BREAK) 
fori xyz,,; 
pas 2 
link.v2 xyz,,,fortran.lib+math.lib+8087.lib; 
cd .. 
COPY \frn\XYZ.EXE DATAU1.EXE 
ERASE \frn\xyz.* 
REM FORTRAN COMPILATION IS ENDED. 
REM The executable file <***.EXE) is at directory DATA. 
REM 
REM end 

file:///frn/xyz.for
file:///frn/XYZ.EXE
file:///frn/xyz.*
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APPENDIX C: Serial printing setup 

EPSON.BAT 

rem This program perform the setting of Epson printer. 
rem Printing is now performed trough serial interface. 
rem Correct printing of æ ø and å when using the TUT.PAS program. 
MODE COMl:4800,e,7,l,P 
MODE LPT1: = C0M1: 
REM The computer runs the EPSX.PAS program. 
EPSX 
els 
rem The control is now returned to main program 
run 
rem *.bat program ends. 

program EPSZ; (* This is the setup program for the Epson printer. 
*) 
uses Graph,Crt,Printer; 
var a,b,i,j,change : integer; 

qx : char; 
BEGIN 
writeln('EPSX program.'); 
writeln('If system halts here or sound is not heard from ' ) ; 
writeln('Epson printer, then printer i6 not on line.'); 
write(1st,chr(7)); 
a :- 100; 

while a <> 0 do 
BEGIN 
clrscr; 
writelnj' E P S X ' ) ; 
writeln(' Epson controller program ' ) ; 
writelnj' sends control codes to Epson Type II printer ' ) ; 
writeln; 
writeln('input 0 to end setup ' ) ; 
writelnj'Input 1 to change linefeed ' ) ; 
writeln('Input 2 to set printer to double printing ' ) ; 
writelnj'Input 3 to set printer LO condensed printing ' ) ; 
wrlteln('Input 4 to set printer to enlarged printing ' ) ; 
writeln; writeln(' ' ) ; 
repeat until keypreseed; (* wait *) qx :• readkey; 
a :• ord(qx) - 48; 

If a-1 then 
Begin 
Wrlteln{'Input N to set N/72 Inch/line'); Readln(b); 
Writeln(Lst,Chr(27),'A',chr(b)); 

End; 

If a-2 then Writ«ln(Lst,Chr(27>,'E'); 
If a«3 then Wrlceln(lst,Chr<27),chr(15)); 
If a>4 then WricelnfLst,Chr(27),chr<14>>; 

END; 
END. (• Program EPSX.PAS ends •) 
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FACITPR.BAT 
REM This is the s. 3tup program for the printing 
REM at the Facit 4544 colour printer. 
REM Printing is now performed trough the serial interface. 
REM 
MODE COM1:9600,E,7,1,P 
MODE LPT1: = COM1: 
REM The computer runs the FACIT_SET.PAS program. 
FACIT_SET 
els 
REM Control is returned to main menue program. 
run 
REM *.bat program ends. 

program FACIT_SBT; (* This is the setup program for the Facit 
4544 colour printer. *) 
uses Graph,Crt,Printer; 
var a,b,i,j,change : integer; 

qx : char; 
BEGIN 
writeln('FACIT_SET program.'); 
writelnj'If system halts here or sound is not heard from ' ) ; 
writeln('Facit printer, then printer is not on line.'); 
write(lst,chr(7)); 

a := 100; 
while (a < 1) or (a > 4) do 
BEGIN 
clrscr; 
writelnc F A C I T _ S E T ' ) ; 
writelnC The Facit 4544 controller program ' ) ; 
writeln(' sends control codes to Facit printer ' ) ; 
writeln; 
writeln<'Selection of colour: Do not always use black colour'); 
writeln('The black ribbon is fast worn out.'); 
writeln('Input 1 to select black colour ' ) ; 
writeln('Input 2 to select blue colour ' ) ; 
writelnf'Input 3 to select red colour ' ) ; 
writelnf•Input 4 to select yellow colour ' ) ; 
repeat until keypressed; (* wait *) qx :• readkey; 
a :- ord(qx) - 48; 

If a»2 then Writeln(Lat,Chr<31),chr<13>); 
If a»3 then Writeln(Let,Chr(28),chr(13)); 
If a»4 then Writeln(L«t,Chr(18),chr(13)); 
If a-5 then Wrlteln(L»t,Chr(16),chr(13)) ; 

END; 
END. (* Program FACIT SET.PAS ends •) 
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APPENDIX D: Instructions using the PaintJet printer and the 
PAINT.PAS program 

INSTRUCTIONS USING THE PAINTJET PRINTER: 
Usually paper is used in the printer; however, it will also print 
at overheads. Only the Hewlett Packard Z-fold Pair.' Tet Paper and 
the Hewlett Packard Single Sheet PaintJet Film are to be used. 
The dip switches at the PaintJet printer are set according to the 
following table: 

MET (1) - 12 inch paper 
PC-8 (0) - PC-8 symbol set 
DTP. (1) - hardwired handshake 
SI = S2 = 0 - no parity check 
Bl = B2 = 0 - 9600 baud rate 

The actual communication link is established using the PAINTJET.-
BAT program, (type PAINTJET, or (4) and (3) at the IBM PC/AT menu 
selection). This program also installs the resident PJSCREEN 
program. The NORMAL background is selected; ie. the background 
color at the EGA screen is copied without inversion. 

OSIMG OVERHEAPS; 
The following procedure is done by the operator: 
- remove the paper from the printer 
- load one overhead into the printer, see. HP PaintJet, Color 
Graphics Printer (1988)} (pages 1-17 to 1-19, and 1-30 to 1-
35) 

- press SET TOF button and turn on the ON OFF button 
- then release the SET TOF buttor 
The printer it now set In trans, ncy mode. 

USING PROGRAM PAIHT.PAS: 
The program PAINT.PAS i» displaying the 512x512 DT2851 compatible 
images at the EGA screen. Then Che resident PJSCREEN program is 
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loaded. This program copies the colour graphics to the PaintJet 
printer. The operator has to use menu selection (3) at the IBM 
PC/AT. 

Inputs at the program PAINT.PAS: 
grayscale start: 0 

end: 255 
select colour mode: 3 (using paper), 2 (using overhead) 
change colour scale: <blank> 
"Histogram and grayscale transfer function are displayed. 
Use arrows and PgUp/PgDn to select the transfer function. 
Then press <enter>" 
"The first half image is displayed. Precs <blank> to display 
the other half." 
"Any key stops the plotting." 
"<blank> to change the transfer function." 

IF IMAGE IS TO BE COPIED TO PAINTJET PRINTER: 
When the first half image is displayed at the screen, press C. 
When the continuous tone is played, press <shift> <PrtSc>. After 
-10 sec. the printing starts. When the printing stops and the 
printhead moves into 'home' position, press <blank>. Now the 
lower half image is displayed. Then the operator types C. A 
pulsed tone is played. Press SET TOF at the printer and then 
<blank> at the keyboard. When the continuous tone is heard, type 
<shift> <PrtSc>. After -10 sec. the printing continue. Wait until 
the print head moves into home position. 

The operator has to press SET TOF or OFF / ON at the printer 
between each image printed. 
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APPENDIX E: Code interpreted by OKI_DRIVER.PAS and UPLOAD.PAS 
programs 

All the codes are written using a DOS text editor. 
Those codes underlined are also interpreted by the routines in 
UPLOAD.PAS writing text into image files. 
The data are plotted into the file D.-OK_LAG_l.DAT. This file is 
dumped at the OKI laser printer by help of program OKIDUMP.PAS. 
The file is written to the Facit 4544 colour printer by help of 
program FACITTEX.PAS. 
All codes have to start at the leftmost column. 
This appendix is organized with the most important codes first. 
When a denotes vertical and b denotes horizontal coordinate, this 
is indicated below with (a,b). Left upper corner is at coordinate 
(0,0). The graphic file D:OK_LAG_l.DAT has origo in upper left 
corner. The x axis is vertical and the y axis is horizontal. The 
global variable MODE determines the size and resolution of this 
file. 

MODE = 1 : Horizontal (vertical) size is 2048 (1823) points 
at 300 dots/inch resolution. 

MODE = 2 : Horizontal (vertical) size is 1024 (3120) points 
at 300 dots/inch resolution. 

MODE = 3 : Horizontal (vertical) size is 1024 (1560) points 
at 150 dots/inch resolution. 

MODE = 4 : Horizontal (vertical) size is 512 (10001) points 
at 70 (72) dots/inch horizontal (vertical) 
resolution. 

The graphic file with MODE = 1,2 or 3 is plotted at the OKI laser 
printer, and the graphic file with MODE = 4 is plotted at the 
Facit 4544 colour printer. 

C O D E S 

Empty lines in the text are allowed. 

This character is used at the first column in comment lines. 

This is the character ac the first column in any text line. 
The text after the $ sign is copied to the output file. 
The curaor position !• ac left upper in the text. 

The cursor 1* moved to position (a,b). No plotting is done. 
This command has to precede every text command, (Stext). 
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la. 
This instruction sele. • .e pixsl value of the text plotted in 
program UPLOAD.PAS, (0 _' a ^ 255). The instruction has another 
interpretation in program OKI_JRIVER.PAS, ( see below). 
Tf.d,s. 
Text style used by the $text command is set. This is egual to the 
procedure SetTextStyle(f,d,s) in Turbo Pascal 4.0 & 5.5. The 
fonts used are equal, see Turbo Pascal 5.5, Referer.ee Guide 
(1989). f,d and s have to be numbers. 
Pa,b, 
One point is plotted at cursor position (a,b). 
La,b/c,d, 
A line is drawn from (a,b) to (c,d) 
Fa, bfCf d, 
A rectangle is drawn with left upper corner at (a,b) and right 
lower corner at (c,d). 

(a.b) 

(c,d) 
Qa,b,c,d, 
A rectangle is drawn with one corner at (a,b) and the adjacent 
corner at (c,d). The sides of this rectangle do not have to be 
horizontal or vertical. 
Ca,b,r, 
A circle is drawn with centre at (a,bi and radius r. 
B«,b,r,p,q, 
An arc segment is drawn. The centre is at (a,b) and the radius is 
r. The angle plotted is front p degrees to q degrees. Zero degrees 
is at the x' axis. 

> y 

<».b) 

http://Referer.ee
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Zk, 
This instruction sets the size of the point plotted. Default size 
is k = 0. The square marked with X in the figure below is the 
original point plotted. This procedure works with all line- , 
circle- and shape-drawing commands. 

k-P k-1 k-2 

X -5f -

Kx,y,l,d, 
This instruction draws an arrow. Coordinate of the arrow head is 
at (x,y). Length of the arrow is l-sqrt(2), (= s below). Direc
tion d of the arrow is given in the figure below. 

-> Y 

U,y) 

direction of arrow 
d-3 

d-2<-

d-1 

->d»0 

Sn,i,xi,y1,x2/y2» ••• .x n,y„, 
This instruction draws one smooth curve trough the coordinates 
(xi/vl) /(X2' v2)' ••• (xn'vn>- Number of coordinates is n; (1 < n 
< 11). i denotes the direction order. 

i = 0 ==> xj < X2 < .. < x n 

i = 1 ==> xi > X2 > •• > x n 

i = 2 ==> y i < y 2 < .. < y n 

i = 3 ==> yi > y 2 > -• > y n 

Aai,b,*2/C, 
A constant is added to all coordinates given below. 

When sj = 0 add b to all x coordinates below. 
When sj = 1 subtract b from all x coordinates below. 
When S2 • 0 add c to all y coordinates below. 
When S2 • 1 subtract c from all y coordinates below. 

This instruction is useful when repeating drawings. The adder is 
reset after use with A0,0,0,0,. 
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Ma,b,c,d, 
This instruction multiplies all coordinates below with a real 
constant. All x coordinates are multiplied with a.b. (a is the 
integer part and b is the fractional part.) 
All y coordinates are multiplied with c.d. (c is the integer part 
and d is the fractional part.) 
The multiplier is reset after use with Ml,0,1,0,. Adding (A ,,,,) 
is done after multiplying. 

Ia,b,c,d, 
This instruction creates the figure below. The corners are 
rounded. This is not seen in this figure. The I instruction has 
another interpretation in program UPLOAD.PAS, (see above). 

<a,b) 

(c.d) 

Ra,b,c,d, 
This instruction creates the figure below. 

(a.b) 

(c.d) 

Ex,y,a,b,w,«1,»2, 
An ellipse segment is drawn. (x,y) is the centre of the ellipse, 
w is angle between vertical axis in ellipse and X-axis, a (b) is 
the length of the vertical (horizontal) half axis, sj is the 
start to draw angle in degrees, and 83 is the stop drawing angle. 
Angle is defined zero at the x axis. One circle is drawn with 
Ex,y,r,r,w,0, 360, . 
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S P E C I A L G R A P H I C C O D E : 

Gx,y,mx,my,filename. 
This command plots a graphic file created by the procedure 
Graph_Screen_Save. This procedure is included in several of the 
programs in this thesis. The graphics at the EGA screen is copied 
to the disk and by the use of this instruction plotted into the 
OKI_DRIVER.PAS graphic file, filename is the name of the graphic 
file. The character _ has to be omitted in these filenames. (x,y) 
is the start location to plot, (upper left corner), mx (my) 
denotes multiplication or division of the EGA vertical (horizon
tal) coordinates before these are plotted. 

mx , my = 1,2,3 multiplication with 1,2,3 
mx , my = 12,13,14 division with 2,3,4 

Plottinq of Digipad data 
The program OKI_DRIVER.PAS also interprets and plots the files 
created by ABC800:DIGIMAP.BAC. These files are created by the 
digitizing pad: Bit Pad One (Suramigraphics corporation). These 
files are transmitted to the IBM PC/AT by help of program 
DIGI.BAS (Basic). Mostly these programs are used when digitizing 
and plotting maps, cf. Fig. 1.2. 
These files have the format listed below. Each square contains 
one byte. L denotes the least significant and H denotes the most 
significant byte in each word. S denotes the digitizing speed 
used (2, 4, 10 or 20 Hz) at the Bit Pad One. R is the time buffer 
length used. T is the time in number of 1/100 sec. oetween each 
points digitized. When |T(k) - T(k+l)| > R we have a jump in the 
continuous curve digitized. (X,Y) is the coordinate digitized at 
the Bit Pad One. The last coordinate (Xn,Yn) have TnL = TnH = 
255. The operator is able to scale, shift and mirror image these 
maps when they are plotted into the graphic file D:OK_LAG_l.DAT. 

SL SH RL RH COL 0 
X1L X1H Y1L Y1H TIL T1H 
X2L X2H Y2L Y2H T2L T2H 

XnL XnH YnL YnH 2» 25J 
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APPENDIX F: Driver files used by program UPLOAD.PAS running the 

DT2S51 and DT2858 cards 
This file is named \WORK\UploadDr.ive and contains all the driver 
files used in the UPLOAD.PAS program. 
EXPLANATION OF THIS FILE : 
This input "Cluster" file is copied to D:. Then it is split into 
smaller files by help of the Decompose_File_Cluster(filename : 
string) procedure. The // sign denotes a new line. The text after 
the // sign are written into a new line in the output file. All 
leading blanks in any line are ignored. The line starts at the 
first character. The @ sign as the first character in a line is 
denoting a control statement. All control characters must be at 
the start of a line. When @N is red, a new output file is opened. 
The first line after @K is the name of this file. Then every 
subsequent lines are written to the output file. If a line starts 
with the character @, then this line is omitted. The output file 
ends and is closed when @S is met. Before a new @N is red, all 
text in this input file are interpreted as comments. All text 
outside the text started by SN and ended with ?S are interpreted 
as comments, and are not written to any output file. 

THE DRIVER FILES = 
File 1: IR_CALL.BAT. in program UPLOAD.PAS type "0" 

8N 
DsIR_CALL.BAT // rem Calls IRIS tutor at drive D: 
cd\ // d: // ir // c: // cdUp // «S 

File 2: DISPLAY_CAMERA.BAT. in program UPLOAD.PAS type " " 
«N 
DiDISPLAY_CAMERA.BAT / rem Display camera 
cd\ / / d: / / i r dis_play / / c: / / cdUp / / «S 

File 3: DIS PLAY.IMM 
«N 
DiDIS_PLAY.lMM // SYNC EXTERNAL // DISPLAY CAMERA // EXIT YES // «S 

File 4i LOADDT O.BAT. in program UPLOAD.PAS type "E" 
tn 
D:LOADDT O.BAT // rem execute d:ir loadO 
d: // ir loadO // c: // *S 

File Si LOADO.IMM 
IN 
D-.LOAD0.IKM // sync internal // restore buffer 0 from DmpfileA.dat 
display buffer 0 // exit yes // »S 

File 6i LOADDT l.BAT. in program UPLOAD.PAS type 'F-

•N 
D:LOADDT l.BAT // rem execute diir loadl 
di // " ir loadl // c. // »S 

nil U L0AD1. IMM 
(N 
DiLOADl.IMM // »y.ic Internal // restore buffer 1 from DiupflleB.dat 
display buffer 1 '/ exit yes // (S 

File B< SAHPLEI.BAT. in program UPLOAD.PAS type *r and '0 or H" 
*N 

file:///WORK/UploadDr
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D:SAMPLE1.BAT / / r e m Samples one image and s t o r e i t a t RAM d i s k 
cd\ / / d: / / i r a c l s a v e / / c : / / c d \ t p / / gS 

F i l e 9: AC1 SAVE. IMM 
§N / / D:AC1 SAVE. IMM 
CLEAR BUFFER 0 / / CLEAR BUFFER 1 / / SYNC EXTERNAL / / DISPLAY CAMERA 
ACQUIRE 1 FRAMES TO BUFFER 0 / / DISPLAY BUFFER 0 
SAVE BUFFER 0 t o D: I m a g e l . d a t / / EXIT YES 11 «S 

F i l e 10 : SAMPLE2.BAT. i n program UPLOAD.PAS type " I " and "1 o r I " 
iN 
D: SAMPLE2. BAT // rem Samples one image 2 times and store it at RAM disk 
cd\ // d: // ir ac2save // c: // cd\tp // gS 

File 11: AC2SAVE.IMM 
«N // D.-AC2SAVE.IMM 
CLEAR BUFFER 0 // CLEAR BUFFER 1 // SYNC EXTERNAL // DISPLAY CAMERA 
ACQUIRE 2 FRAMES TO BUFFER 0 // DISPLAY BUFFER 0 
SAVE BUFFER 0 to D:Imagel.dat // EXIT YES 11 %S 

File 12: SAMPLE4.BAT, in program UPLOAD.PAS type "I" and "2 or J" 
€N 
D:SAMPLE*.BAT // rem Samples one image 4 times and store it at RAM disk 
cd\ // d: // ir ac4save // c: // cd\tp // «S 

File 13: AC4SAVE.IMM 
«N // D:AC4SAVE.IMM 
CLEAR BUFFER 0 // CLEAR BUFFER 1 // SYNC EXTERNAL // DISPLAY CAMERA 
ACQUIRE 4 FRAMES TO BUFFER 0 // DISPLAY BUFFER 0 
SAVE BUFFER 0 to D:Imagel.dat // EXIT YES // gS 

File 14: SAMPLE8.BAT, in program UPLOAD.PAS type "I" and "3 or K" 
eN 
DiSAMPLE8.BAT // rem Samples one image 8 times and store it at RAM disk 
cd\ // d: // ir ac8save // e: // cd\tp // #S 

File 15: AC8SAVE.IMM 
«N // D:AC8SAVE.IMM 
CLEAR BUFFER 0 // CLEAR BUFFER 1 // SYNC EXTERNAL // DISPLAY CAMERA 
ACQUIRE 8 FRAMES TO BUFFER 0 // DISPLAY BUFFER 0 
SAVE BUFFER 0 to D:lmagel.dat // EXIT YES // «S 

File 16: SAMPLE10.BAT, in UPLOAD.PAS type "I" an.- "4 or L" 
«N 
D:SAMPLE10.BAT // rem Samples one image 10 times and store it at RAM disk 
cd\ // d: // ir aclOsave // c: // cd\tp // tS 

File 17. AC10SAVE.IMM 
•N // DiAClOSAVE.IMH 
CLEAR BUFFER 0 // CLEAR BUFFER 1 // SYNC EXTERNAL // DISPLAY CAMERA 
ACQUIRE 10 FRAMES TO BUFFER 0 // DISPLAY BUFFER 0 
SAVE BUFFER 0 to D:Imagel.dat // EXIT YES // «S 

File lfli SAHFLE12.BAT, in UPLOAD.PAS type -f and "S or M -

«K 
DiSAMPLE12.BAT // rem Samples one image 12 times and store it at RAM disk 
cd\ // di // ir acl2save // c: // cdttp // «S 

fl.* l*i AC12SAVE.IKK 
IN // D.AC12SAVE.JMH 
CLEAR BUFFER 0 // CLEAR BUFFER 1 // SYNC EXTERNAL // DISPLAY CAMt?A 
ACQUIRE 12 FRAMES TO BUFFER 0 // DISPLAY BUFFER 0 
SAVE BUFFER 0 to Dilmagel.dat // EX:~ YES // (S 

file 20. SAMPLEH.BAT. In UPLOAD.PAS ty{ M* and •* or N' 
fN 
DiSAMPLEU.BAT // rem Sample» one image 14 time» and (tore it at RAM disk 
r.i\ II d> // lr tcltitn // r: // cd\tp // 
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F i l e 2 1 : AC14SAVE.IMM 
IN / / D:AC14SAVE.IMM 
CLEAR BUFFER 0 / / CLEAR BUFFER 1 / / SYNC EXTERNAL / / DISPLAY CAMERA 
ACQUIRE 14 FRAMES TO BUFFER 0 / / DISPLAY BUFFER 0 
SAVE BUFFER 0 t o D : I m a g e l . d a t / / EXIT YES 11 IS 

F i l e 2 2 : SAMPLE16.BAT, i n UPLOAD.PAS type " I " and "7 or 0" 
IN 
D:SAMPLE16.BAT // rem Samples one image 16 times and store it at RAM disk 
cd\ // d: // ir acl6save // c: // cd\tp // IS 

File 23: AC16SAVE.IMM 
IN // D.-AC16SAVE.IMM 
CLEAR BUFFER 0 // CLEAR BUFFER 1 // SYNC EXTERNAL // DISPLAY CAMERA 
ACQUIRE 16 FRAMES TO BUFFER 0 // DISPLAY BUFFER 0 
SAVE BUFFER 0 to D:Imagel.dat // EXIT YES // IS 

File 24: SAMPLE32.BAT, in UPLOAD.PAS type "I" and "8 or P" 
IN 
D-.SAMPLE32.BAT // rem Samples one image 32 times ant) store it at RAM disk 
cd\ // d: // ir ac32save // c: // c, .cp // ?S 

File 25: AC32SAVE.IMM 
IN // D:AC32SAVE.IMM 
CLEAR BUFFER 0 // CLEAR BUFFER 1 // SYNC EXTERNAL // DISPLAY CAMERA 
ACQUIRE 32 FRAMES TO BUFFER 0 // DISPLAY BUFFER 0 
SAVE BUFFER 0 to D:Imagel.dat // EXIT YES 11 |S 

File 26: SAMPLE64.BAT. in UPLOAD.PAS type "I" and "9 or Q" 
«N 
D-.SAMPLE64.BAT // rem Samples one image 64 times and store it at RAM disk 
cd\ II d: // ir ac64save // c: // cd\tp // IS 

File 27; AC64SAVE.IMM 
IN // D:AC64SAVE.IMM 
CLEAR BUFFER 0 // CLEAR BUFFER 1 // SYNC EXTERNAL // DISPLAY CAMERA 
ACQUIRE 64 FRAMES TO BUFFER 0 // DISPLAY BUFFER 0 
SAVE BUFFER 0 to D:Imagel.dat // EXIT YES // IS 

File 28; SMPL128.BAT. in UPLOAD.PAS type "I" and "A or R" 
|N 
D:SKPL128.BAT // rem Samples one image 128 times and store it at RAM disk 
cd\ // d: // ir acl28iave // c: // cdUp / / IS 

File 29: AC128SAVE.IMM 
IN // D:AC128SAVE.IMM 
CLEAR BLPFER 0 // CLEAR BUFFER 1 II SYNC EXTERNAL II DISPLAY CAMERA 
ACQUIRE 128 FRAMES TO BUFFER 0 // DISPLAY BUFFER 0 
SAVE BUFFER 0 to D.Imagel.dat // EXIT YES // «S 

File 30: SMP 4 2.BAT, in UPLOAD.PAS type T and "B or S" 
«N 
DiSMP 4 2.BAT // rem Samp lei one image and «tore it at RAM diik 
cd\ ~ll~ d. // ir ac 4 2 // c: // cdUp // IS 

Filt 31) AC.4_2.IMM 
|N // DiAC » 2.IMM 
CLEAR BUFFER 0 11 CLEAR BUFFER 1 // SYNC EXTERNAL // DISPLAY CAMERA 
ACQUIRE 4 FRAMES TO BUFFER 0 // ACQUIRE 4 FRAMES TO BUFFER 1 
ADO BUFFER 1 TO BUFFER 0 // DISPLAY BUFFER 0 
SAVE BUFFER 0 to OiImagel.dat // EXIT YES // (S 

File 32> SMP 6 2.BAT. In UPLOAD.PAS type *l" and 'C or T" 
«» 
DtSMP_6_2.BAT // rem Sample* one loaf* and «torv It ac RAM dltk 
cd\ IT d> // ir ac 6.2 // n // cdUp // IS 

file 13. AC.».2.IKM 
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§N // D:AC_6_2.1MM 
CLEAR BUFFER 0 // CLEAR BUFFER 1 // SYNC EXTERNAL // DISPLAY CAMERA 
ACQUIRE 6 FRAMES TO BUFFER 0 // ACQUIRE 6 FRAMES TO BUFFER 1 
ADD BUFFER I TO BUFFER 0 // DISPLAY BUFFER 0 
SAVE BUFFER 0 to D.-Imagel.dat // EXIT YES // iS 

File 34; SMP_8_2.BAT. in UPLOAD.PAS type "I" and "D or U" 
in 
D:SMP_8_2.BAT // rem Samples one image and store it at RAM disk 
cd\ // d: // ir ac_8_2 // c: // cd\tp // gS 

File 35: AC_8_2.IMM 
IN II D:AC_8_2.IMM 
CLEAR BUFFER 0 // CLEAR BUFFER 1 // SYNC EXTERNAL // DISPLAY CAMERA 
ACQUIRE 8 FRAMES TO BUFFER 0 // ACQUIRE 8 FRAMES TO BUFFER 1 
ADD BUFFER 1 TO BUFFER 0 // DISPLAY BUFFER 0 
SAVE BUFFER 0 to D:Imagel.dat // EXIT YES II «S 

File 36: SMP_10_2.BAT, in UPLOAD.PAS type 'I" and "E or V" 
IN 
D:SMP_10_2.BAT // rem Samples one image and store it at RAM disk 
cd\ // d: // ir ac_10_2 // c: II cdUp // IS 

File 37: AC_10_2. IMM 
IN // D:AC 10_2.IMM 
CLEAR BUFFER 0 _ // CLEAR BUFFER 1 // SYNC EXTERNAL // DISPLAY CAMERA 
ACQUIRE 10 FRAMES TO BUFFER 0 // ACQUIRE 10 FRAMES TO BUFFER 1 
ADD BUFFER 1 TO BUFFER 0 // DISPLAY BUFFER 0 
SAVE BUFFER 0 to D:Imagel.dat // EXIT YES // IS 

File 38: SMP_14_2.BAT, in UPLOAD.PAS type "I" and "F or V" 
IN 
D:SMP_14 2.BAT // rem Samples one ima •» and store it at RAM disk 
cd\ II ~ d: // ir ac_14_2 // c: // cd\tp // (S 

File 39: AC_14 2.IMM 
IN // ~ D:AC 1* 2.IMM 
CLEAR BUFFER 0 ll CLEAR BUFFER 1 // SYNC EXTERNAL // DISPLAY CAMERA 
ACQUIRE 14 FRAMES TO BUFFER 0 // ACQUIRE 14 FRAMES TO BUFFER 1 
ADD BUFFER 1 TO BUFFER 0 // DISPLAY BUFFER 0 
SAVE BUFFER 0 to D:Imagel.dat // EXIT YES // t$ 

File 40i SMP 16_2.BAT. in UPLOAD.PAS type 'I' and 'C or X" 
IN 
DiSMP 16 2.BAT // rem Samplet one image and score it at RAM disk 
cd\ ll " d: // ir ac_16 2 // c: // cdUp // IS 

File 41i AC_16_2.IMM 
IN // 5:AC 16 2. IMM 
CLEAR BUFFER o" ll CLEAR BUFFER 1 // SYNC EXTERNAL .'/ DISPUY CAMERA 
ACQUIRE 16 FRAMES TO BUFFER 0 // ACQUIRE 16 FRAMES TO BUFFER 1 
ADD BUFFER 1 TO BUFFER 0 // DISPLAY BUFFER 0 
SAVE BUFFER 0 to D.Imagtl.dat // EXIT YES // IS 

File 42. DOB 4.BAT, in program UPLOAD.PAS type "I" and *<F1>* 
IN 
DiOOB_4.BAT // rem Samples one Image and store åt at RAM disk 
cd\ ll d: // ir ac_db_4 // c. // cdltp // IS 

File 43. AC_0B_4.IMM 
|N // O.AC OB 4.IKM 
CLEAR BUFFER 0~ // CLEAR BUFFER 1 // SYNC EXTERNAL // DISPLAY CAMERA 
ACqUIR», 4 FRAMES TO BUFFER 0 // ACQUIRE 4 FRAMES TO BUFFER 1 
DISPLAY BUFFER 0 II SAVE BUFFER 0 to 0>Imagol.dat 
SAVE BUF>IR 1 to 0.Demol.dat // EXIT YES // IS 

File 44, 008.6.IAT. In program UPLOAD.PAS lyp» "I* and •<F2>' 
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@N 
D:D0B_6.BAT / / rem Samples one image and s t o r e i t a t RAM d i s k 
cd\ / / d: / / i r ac_db_6 / / c : / / c d \ t p / / gS 

F i l e 4S: AC_DB_6.IMM 
IN // D:AC_DB_6.IMM 
CLEAR BUFFER 0~ II CLEAR BUFFER 1 // SYNC EXTERNAL // DISPLAY CAMERA 
ACQUIRE 6 FRAMES TO BUFFER 0 // ACQUIRE 6 FRAMES TO BUFFER 1 
DISPLAY BUFFER 0 // SAVE BUFFER 0 to D:Imagel.dat 
SAVE BUFFER 1 to D:Demol.dat // EXIT YES 11 IS 

File 46: DOB_8.BAT, in program UPLOAD.PAS type "I" and "<F3>" 
IN 
D:DOB_8.BAT // rem Samples one image and store it at RAM disk 
cd\ // d: // ir ac_db_8 // c: // cd\tp // IS 

File 47: AC_DB_8. IMM 
«N // D:AC_DB_8.IMM 
CLEAR BUFFER 0 // CLEAR BUFFER 1 // SYNC EXTERNAL // DISPLAY CAMERA 
ACQUIRE 8 FRAMES TO BUFFER 0 // ACQUIRE 8 FRAMES TO BUFFER 1 
DISPLAY BUFFER 0 // SAVE BUFFER 0 to D:Imagel.dat 
SAVE BUFFER 1 to D:Demol.dat // EXIT YES // IS 

File 48: DOB_10.BAT, in program UPLOAD.PAS type "I" and "<F4>" 
IN 
DiDOB 10.BAT // rem Samples one image and store it at RAM disk 
cd\ 7/ d: // ir ac db_10 // c: // cd\tp // |S 

File 49: AC_DB_10.IMM 
|N II ~ D:AC_DB 10.IMM 
CLEAR BUFFER 0 /7 CLEAR BUFFER 1 // "NC EXTERNAL // DISPLAY CAMERA 
ACQUIRE 10 FRAMES TO BUFFER 0 // ACQUIRt 10 FRAMES TO BUFFER 1 
DISPLAY BUFFER 0 // SAVE BUFFER 0 to D:Imagel.dat 
SAVE BUFFER 1 to DiDamol.dat // EXIT YES // IS 

Fll» 30i DOB 14.BAT. in program UPLOAD.PAS type "I" and •<F3>" 
IN 
DiDOB 14.BAT // rem Sample! one image and store it at RAM disk 
cd\ 7/ di // ir ac db 14 // c> // cdUp // IS 

UlM-llX AC_DB_14.IKH 
IN // D.AC DB 14.IKH 
CLEAR BUTTER 0 ll CLEAR BUTTER 1 // SYNC EXTERNAL // DISPLAY CAMERA 
ACQUIRE 14 TRAMES TO BUTTER 0 // ACQUIRE 14 TRAMES TO BUTTER 1 
DISPLAY BUTTER 0 // SAVE BUTTER 0 to Dilmagel.dat 
SAVE BUTTER 1 to DiDenol.dat // EXIT YES // IS 

Tile S2i DOB 16.BAT. In program UPLOAD.PAS type "1" and *<F6>' 
IN 
DiDOB 16.BAT // rem Samples one image and store it at RAM disk 
ci\ 7/ di // ir *c db 16 // ci // cdUp // IS 

Tile » . AC DB 16.IKM 
IN // ' D.AC DB 16.IMH 
CLEAR BUTTER 0 // CLEAR BUTTER 1 // SYNC EXTERNAL // DISPLAY CAMERA 
ACQUIRE 16 THAMES TO IUITTR 0 // ACQUIRE 16 TRAMS TO BUTTER 1 
DISPLAY BUTTER 0 // SAVE BUTTER 0 to Dilaiagel.dac 
SAVE SUTTER 1 to 0.Demo».del // EXIT YES // IS 

END. No «ore driver (iles 


